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ABSTRACT

The achievements in pervasive and nomadic computing, today, allow

us to take and use our mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets

everywhere we go. However, the mobility came at a cost: the small

screen space of mobile devices leads to a deficient Human-Computer-

Interaction (HCI) across several aspects, ranging frommissing overview

and awareness about the own digital information flow, to lacking sup-

port formulti-tasking and (privacy-respectful) collaboration.Anymore

complex tasks quickly become cumbersome to perform on mobile de-

vices,which created the demand for constantly increasing display sizes

in recent years. However, physical screen sizes are constrained by the

required mobility (smartphones have to fit pockets, the hand, and the

ear), such as display resolutions are constrained by the capabilities of

the human eye—and both have reached their limits as far as smart-

phones and tablets are regarded.

Conversely, mobile projection promises large projected displays to be

created anywhere, anytime, from very tiny physical form factors by

means of battery-powered pico-projectors that can be integrated, for

instance, to smartphones. But while this is generally true, the low lu-

minance of these projectors that falls short magnitudes below the re-

quirements dictated by ambient light, precluded them frombeing used

in nomadic on-the-go scenarios so far and instead relegated them to a

niche existence. Further on, while successfully applied to some appli-

cation domains, for instance gaming, interaction concepts for nomadic

information management with these projected interfaces are yet to be

presented.

To this matter, this thesis first provides an analysis of deficiencies in

nomadic information management that might be addressable by mo-

bile projection. It then continues by presenting a new framework called

Nomadic Projection Within Reach that aims at allowing mobile projec-

tion to fulfill its full promise on improving nomadic interaction, to-

day. By drastically decreasing the projection distance, the framework—

compared to traditional usage rather counter-intuitively—promotes the

utility of a small but bright projected display instead of a larger darker

one. The additional nearby display leads to a touchable mobile multi-

display environment (MMDE), bringing nomadic projectionwithin reach,

both physically as well as figuratively. All in all, these changes provide

completely new opportunities for overcoming the current deficiencies

in nomadic informationmanagement usingmobile projection. Further

on, for use cases that require to cover a larger distance, an advance-

ment of the framework to Nomadic Projection Within Extended Reach
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is proposed which crosses boundaries between within-reach and out-

of-reach projection and interaction.

The framework is established and evaluated through five case studies

that systematically investigate its application to the aforementioned de-

ficiencies. Through technical and conceptual explorations, innovations,

and evaluations aswell as qualitative and empirical user research, they

demonstrate the framework’s ability to alleviate all of these deficien-

cies through tailored interaction concepts that are enabled by touch-

interaction and the MMDE. The proposed framework is complemented

by a set of 12 design guidelines, which are derived from the case stud-

ies. These assist in deciding whether the framework is applicable to a

(new) type of device and if so, provide guidance in decisions regard-

ing integration and placement of the projector, positioning of the pro-

jection, techniques for transferring content between displays, to name

a few.

Finally, asmobile andnomadic computing are quickly advancingfields,

the process of developing the proposed framework has witnessed the

(re-)emergence of several new nomadic device and display categories

like, for instance, smart watches and glasses. These have very distinct

advantages and disadvantages compared to mobile projection and

prompt the question about the future role of mobile projection within

this new ecosystem of (wearable) nomadic devices and displays. A

thorough prospect on futurework at the end of this thesis, pursues this

question by providing an overview of strengths and weaknesses of de-

vices within this ecosystem. It demonstrates, how by combining these

devices the strengths of one device can be used to surmount the weak-

nesses of another, thereby also highlighting a possible unique role of

mobile projection in the future. Further, two different approaches for

these device combinations are proposed, as well as two further case

studies that already started investigating these approaches, hopefully

spurring new research agendas in this exciting new area of nomadic

information management.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Dank der Entwicklungen in den Bereichen „Pervasive-“ und „Noma-

dicComputing“ könnenwir heutzutage unseremobilen Endgerätewie

Smartphones und Tablets überall mit hinnehmen und dort auch unein-

geschränkt benutzen. Diese Mobilität ging allerdings deutlich zu Las-

ten der Interaktionsmöglichkeiten mit den Geräten. So erlauben die

kleinen Bildschirmgrößen z.B. weder einen guten Überblick über die

eigene digitale Informationswelt noch Multi-Tasking oder (die Privat-

sphäre schützende) Kollaboration. Jegliche komplexere Interaktionen

auf den mobilen Geräten werden schnell unübersichtlich, was dazu

geführt hat, dass die Displaygrößen in den letzten Jahren ständig ge-

stiegen sind. Aber dieses Wachstum ist klar limitiert durch die erfor-

derliche Mobilität der Geräte, ebenso wie deren Auflösung durch die

Fähigkeiten des menschlichen Auges limitiert ist – und beide Grenzen

sind zumindest bei Smartphones und Tablets bereits überschritten.

ImGegensatz dazuversprichtmobile ProjektiondieMöglichkeit, große

Bildschirme nahezu überall und zu jeder Zeit zu erzeugen – so wer-

den sie zumindest vermarktet – und das auch noch aus sehr kleinen

physischen Formfaktoren, welche sich z.B. in Smartphones integrie-

ren lassen. Allerdings gibt es ein Problem, welches darin besteht, dass

die Lichtstärke dieser Projektoren noch um ein Vielfaches hinter dem

zurückliegt, was für eine uneingeschränkte, mobile Interaktion unter

nahezu beliebigen Umgebungslichtbedingungen notwendig wäre, wo-

durch sie bislang ein Nischendasein fristen. Darüber hinaus sind zwar

bereits Interaktionskonzepte mit mobilen Projektionen in einigen An-

wendungsbereichen gezeigt worden, unter anderem z.B. im Spielebe-

reich, Interaktionskonzepte zum (gemeinsamen) Handhaben von In-

formationen unterwegs sind aber bislang noch unerforscht.

Hierzu präsentiert die vorliegende Arbeit nun ein neues Rahmenwerk

mit dem Titel „Nomadic Projection Within Reach “, zu Deutsch „Pro-

jektion unterwegs in greifbarer Nähe“. Mit diesem rückt mobile Pro-

jektion nicht nur im wörtlichen, sondern auch im übertragenen Sin-

ne in „greifbare Nähe“ und kann für das Informationsmanagement

unterwegs erfolgreich eingesetzt werden. Die drastische Verkürzung

der Projektionsdistanz führt nämlich zwar zu sehr viel kleineren, aber

dafür auch deutlich helleren Projektionsflächen, die, wenn auch unge-

wöhnlich für Projektion, als zusätzlicheDisplays großen, dunklen, pro-

jizierten Displays vorzuziehen sind. Die daraus resultierende mobile

Mehrbildschirm-Umgebung und die Möglichkeit auf der kurzen Pro-

jektionsdistanz über Fingerberührung zu interagieren eröffnen ganz

neue Möglichkeiten für die Handhabe von Informationen unterwegs.

Darüber hinaus wird auch noch ein erweitertes Rahmenwerk „Noma-

dic Projection Within Extended Reach“, zu Deutsch etwa „Projektion
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unterwegs in bedingt greifbarer Nähe“, vorgestellt, welches die grenz-

übergreifende Interaktion zwischen naher und weit entfernter Projek-

tion und Interaktion dort erlaubt, wo nahe Interaktion alleine nicht aus-

reichend ist.

Das Framework wurde anhand von fünf Fallstudien entwickelt und

evaluiert, welche sich systematischmit den zu Beginn angesprochenen

Nachteilen aktueller mobiler Endgeräte befassen. Durch technische so-

wie konzeptionelle Untersuchungen, Innovationen und Studien sowie

qualitativer und empirischer Benutzerforschung zeigen und belegen

diese Studien die Fähigkeit des Rahmenwerks, durch neue Interakti-

onskonzepte die gegenwärtigen Nachteile zu beseitigen. Das Frame-

work wird darüber hinaus von einem Satz von 12 Designregeln kom-

plementiert, welche aus den Fallstudien abgeleitet wurden und Ent-

wickler neuer Geräte bei der Entscheidung, ob und wie das Rahmen-

werk angewendet werden soll, unterstützen können. Dies beinhaltet

u.a. Fragen zur Integration und Platzierung des Projektors im Gerät,

zur Position und Ausrichtung der Projektion um das Gerät herum so-

wie Techniken zum Transfer von Inhalten zwischen den Geräten.

Zuletzt, da es sich beim „Nomadic Computing“ um ein schnell wach-

sendes Forschungsfeld handelt, haben während der Entwicklung die-

ses Frameworks einige andere Geräte- und Displaytechnologien (wie-

der) an Bedeutung hinzugewonnen, z.B. intelligente Uhren oder Bril-

len. Diese haben im Vergleich zu mobiler Projektion sehr unterschied-

liche Vor- als auch Nachteile. Das wirft die Frage auf, welche Rolle mo-

bile Projektion in der Zukunft für dieses Ökosystem ausmobilen Gerä-

ten spielen wird. Dieser Frage geht das Ausblickskapitel dieser Arbeit

nach, indem es einen Überblick über die Stärken und Schwächen der

Geräte dieses Ökosystems bietet und anhand von Beispielen aufzeigt,

wie in der Kombination die Stärken des einen Gerätes genutzt werden

können, um die Schwächen eines anderen zu kompensieren (so wie es

zuvor auch schon für mobile Projektion und Smartphones gezeigt wer-

den konnte). Darin zeigt sich dann ebenfalls die einzigartige Nützlich-

keit mobiler Projektion in diesem Ökosystem. Darüber hinaus werden

zwei generelle Ansätze zur Kombination von Geräten innerhalb dieses

Ökosystems vorgestellt sowie zwei erste Fallstudien, welche diese An-

sätze untersuchen und eine Grundlage für zukünftige Forschungsar-

beiten, zum Informationsmanagement unterwegs, darstellen können

und diese hoffentlich motivieren.
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Part I

A CASE FOR NOMAD IC

PRO JECTED INTERFACES





1
INTRODUCT ION

1.1 motivation

Computing has not just become mobile, but nomadic. Whereas the in-

vention of the laptop computer only increased the mobility of comput-

ing, today’s “smart” devices such as smartphones enabled nomadic

computing for everyone. Wikipedia defines nomads as members “of

a community of people who live in different locations, moving from

one place to another” [185]. Following this idea Leonard Kleinrock has

coined the term “Nomadic Computing” in the ’90s [142] and defined

“nomadicity” as

“the system support needed to provide computing and com-

munications capabilities and services to nomads as they

move from place to place in a way that is transparent, in-

tegrated, convenient and adaptive.

”
[143]

During that time, Kleinrock and his colleagues weremainly concerned

with nomadic use of Internet connectivity and it is in part thanks to

them that switching networks while on-the-go, today is transparent,

adaptive and thus convenient for the end-user. Like advancements on

the network level enabled today’s nomadic computing, all the same

did the ongoing miniaturization that allowed to carry smartphones

(today extended to smart watches, glasses, etc.) as a general compan-

ion in everyday life. Today people read and write their e-mails, check

news, write messages, remotely control their smart home, share docu-

ments, etc. any time, any place, and independent of a specific environ-

ment. Through the addition of sensors like camera, GPS, and motion

sensors, even context-aware information provisioning and interaction

have been enabled that reach far beyond some of the capabilities of

desktop or mobile computers. Hence, we see that changes at the soft-

ware and the hardware level have been required to create the necessary

convenience that eventually enabled the shift from mobile to nomadic

computing.

However, these changes for convenience came at a cost: the comparably

small display for output and input, the lack precise input controls (such

as a mouse), single activity focus of the operating system, to name a

few, render certain nomadic tasks cumbersome to perform, if not im-

possible for the time being. This is amplified for around 7-15% of the

population, where the nomadic computing device is the only comput-

ing device they have easy access to [239] and which percentage could

drastically increase if nomadic devices provided better support for tra-

3
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ditional desktop tasks like accounting, video cutting, teleconferencing

etc.

HCI

Mobile HCI

Nomadic HCI

Figure 1.1

Mobile HCI considers the implica-
tions of the small form factor, mo-
bility, and constrained resources of
mobile devices on HCI. Although
inspired by nomadic usage, mo-
bile devices are similarly used in
familiar places that are supported
by infrastructure, like at home, at
work, etc. Nomadic HCI is con-
cerned with issues in Mobile HCI

that pertain to nomadic usage such
as being at unfamiliar or uncon-
trollable locations and on-the-go.

Althoughgames, entertainment and

navigation have increased, currently,

functions of Personal Information

Management (PIM) are and prob-

ably will continue to be primary

tasks in nomadic computing in

Germany [238] and the US [239]

alike. These tasks include messag-

ing, email, surfing, social networks,

news and management of personal

schedules, notes and task manage-

ment. However, even when these

task become more complex, e.g.

planning a trip and doing research

on hotels and flights, traditional

computers are preferred as they,

for instance, allow to compare mul-

tiple websites side by side. Natu-

rally, this is even more true for the

more traditional computing tasks

previously mentioned and espe-

cially for collaboration where no-

madic devices preclude necessary

requirements like sharing a com-

mon screen, input area or easy

means for sharing data.

This leads us to the motivation of this thesis, which sets out to improve

nomadic computing, particularly for personal and collaborative infor-

mationmanagement, bymeans of newdevice and interaction concepts.

These are reflected in research on human factors and mobile nomadic

HCI (see Figure 1.1) just the same as new soft- and hardware solutions.

As the thesis’ title suggests, particularly the application of mobile pro-

jectors to this problem is investigated. But before the thesis’ research

approach, its structure and its contributions will be outlined in more

depth, we will have a closer look at the concrete deficiencies of today’s

mobile devices as related to nomadic computing and nomadic infor-

mation management in particular.
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1.1.1 Deficiencies of Mobile Devices

1.1.1.1 Output/Input 1 Size Deficiency (D1)

In terms of display real estate, mobile devices are strictly limited to

maintain a small mobile form factor. This was not a problem before

the advent of smartphones when Motorola, for instance, introduced

their very successful StarTAC (display diagonal 0.25") in 1996 as the

"smallest mobile phone of the world" 2 – a smartphonemarketing strat-

egy in sharp contrast to today’s. But the more power and content were

made available on our mobile companions, which could potentially

evolve to our primary computing devices some day, the higher became

users’ needs to perform more complex tasks. This inevitably led to a

constant—fourfold since 2009 as depicted by Figure 1.2—increase of

screen size, up to 5.7" (Samsung Galaxy Note 4) diagonal within the

last years. The fact that people willingly give up some of their nomadic

convenience for the benefit of a slightly larger out- and input area high-

lights the importance of screen size even for nomadic computing. Yet,

mobile devices can only grow so much further not to lose their mobile

quality and justification and as such there remain tasks that cannot be

(optimally) performed on nomadic devices.

Apart from deficiencies that will be discussed by the next sections, the

small size directly leads to longer task completion times and higher er-

ror rates compared to traditional computing devices. These are caused

by the fact that information has to be split across many screens on one

hand, and fingers occludingmuch of the content during the interaction

(the so-called fat-finger problem) on the other hand. Thus mobile de-

vices diminish overview and accurate pointing, two important require-

ments of any interaction in HCI. The latter is alleviated by comparably

large button sizes (the same buttons would be more than 5 cm high on

PC monitors running at the same resolution), which again diminishes

1 Please note that the usual order of Input/Output or I/Ohas been reversed deliberately

as projectors address much more easily the output than the input deficiency
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorola_StarTAC, visited November 8th, 2015

5

4.3

3.6

2.9

2.2

AVERAGE SMARTPHONE SCREEN SIZE

2007

2.59” 2.67” 3” 3.27” 3.53” 4.03” 4.38” 4.86”

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Figure 1.2: Evolution of smartphone screen sizes which increased fourfold
during the last years. Based on image by PhoneArena [84]
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the amount of content that can be shown at a single time and increases

task completion times.

A solution to the inherent size constraint of mobile screens are mobile

projected interfaces as they decouple the size of the offered display

from the physical size of the device creating it. As such they allow the

creation of large displays from very small mobile form factors. Today

mobile projectors come at a large variety of different sizes, mostly de-

pending on brightness and battery runtime of the projector. These mo-

bile projectors, towhich all small projectors belong that are powered by

battery, are typically categorized into portable (can be carriedwith one

hand), pocket-sized (fits in the palm of the hand), and pico/handheld-

projectors (can easily be operated in the hand like a mobile phone or

even smaller). Besides accessory devices, pico-projectors are also built

into other devices like video cameras3 and smartphones, so called pro-

jector phones like the Samsung Galaxy Beam [221] (a detailed view is

given in the next chapter, Chapter 2). Apart from that, pico-projectors

are also used in many Head-Worn-Displays (HWDs) for creating the

virtual display on a surface in front of the eye, e.g. Google Glass [93],

or by directly projecting onto the eye’s retina [162]. The Future Work

chapter (Chapter 12) will reflect on the future influence of HWDs and

other wearable display technologies on the application of projection

for nomadic computing.

1.1.1.2 Multi-tasking Deficiency (D2)

Multi-tasking currently is very cumbersome to perform with mobile

devices at macro and a micro level.

At the micro level, mainly because of the small input/output space all

mobile OS currently follow the “single activity focus” concept. Switch-

ing between applications requiresmultiple interactions steps like press-

ing a button, scrolling through a list of applications and then opening it

through another touch selection. Switching between windows or activ-

itieswithin an application is entirely unsupported at themoment. Even

considering new ideas like split-screen applications in Apple’s iOS 9,

mobile devices do not even come close to the support of overview and

task switching provided by traditional operating systems. Apart from

a larger display size, allowing formulti-modal input can supportmulti-

tasking as the system does not enforce to be used through a modal-

ity that may be occupied at the moment. Mobile devices are very fo-

cused on the touch-input modality and allow only very limited con-

trol through alternative input modalities such as speech, which is not

always appropriate to use.

At the macro level, switching from a real task in the environment to

a digital task performed using the device is difficult as well. The mo-

bile device has usually to be retrieved from a pocket or bag, then en-

abled and possibly unlocked, and finally the desired app has to be

3 Nikon S1100pj and S1200pj [184]
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opened. This requires at least one free hand, depending on the hand

and screen size of the user maybe even two. Putting the device away

and switching back to the real world task only is a little quicker. Hence,

micro-interactions such as checking the time are not possible to per-

form within a few seconds and in parallel to real world tasks. This sec-

ond connotation is related to the awareness aspect of the upcoming En-

vironmentDeficiency (D4), but regards active task switching instead of

subconscious multi-tasking.

1.1.1.3 Collaboration & Privacy Deficiency (D3)

Related to the small in- and output size, collaborating on content on

mobile devices is extremely difficult. Although mechanisms to sim-

plify sharing of data exist, for instance Android’s BEAM4 functional-

ity, collaboratively working on information like it is possible on desk-

top and particularly tabletop computers is impossible. Oftentimes, the

mobile device has to be handed away, giving up control over very pri-

vate device information. This automatically leads to a deficiency of pri-

vacy support as well. Because the display of the device is coupled to

the device and its input modalities, the display cannot be handed out

separately, or at least moved in place, without giving away the device

itself. Projected displays, in contrast, allow for independent placement

of the display.

1.1.1.4 Environment Deficiency (D4)

The last deficiency mainly regards the connectedness to the environ-

ment,which ismuchmore important in nomadic scenarios as it ismore

arbitrary as, for instance, in the office or at home. On one hand, be-

cause the nomadic user is usually more distracted by the surrounding

environment, i.e. people nearby, ongoing discussion, finding the way,

crossing a street, etc. Hence, it is more challenging to gain the user’s

attention. As phones and tablets are carried in pockets or handbags,

they cannot easily make the user aware of new information apart from

very limited information channels like vibration and audio alerts. At

the same time, the user should not be distracted somuch that they lose

the connection to the environment. Focusing on a small screen display

typically leads exactly to this disconnectedness and has been the topic

of much debate when people ran into poles while texting or when they

were “phubbing”, a neologism comprised of “phone” and “snubbing”

that an Australian publisher of dictionaries invented to describe the

social discomfort that this disconnectedness creates in a group discus-

sion.

Augmented Reality (AR) is believed to address this in a very suitable

manner by combining the information with the user’s environment, al-

lowing the user to remain aware of the environment during interaction

4 By putting Android devices with BEAM enabled back to back, their NFC technology

recognizes each other and initiates data transfer of the current screen content [25].
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with information. But not only the user is more connected, bystanders

are so, too, as they possibly can better comprehend the actions of the

user which may aid acceptance. However, current mobile devices are

not well suited for this type of AR. First, because they do not allow for

hands-free operation, which also renders them unsuitable to support

the user continuously during a complex or long-running task. Further-

more, their support for an augmented view is limited to the position,

angle and size of the small screen. Projections, on the other hand, aug-

ment the environment directly, which not only creates believable aug-

mentations, but also does not limit the user’s hands or pose to perceive

the augmentation. It should be noted, that the publicity of this type of

AR impacts the privacy of the user, which should be considered and

addressed, for instance, in combination with the previous deficiency.

1.2 research agenda & thesis contributions

Altogether, mobile projectors seem well suited to address these im-

portant deficiencies of information management in current nomadic

computing. Complementing the identified deficiencies, the following

research questions formulate very concrete questions rather than re-

search domains,whichwill be answered in the conclusion of this thesis.

Chapters (partly) answering these questions are shown on the margin:

r1 Do larger projecteddisplays support quicker task completion timesChapter 4

and lower error rates for interaction?

r2 Which new inputmodalities are enabled that aid informationman-Chapter 6

agement? And what are their unique affordances, requirements,

or limitations, respectively?

r3 Which new types of collaboration are enabled by one or severalChapter 7

additional projected displays?

r4 Does an additional projected display increase privacy awarenessChapter 7

& Chapter 8 and privacy management?

r5 Canprojected interfaces increase awareness of information throughChapter 8

& Chapter 9 peripheral perception?

r6 Can worn projected interfaces shorten lead-time for micro interac-Chapter 9

tions?

r7 Given the comparably low brightness of mobile projectors (twoChapter 5

magnitudes lower than their static counterparts), which is often

said to preclude nomadic usage scenarios due to out-of-control

environmental light, can nomadic scenarios be realistically sup-

ported today?

Complementary to the previous research questions, the case studies

presented in this thesis address the deficiencies as follows (correspond-

ing chapters in parentheses):
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Output/

Input Size

Multi-tasking Collab. &

Privacy

Environment

Penbook (6)
SurfacePhone (7)
IPC (8)

Penbook (6)
SurfacePhone (7)
IPC (8)
AMP-D (9)
SpiderLight (10)

SurfacePhone (7)
IPC (8)

Penbook (6)
SurfacePhone (7)
IPC (8)
AMP-D (9)
SpiderLight (10)

Table 1.1: How the case studies presented in this thesis address the deficien-
cies of current nomadic computing (chapters in parentheses).

As Chapter 3will show,many previousworks onmobile projection did

not consider nomadic usage (Section 3.1). Of those who did, most ap-

plied out-of-reachprojection,which aswill be shown in Subsection 2.4.1

and further elaborated in Chapter 5, is unsuitable for nomadic scenar-

ios. Of the few remaining works on nomadic within-reach interaction,

almost none have focused on information management and the defi-

ciencies described before (Section 3.2). This work is thus the first to

methodologically research how mobile projection can aid nomadic in-

formationmanagement. In particular, it provides the following concep-

tual and engineering contributions to the body of knowledge of HCI

and practitioners in the fields of UI and UX design of mobile devices:

Theoretical & Conceptual Contributions

1. A thorough analysis of the deficiencies of mobile interaction in

nomadic scenarios and a set of hypotheses (research questions)

how mobile projection may be able to address these.

2. An overview of principles and related work on (mobile) projec-

tion and assessing their relation and applicability to nomadic us-

age scenarios.

3. A proposed framework called Nomadic Projection Within Reach

that evolves from elaborated technical as well as human factor

constraints and is tailored to nomadic usage. It promotes pro-

jected interfaces to be brought very close to the originating device

respectively its user, such that projection gets both physically as

well as figuratively “within reach”.

4. The evaluation of the previously mentioned concept using three

in-depth case studies on supportingmobile users in nomadic sce-

narios using Nomadic Projection Within Reach, addressing afore-

mentioned deficiencies.

5. An extension of the former framework to on-the-go scenarios and

situations where within-reach interaction alone is not sufficient.

This is termed Nomadic Projection Within Extended Reach and

advances the framework to a cross-distance continuous interac-
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tion space. Two further case studies evaluate the extended frame-

work.

6. A set of 12 concrete design guidelines that support practitioners

in directly applying the knowledge gained through the case stud-

ies to their (new) device and UI designs.

7. An extensive prospect on future work that positions mobile pro-

jectionwithin the broader scope ofwearable displays for nomadic

computing, highlighting both its unique advantages over other

in- and output technologies as well as its limitations and how

these may be addressed in the future.

Engineering Contributions

1. Novel software algorithms

a) to recognize special gestures and walking steps (AMP-D) as

well as touch interaction under extreme conditions (Surface-

Phone);

b) to adjust projector focus (AMP-D);

c) for semi-automatic calibration techniqueswhere autonomous

calibration is not possible (SurfacePhone, AMP-D).

Some of these have been made available open source (Chapter 7).

2. Integration of existing components such as projectors, (depth) cam-

eras, inertial sensors, servo motors, power management to novel

device concepts enabling unprecedented opportunities for

nomadic interaction.

3. Applications for nomadic computing and informationmanagement

such as sharingmedia (SurfacePhone, IPC,AMP-D), playing games

(SurfacePhone), managing notifications (AMP-D), schedules and

maps (IPC), applications for the hospital domain (Penbook) as

well as quick lookup of location-aware information (SpiderLight).

4. Design and construction of optical light paths (esp. Penbook, Sur-

facePhone, SpiderLight), hardware cases (SurfacePhone, AMP-D)

and carrying facilities (AMP-D) for standalone nomadic devices

of which some have been made available open source.

Worthwhile mentioning are further the numerous empirical contribu-

tions from the 13 conducted user studies presented or related to in this

thesis, which beyond the implications that have explicitly been drawn

from them, provide interesting insights into HCI.
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1.3 research methodology

The field of Human-Computer-Interaction has a twofold goal: on one

hand it seeks understanding users’ behavior with technology, technol-

ogy’s influence on users’ behavior, and the synergies as well as con-

tradictions in-between. On the other hand, as a field of computer sci-

ence (the related field in psychology is called "human factors") it also

seeks inventing new human-computer interfaces that incorporate the

achievedunderstanding to improve the interaction in terms of efficiency,

effectiveness, learnability, simplicity, joy of use, to name but a few. The

commonly applied design methodology in HCI is the "User-Centered-

Design (UCD) Process" standardized under 9241-210 [123] by the Inter-

national Organization for Standardization (ISO) which comprises both

goals to an iterative process. It can be viewed like an iterative V- or

waterfall-model in software engineering which puts an extreme focus

on the user as main source of requirements and usability as a central

goal of the product. As such, it also defines three typical iterative stages

in software and hardware development:

Context and Requirements Specification For any IT project,

understanding the requirements of stakeholders and the context

and limitations of use are essential to success. In the context of

nomadic HCI, this phase is of special importance as the context

of use can be arbitrary, ranging from office to home to on-the-

go contexts and the diversity of users regarding their age, size,

gender, previous experience or exposure to technology, to name

but a few, all play into the final user experience.

Solution Design Are the requirements believed to be understood

as far as possible at the current stage, the solution design tries

to implement these in prototypes that will optimally suit further

evaluation and analysis until the final product is achieved. That

said, the goal to target at this state is not to come as close as possi-

ble to a final product design, but to design the prototype for the

sake of the subsequent evaluation to answer open questions that

previous requirements engineeringwas not able or even possible

to deliver.

Evaluation The evaluation involves users with the prototype to col-

lect quantitative and qualitative data that informs future itera-

tions of the design process. One of the most important aspects of

this state is to assemble a representative set of users who repre-

sent a sample of the final users of the product.
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1.3.1 Methods

1.3.1.1 Context and Requirements Specification

Methods used in this phase, for instance, comprise focus groups, ques-

tionnaires, and in-situ observationswith possible end-users or domain

experts. After the first iteration of the development life cycle, most of

the changes to the specification are drawn from previous evaluations.

However, participants of the previous evaluationmay have surfaced re-

lated domains or desired functionality that is completely new andmay

require new initial assessment using the methods described before.

1.3.1.2 Solution Design

The instantiation of solution designs highly depends on the timewhen

they occur within the development life cycle. In early phases of de-

velopment, usually low-fidelity prototypes are created using methods

such as paper-prototyping or digital but non-functional UI flows using

tools like Balsamiq [35] that support linkage between sketches of UI

states. These prototypes are considered horizontal prototypes as they

try to visualize the scope of interaction rather than an in-depth explo-

ration of how the actual interaction looks like.More seldom, videos are

used to present an interaction to users, when, for instance, an equal ap-

pearance of the prototype between participants is of utter importance

(e.g. research on social acceptability).

However, considering mobile projection horizontal prototyping often

leads to unrealistic imaginations of users as at least handheld projec-

tion involves a completely different type of interaction compared to

standard graphical user interfaces on desktop computers or even mo-

bile devices. Thus, vertical prototypes are often required to prototype

parts of the interaction, demanding the complete chain of trackingusers

and visualizing their interactions. In case studies, which primarily fo-

cus on qualitative research questions (see for example Chapter 8) some

technical simplifications that remain unnoticed by the user are pos-

sible, like mimicking an on-device tracking with tracking technology

in the environment. But other projects require full vertical prototypes

(Chapter 6 and Chapter 9) or a complement of both (Chapter 7). The

latter is important if a realistic instantiation of the concept is not achiev-

able by using rapid prototyping and the concept and technical research

questions have to be evaluated separately.

1.3.1.3 Evaluation

The evaluation seeks understanding the complete user experience. This

consists of how well a system works at executing the desired function

(assuming the user performed the interaction right), howwell users are

able to perform the right interactions to achieve their desired goals, in-

cluding aspects like clarity of presentation and documentation found
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inwidespread usabilitymeasures such as IBM’s SystemUsability Scale

(SUS) [55] and the Post Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ)

[158].

qualitative vs. quantitative The data that is gathered through

user studies must typically be structured into different classes of in-

formation. The first distinction to be made is usually between quan-

titative and qualitative data. Quantitative data typically results from

objective observations like the time required to complete a task, the

amount of errors occurring during the interaction and other types of

data that can be measured on a continuous scale. For these types of

data, statistical tests for parametric data are valid to apply, for instance

to test for significant differences between study conditions using an

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). In contrast, users’ subjective answers to

questions are typically considered non-parametric information. At that,

it is irrelevant whether the information has been gathered on a quan-

titative scale, such as a Likert scale [186] ranging from 1 (very good)

to 5 (very bad), because users cannot be assumed to mean the exact

same thing when they label something as good. Instead, only an ordi-

nal, discrete scale can be assumedwhere relations per participant hold,

but not between participants. Therefore, quantitative non-parametric

information must be analyzed with statistical methods that acknowl-

edge the included uncertainty using statistical methods such as Fried-

man’s ANOVA and Wilcoxon signed-rank post-hoc tests that are con-

sidered more conservative than those used for parametric information.

Other qualitative data, like eye dominance, profession of the partic-

ipant, open ended questions, typically result in nominal data types

which store a set of possible values which are unrelated. Especially

for verbose answers, or transcribed observations from audio and video

captured during the study, Grounded Theory [92] can be used to find

categories and thereby cluster the data into quantitative scales which

may also be evaluated using parametric tests. Moreover, for some spe-

cific situations, transformations from non-parametric data to paramet-

ric data have been proven valid. For instance, asking the same ques-

tion in multiple, partly opposite ways, multiple Likert scales can be

averaged to a continuous interval scale, which is robust to parametric

evaluation [186].

internal vs. external validity An important distinction tomake

and decision to take is whether the user study should achieve a high

internal or external validity as both usually is not achieved at the same

time in HCI studies. Lab studies provide a high internal validity as the

conditions of the study can mainly be controlled by the experimenter.

However, the lab environment creates an artificial environment inwhich

users cannot be expected to show their very natural behavior. On the

other hand, field studies where users participate unattended and often

in their natural environments, likely inhibit a huge variety of situations

that may result in a lot of interesting qualitative findings. Resulting
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quantitative data is often hard to interpret or questionable in its com-

parability, though (cf. [141]). A common approach is to start with lab

studies, also to assure that the prototype works well and as expected

under controlled conditions. If so, and if the lab study could not en-

tirely reveal the desired usage information, field studies may be con-

ducted. Foundational research, targeting atomic interaction elements,

may also directly conduct field studies, for instance using app stores to

release questionnaires or simple games to themasses at once (cf. [110]).

Unfortunately, conductingfield studies onnomadic projected interfaces

presents itself very challenging as it either requires a large budget to

create multiple instances of projector(-camera) systems consisting of

multiple expensive hardware items. Or, it is very time consuming if

many users are to take one or few devices to their homes for several

weeks. In both cases, very polished prototypes that work without the

experimenter’s intervention and furthermore in many different scenar-

ios are required, which alone because of the fact that mobile projectors

only provide very limited brightness is difficult. Naturally, studies can-

not be conducted by relying on app stores as participants do not have

the required hardware. That said, so far the research community has

failed to deliver long-term field studies on mobile projected interfaces

and it will be important to carry them out in the future.

user-elicitation Instead of designing interaction techniques and

evaluating them afterwards, an increasingly widespread approach in

HCI has become to elicit them from users by asking them how they

would like to perform certain interactions. This approach, first described

byNielsen et al. [183] and later formalized byMorris et al. [177], Vatavu

et al. [257], andWobbrock et al. [275, 276] is often applied in interaction

domains that inhibit a large variability, e.g., gesture interaction. When

designing for such an interaction domain, biasing of the designer or ex-

pert users is likely to occur and existingmental models of users may be

unknown leading to gestures that feel unfamiliar to users. On the other

hand, interactions created by users may lead to a higher and easier

adoption, although as Vatavu et al. [257] show, agreements above 30%

between users are rather unlikely to achieve. A disadvantage is that

users tend to propose familiar interactions without having a long time

to test themwhich may lead to non-optimal or even completely unsuit-

able interactions (cf. Chapter 4). User-elicitation has been applied in

chapters 4, 7 and 10.

wizard-of-oz For the sake of completeness, so-called Wizard-of-

Oz (WoZ) approachesmust be named aswell. In aWoZ studyparts of the

system are replaced by human operators but without the participant

to notice. For instance, the participant thinks the speech-to-text inter-

face is recognizing their voice but actually the text is manually given

to the system through an operator in another room who listens via a

hidden microphone. For the same reason as horizontal prototypes are

oftentimes unfeasible in research on projected interfaces, so are WoZ
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approaches which cannot provide a realistic visual experience with-

out latency. For instance, for pedestrian navigation instructions in the

AMP-D study (Chapter 9) it was previously consideredwhether aman-

ual positioning (location and rotation) of the participant by a human

follower was possible. However, in pilot studies and despite the devel-

opment of very good WoZ tools, the right timing was never achieved to

guide participants adequately.Hence,WoZwas not applied throughout

this thesis.

1.4 thesis outline

The rest of this thesis is structured in the following six parts:

Part I Chapter 1 has detailed the motivation and research approach

for this thesis. Chapter 2 will present basic principles and meth-

ods regarding mobile projected interfaces, which not only aids a

technical understanding but furthermore asmotivation forwithin-

reach interaction as promoted by the framework presented later.

Afterwards, Chapter 3 classifies related works on projected in-

terfaces according to the dimensions mobility, interaction distance,

and application domain and presents closely related works on no-

madic projection and information management in detail. Chap-

ter 4 argues evaluated disadvantages of out-of-reach interaction

for nomadic projection from a human factors perspective, which

complement the technical motivations for within-reach interac-

tion.

Part II Presents the framework of Nomadic Projection Within Reach

based on arguments of previous chapters. This is followed by

three case studies (chapters 6 to 8) that investigate the frame-

work’s application to the previously outlined deficiencies of cur-

rent mobile devices. Each of them states the addressed deficien-

cies on the side of the beginning of the chapter and insights re-

garding the deficiencies and research questions at the end.

Part III Presents the extension of the framework to Nomadic Projec-

tion Within Extended Reach in the first section of Chapter 9 and

two further case studies on applying the extended framework

version to nomadic (and peripheral) interaction on-the-go, using

the same structure as before.

Part IV The final part starts out with 12 design guidelines based on

the lessons learned from the case studies (Chapter 11). Afterwards,

in Chapter 12 a thorough prospect, both on directly related ad-

vancements to the framework, as well as on future applications

of nomadic projection in light of the current trend of smart wear-

able devices is given. This closes the loop to the initial research

question, how current deficiencies in nomadic information man-

agement can be addressed by the strengths of new technologies
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and which role nomadic projection may play in this new ecosys-

tem in the future. Chapter 13 finally concludes the thesis, provid-

ing answers to the research questions previously raised by this

chapter.



2
PR INC IPLES OF (MOB I LE ) PRO JECTED INTER -

FACES

Projected interfaces have a long history in academic research dating

back to the late 1980s. During these times, mobile (handheld) projec-

tors as we think of them today (see their history in the next section)

were not available. Nevertheless, many basic challenges of interaction

with projected interfaces, which for the most part apply to mobile pro-

jection as well, have been investigated and solved. More recently, mo-

bile projectors have become available and existing solutions for dis-

play, interaction, and feedback with (mobile) projections have been ex-

tended, adapted, or revised. This chapterwill give an overview of basic

research in these areas, introduce available devices for mobile projec-

tion, and directly as well as indirectly related interaction techniques.

Each section will conclude with a prospect on how these principles

have been applied throughout the projects presented in this thesis.

This chapterwill further be complemented by the subsequent one,which

will discuss and classify related works based on their direct relevance

to the thesis’ topic, i.e. Nomadic Projection Within Reach.

2.1 history of mobile projection

Mobile projection has a longer history than one might think as it was

already used in a comparablemanner as themagic lantern (laterna mag-

ica) in Europe in the 17th and 18th century and as the Utsushi-e perfor-

mance in Japan in the early 18th century [266]. A light source (candle,

oil lamp) was placed behind a concave mirror which bundled its light

towards a painted slide that would block some parts of light and let

others pass through a magnifying glass (lens) to appear on steam (Fig-

(a) Inner workings of a magic
lantern (b) Performance with a magic lantern

Figure 2.1: Magic lanterns were used in Europe in the early 18th century as
early forms of cinematic entertainment (images by Willis [265]).

17
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ure 2.1a) or a canvas in front of an audience. Much like shadow pup-

petry, by changing the painted slide entirely or gradually, for instance

by blocking a part of it, animated imagery could be created for the au-

dience. More importantly, because the projectors were hand-held de-

vices (or seldom times worn on a belt), imagery could be animated by

moving the projection as well. Combining these techniques, large in-

teractive animations like a horse galloping across a large canvas could

be achieved (Figure 2.1b). By combining multiple projectors, interac-

tive stories could be told much like comic scenes in later times. Willis

[266] provides an overview and a modern adaption of this kind of sto-

rytelling [267, 269].

2.2 projected displays in context

In recent years we have witnessed ever more mobile displays being in-

troduced to the market. Starting from smartphones and later tablets,

to now smart watches, smart glasses and handheld projectors. Most

of these create the perceived image at different points in the visual

pipeline between surface and human eye which inhibits different ad-

vantages and disadvantages and provide different abilities for AR, both

of which this section will briefly discuss. We can distinguish whether...

virtual retinal display (vrd) . . . the display is formed directly on

the viewer’s retina, so no screen or surface asmedium is involved.

As such no light is lost during the transport and no pixel borders

are visible whichmay lead to a better image thanwith other tech-

niques (when comparing equal resolutions). Due to the short dis-

tance between emitter and eye, competing ambient light poses

not much of a problem. As will be elaborated in the next chap-

ter, a mobile projector requires something between 200 and 800

Lumens (lm) for a clear image in an office environment (typically

400 luminous flux (Lux), see Section 3.3). In contrast, a retinal dis-

play only requires around 0.25 lm, a thousandth, to achieve the

same effect. This is owed to two differences:

First, although optical tricks make it appear several meters away,

the display physically is at very short distance to the eye, which

accounts for the majority of the difference. Second, while projec-

tions on typically diffuse surfaces reflect the light in all directions

returning only about a seventh to the user holding the projec-

tor, virtual retinal displays can concentrate all light towards the

user’s pupil. Finally, the amount of desired ambient light passing

through the glasses can be controlled, i.e. as done in sunglasses

and even dynamically as implemented by the display prism of

Google Glass. In theory, this speaks for a high superiority of this

technique compared to mobile projectors. However, although re-

searched for a long time, Virtual Retinal Displays (VRDs) are still

in their infantry, with currently only one very expensive product
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by Brothers on the market [20] and another in pre-production

[31]. As Hainrich and Bimber explain, that is because deliver-

ing the light stream precisely to the pupil and with a sufficient

field of view is extremely challenging [101, pp. 457]. Optical see-

through (cOST)–VRDs that are much more practical for nomadic

use require the light to enter from the side to not block normal vi-

sion, which required complex optical setups and eye tracking to

deliver the light precisely to the retina independent of the user’s

current direction of gaze. Existing systems such as theAirScouter

by Brother [20] thus deliver only comparably small Field of Views

(FOVs) of only 25°.

head-worn-display (hwd) . . . the display is formed on a screen di-

rectly in front of the user’s eyes. HWDs (also called head-mounted-

displays (HMD) or near-eye-displays (NED)) recently received a

reincarnation through products such as Google Glass and Ocu-

lus Rift. Light modulation, fresnel lenses, prisms, or the display

of defocused images trick the human visual system into thinking

that the display is actually further away (2.4 m in case of Google

Glass) although in fact it is very close to the eye (usually less than

10 cm) and could not be focused by the eye otherwise. A major

problem with HWDs are the occurring visual rivalries that result

from contradicting depth cues which the brain has constantly to

balance and which can lead to eye strain and simulator sickness.

In monocular HWDs, binocular rivalry occurs because one eye sees

and focuses on virtual content inmid-air, the other eye instead on

something real in the environment and the brain steadily changes

dominance between these influences [151].Accommodation rivalry

occurs because binocular HWDs usually mimic Stereopsis by dis-

playing disparity images to each eye (stereoscopic display) that

show the content slightly displaced to the left respectively right

side to allow for depth perception as in natural 3D perception.

Normally in the latter, the human visual system does two things

simultaneously when looking at an object: (1) rotate (converge)

the eyeballs to center the desired object, which results in a con-

vergence point that lies in convergence distance to the eyes; (2) focus

the eyes on the object by accommodating the lens to the accommo-

dation distance; in natural perception, with correct eye-sight, con-

vergence and accommodation distance correspond to each other

(accommodation-convergence reflex). In contrast, when using an

HWD the accommodation distance (lens focus) of the eye must

remain fixed on the physical display to perceive a sharp image,

whereas the convergence point is directed to “focus” at the dis-

tance of the object of interest. This mismatch is experienced in

contemporary Virtual Reality (VR), AR and 3D cinema, leading

to different degrees of motion sickness depending on the extend

of induced rivalry, i.e. how far objects are virtually placed away

from the projection screen and the overall depth (distance be-

tween farthest and nearest object) in a scene.
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Apart from that, many of the advantages and disadvantages of

VRDs similarly apply to HWDs: the small distance between dis-

play and eye allow for low Lumens output—althoughwith HWDs

around half the energy is lost to the display system. In exchange,

the use of a display leaves more scope for light to enter the pupil,

thus notably relaxes the constraints of VRDs. Still, existing optical

see-through (OST)–HWDs which do not block perception of the

real world and thus are much more applicable for nomadic in-

teraction, support only field of views below 25°1. Both, VRDs and

HWDs today are available as glasses or similar. As worn devices,

they become part of thewearer’s social appearance. Although de-

vices like Google Glass are a big leap towards more unobtrusive

devices, they are still very noticeable which may hinder their so-

cial acceptance. Further, it puts very high size constraints on the

overall system to minimize its weight and bulkiness which also

significantly limits battery power. On the other hand, the glasses

form factor allows for the display to be quickly glanced at and

provides short lead time to interaction and hands-free operation.

body-worn-display (bwd) . . . the display isworn somewhere on the

body, e.g., as a smartwatch or on a skiing jacket. Aligned between

HWDs and handheld displays, these support short lead time to

interaction and similarly quick glanceability like the former ones

(as for instance studied by harrison_wherelocatewearable_2009,

but not their capabilities regarding hands-free operation, AR and

as always-available display.

handheld display . . . the display (thereby excluding handheld pro-

jectors) is on a handheld device as is standard formost contempo-

rary nomadic devices (smartphones, tablets). Handheld devices

typically provide Lumens in excess of 3000, yielding around 4500

lx in a typical viewing distance of 35 cm. They can be used for

video see-through (VST) display by displaying the camera stream

and overlaying it with additional digital information, albeit the

wide-angle cameras of mobile devices and the monocular cap-

ture and display do not allow for a realistic see-through expe-

rience. Another disadvantage of handheld devices is, well, that

they are handheld, occupying the hands that cannot be used for

other tasks and leading to arm fatigue when held for a longer

time. Cranes to alleviate this problem as we have added in [W14]

are not available in nomadic scenarios.

projected display . . . the display is formed directly on a surface in

the environment, either to augment the surface such as an ob-

ject with digital information (AR), to create a Graphical User In-

terface (GUI) to interact with digital information or mixed and

related forms by using interaction metaphors like Motionbeam

metaphor and Spotlightmetaphor as described in Subsection 2.5.4.

Previous points have already described the inferiority of mobile

1 Google’s Glass 14.7°, Epson’s Moverio 23°
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Figure 2.2: Human visual field. Image from [196]

projectors regarding brightness that make it unsuitable for some

scenarios (Chapter 5 discusses this in detail). On the side of ad-

vantages, handheld and worn projectors provide a large field of

view that comprises that of human near-peripheral vision (60°)

that supports adequate color vision [196]. By using short-throw

lenses, throw ratios below 0.3 can be achieved allowing for a FOV

beyond 100°that is able to exploit a lot more of human’s full 200-

220° visual field (cf. Figure 2.2). Naturally, by steering a handheld

or worn projector across the space, even areas beyond human’s

visual field can be leveraged as has been shown in the AMP-D

study (Chapter 9). This is an advantage over other techniques

which are bound to the user’s arm span for handheld displays

or would require for now impossible dynamic transformations

of the optics used for retinal and head-worn displays. Another

advantage of projected displays regarding AR is that because the

display is generated at the object of interest, it shares the same

environmental influence (ambient light, medium of light trans-

port) as the augmented object, leading to much more believable

augmentations than other techniques provide out of the box. For

the same reason, visual rivalries (e.g., different focal planes) as

discussed for previous systems do not occur. Finally, projected

displays inhibit the greatest flexibility as they can appear inde-

pendent from handheld or worn devices and can be integrated

in other devices to provide them with an (additional) display.

Chapter 12 on future work will discuss possible implications of these

differences and provide a more formal comparison (cf. Table 12.1).
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2.3 contemporary mobile projection tech-

nology

Mainly three aspects in mobile projection technology affect its appli-

cability to nomadic projection: the size of the projector (significantly

affected by the battery size), the amount of light output (brightness)

which are quasi coupled, and the mechanics used to form the image,

all of which will be discussed in this section. Note that the focus on no-

madic projection demands only battery-powered projectors to be con-

sidered in this section.

2.3.1 Image generation

At the heart of the projector, a light source and a Micro Mechanical

System (MEMS) form the projected light beam. As light sources, for

mobile projection only LEDs and lasers are used while incandescent

lamps provide theoretically more Lumens but are not energy efficient

enough (also leading to lots of unwanted heat dissipation) for mobile

battery-powered use.

For all LED-based systems, a MEMS arranges it so that some of the emit-

ted light of red, green, and blue LEDs is blocked and other light is let

through to the lens of the projector which focuses the beam. As MEMS

it is either used a Digital Micromirror Device (DMD), which consists

of millions of nano-sized mirrors which each reflects the light to either

pass through or to land on a light absorbing surface. The other, not very

different option is to use a Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS) chip, where

each pixel is able to either block light or let it pass through to a reflec-

tive surface behind it which mirrors it to the projection lens. The LCoS

technique is 50% less light efficient due to the necessary light polariza-

tion compared to the DMD technique, but allows for higher resolutions

because the pixels can be packed more tightly than the mirrors. LED-

based systems require a focus lens due to the high etendue of the emit-

ted light. This requires the user tomanually adjust the focus every time

the projector is moved—which is impractical in mobile scenarios—or

an automatic focus mechanism, which has been added in the AMP-D

project (Chapter 9) but has not been available in consumer devices until

the recently announced ZTE Spro 2 [286].

Laser-based systems, on the other hand, which feature a red, blue, and

green laser module, can utilize DMD and LCoS MEMS as well with dif-

ferent pros and cons compared to LED-based systems. Speaking for

laser light is its high etendue which, although a lens is used to form

the image, provides always-in-focus images between several centime-

ters (it was 20 cm for AAXA’s L2) and infinity. Moreover, the focus-free

system does not only abandon a focus dial, but also allows to project

at acute angles (which play a major role in nomadic use cases as can

be seen later) and on non-planar, complex surfaces. Speaking against
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laser light is the so-called laser speckle that the highly focused light

beams create on the surface and which is more uncomfortably to look

at. Further on, as laser light is potentially more dangerous to the eye

than diffuse light, selling and using laser-based systems is regulated

by laser classes which limit its brightness. Because laser-based systems

utilizing DMD or LCoS project the whole image at once, the laser light’s

intensity is split across the whole picture which renders several hun-

dreds of Lumens light output still acceptable to not compromise eye

safety.

Unfortunately, this is another story altogether for a third MEMS tech-

nique that is only applicable to laser-technology which is Laser Beam

Steering (LBS). This uses a MEMS to directly scan the laser very quickly

over thewhole image, similar to howCathodeRay Tube (CRT)monitors

used to create an image. Our comparably phlegmatic visual system rec-

ognizes this as a single picture. But in the event of a failure, when the

scanning process stopped in the very unlikely but possible eventwhere

a user looked directly into the motionless laser beam, its entire power

could fall on a spot of the user’s retina and damage it. To avoid that,

the overall exposure to laser light until either the corneal reflex kicks

in (roughly after 250 ms) or the person looks purposefully away, must

be limited and the safest way to achieve this is to limit the maximum

light output in the first place. Devices conforming to this specification

fulfill the requirements to be classified as laser class 2 according toDIN

EN 60825-1 or DIN VDE 0837 respectively. More precisely, they do not

exposemore than 1mWof power and only across the visible light spec-

trum between 400 and 700 nm. In Germany, laser devices classified as

class 3 can be brought to consumer market under certain conditions

but to sell the product internationally, manufacturers have to settle on

the least common denominator which currently is class 2 (cf. [152]). In

a recent study conducted by the Bundesanstalt fürArbeitsschutz und

Arbeitsmedizin (BAuA) only 17% of participants reactedwithin the 250

ms intervalwith the blink reflexwhen a laser class 2 beamwas directed

to their eyes [159]. That said, it is unlikely that these safety regulations

will be softened in the near future. Software-based protections like pre-

sented by Kaufman et al. [135] have a too high latency to reliable aid

eye-safety. Thus, LBS-based projectors are not allowed to provide more

than 25 Lumens—a quarter from what other techniques achieve at a

similar size, drastically limiting their applicability. Although, in this

light, non-LBS laser based systems seem superior, it is for economic rea-

sons that currently only the inferior LBS-based laser projectors are to be

found on the market (and have been used frequently in the studies of

this thesis).

2.3.2 Types, Sizes, and Their Light Output

Commercially available hardware is subject to quick change, thus this

section will only provide high-level categories of available hardware
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Figure 2.3: Advancement in energy efficiency ofmobile battery-poweredpro-
jectors, showing a linear trend of around 10 Lumens/100 cm3 per-
formance increase per year.

whereas Chapter 5 will reflect on these categories regarding their ap-

plication to nomadic interaction.

The most important distinction to make regarding nomadic projection

are the size of the projector (as it decides whether the projector can eas-

ily accompany the user throughout the day) and its light output as it

primarily decides when/where the projector can be used. As all battery

powered projectors are designed to provide 1.5–2.5 hours of continu-

ous use (to allow for watching a movie), higher brightnesses lead to

larger projector sizes to fit a larger battery (and sometimes additional

elements for cooling) which makes these two aspects interdependent.

Thus, besides Lumens/Watt as the basic performance metric for light

energy efficiency, this renders Lumens/cm3 a good performance met-

ric from a usability perspective. In particular, the user does not care

whether the small size of the projector is more due to a better energy

efficiency in emitting light, because of a better packing of the compo-

nents, or because of a more efficient built-in battery. Figure 2.3 depicts

the advancement in brightness efficiency in Lumens/cm3 of pico pro-

jectors. Mainly we can distinguish three classes of available hardware

for nomadic computing, from larger to smaller: pocket projectors, pico

projectors, and the pico engines themselves.

Pocket projectors, despite their name, are best defined as fitting just

about in a (large) user’s palm (see Figure 2.4). They weigh up to a

kilogram, measure up to 2200 cm3 and reach up to 400 lm (e.g. AAXA

M4). Their size and weight make them less suitable for handheld us-

age or worn scenarios but they may be integrated in larger mobile de-

vices such as tablets, digital (video) cameras, etc. Furthermore, for re-
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Figure 2.4: Dell m110 pocket pro-
jector (300 Lumens, 1280px × 800px)
that was used in the AMP-D project.
Image courtesy of Dell.

Figure 2.5: The Microvision
SHOWWX accessory series
(SHOWWX 10 Lumens shown)
using Microvision’s PicoP engine
(top left). The SHOWWX+ HDMI
(15 Lumens) was used in all projects
presented in this thesis except for the
AMP-D project. Some projects used a
stripped down version (middle left).
All images courtesy of Microvision.

searchers they may act as a realistic prediction of next generation (5

years ahead) pico projector performance to explore their applicability

to new domains (as was done in the AMP-D project in Chapter 9).

Pico projectors can be operated in one hand and typically weigh be-

tween 0.1 and 0.3 kg (1-2 times the weight of a smartphone), have vol-

umes of 130 (Rif6 Cube) to 250 cm3 (AAXA P4) and reach up to 100

lm (Favi J6-LED-Pico). They come as pure peripheral devices that take

a video signal as input (see Figure 2.5) or as smart projectors, which

run an operating system that allows them to provide streaming func-

tionality overWi-Fi and to project pictures and videos of attached USB

devices. As the latter is, besides the missing screen, not very different

from a smartphone, we have also seen smartphones that integrated

projectors, so called projector phones (e.g. the Samsung Galaxy Beam,

Figure 2.6) and other smaller devices such as compact cameras.

Lastly, although not a category of end-user products like the ones be-

fore, the size of available optical pico engines which are at the heart

of pico projectors, can tell us about the minimal size requirements for

mobile projection devices. In some scenarios, for instance, components

like battery, controller boards and chips, and cooling measurements

can be left aside because the integrationwith an existing device already

provides for all of these. On the other hand, 1.5–2.5 hours continuous

use may not be required at all for many scenarios different to watching

a movie. For the time being, the market is mainly dominated by two

pico light engines: the DLP engine by Texas Instruments with its small-

est reference design (TI LightCrafter EVM) consisting of RGB LED and

DMD chip, delivering 20/50 lm (without/with cooling measures) at a

volume of 25 cm3 (only a fifth of the smallest available product featur-
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Figure 2.6: The Samsung Galaxy Beam projector-phone and its projection
under different ambient lighting conditions (also see Subsec-
tion 2.4.1). It features a 15 Lumens projector, its successor the
Galaxy Beam 2 (not shown) a 20 Lumens projector. Images cour-
tesy of Samsung.

ing this engine). Similarly, the laser-based PicoP engine byMicrovision

delivers 25 lm at a size of only 5 cm3. The end-consumer product of Mi-

crovision that uses this engine, the SHOWWX+, which was used in

many projects presented in this thesis, has a volume of 144 cm3. Again,

like with Digital Light Processing (DLP), this shows the room for im-

provement beyond the scope of light sources and imagers.

Themajority of all these projectors currently supports resolutions about

HD ready (720p) with a transition to full HD (1080p) being imminent.

2.4 visibility of the projection

Different to other display systems, projections require a lot of adap-

tion to the environment both by the system as well as the user to be-

come a projected interface with satisfying visibility. Depending upon

the setupwhether it ismore static ormoremobile, responsibilities shift

between the system and the user, but overall, mainly four aspects of

the projected display have to be accounted for: Projection Distance, Po-

sition and Surface Selection, Geometric correction, Visual Compensa-

tion, and Focal Correction.

2.4.1 Projection Distance

Firstly, and most relevant to the remainder of this thesis, the projec-

tion distance not only decides about the size of the projection (together

with the projector’s throw-ratio), but more importantly about its lumi-

nance. The strong rivalry of projected displays with ambient light has

already been touched upon. This section provides a more formal view

of it. Speaking about luminance of projections, some terms have to be

defined:
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lumens (lm) The light that is emitted from a light source in a given

direction (angular span).

angular span (steradians) of a light source

Ω = 2π

(
1− cos

2θ

2

)

The angular span Ω is calculated from the apex angle θ that is

defined as twice the 2D angle between the angle with the highest

luminous output, and the angle where this output is reduced to

only 50%. For projectors, the apex angle is easily calculated from

the throw-ratio (tr) as 45°
tr .

illumination (lux) The amount of light that illuminates a surface.

Light of 1 lm, perfectly illuminating a surface of 1 m2, yields 1

Lux (lx) on the surface.

luminance (cd/m2 ) Tobe able to compare the brightness of projected

displays against those of screen displays, the measure of lumi-

nance and their relation to illumination is interesting as well. Lu-

minance is the amount of light emitted from the display and is

measured in candelas per square meters (cd/m2). Assuming a

perfectly diffuse reflecting surface, the relation between cd/m2

(also called "Nits") and Lux (lx) is given by

Lux = N its × π

As ambient light ismeasured in Lux,we can now calculate the required

Lumens a projector must provide to at least match the ambient Lux

from a chosen distance or the size of the targeted area, respectively.

From previous equations it follows

ANSI Lumens =
targeted Lux on screen (lx) × screen area (m2 )

screen gain

Because the screen area’s width is equal to the projection distance d

divided by its throw ratio tr; further the screen’s height equals the

width multiplied by the inverse aspect ratio; and screen gain must be

ignored2 as it occurs arbitrarily and uncontrollable in nomadic envi-

ronments, we can derive the following equation which is more directly

applicable knowing the characteristics of a projector:

ANSI Lumens = alx ∗
(

d

tr

)2

∗ arh

arw
(2.1)

with d = distance, tr = throw ratio of the projector, alx = ambient

Lux to match, arw = aspect-ratio width, arh = aspect-ratio height.

2 Projection screens typically provide a gain around 1.3 by reflecting more light back

to the projector’s origin and an ordinary diffuse white surface around 1, i.e. neither a

gain nor a loss. As even the latter is unrealistic to presume in nomadic environments,

the calculated values must be taken as best case estimates.
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However, this equation only provides the required Lumens to match

ambient light, which is not sufficient as the ambient light still dimin-

ishes the projection’s contrast which is exemplified by the following ex-

ample: we assume a 50 Lumens projector with a very good contrast of

5000:1 (which LBS projectors achieve) roughly providing 100 lx in a cof-

fee house with typical ambient lighting of 100 lx. Then, the brightest

point becomes 100 lx+100 lx = 200 lx, the darkest 100lx+ 100 lx
5000 =

100.02 lx, leaving only a contrast ratio of 200 lx
100.04 lx = 2which is not suf-

ficient. According to the effective ISO [124] andAmericanNational Stan-

dards Institute (ANSI) [26] standards, the absoluteminimumof contrast

ratio is already higher with 3:1. Most of all, these standards only con-

sider the bare minimum required for text to be discernible at all, for

instance as basis to Web Accessibility Guidelines [254]. For pleasant

user experiences, we have to consider our typical indoor surroundings

that already provide ratios above 20:1 and the screens that we are ac-

customed to, for instance the screen of an iPad 2, which adjusted to full

brightness achieves not less than 47:1 even in a much brighter 1,000 lx

environment [249] (not only because of its bright display but mainly

because its screen does not reflect more than a tenth of the ambient

light). This may explain why a recent ANSI/Infocomm standard [121],

especially developed for contrast ratios of projected displays, defines

7:1 as a target for passive viewing (e.g., following a simple PowerPoint

presentation) and 15:1 for basic decision making (making sense of a com-

plex graph or spreadsheet).

Two things can be taken away from these considerations: First, the in-

nate contrast ratio which the manufacturer measures in a completely

dark room, has almost no effect in surroundings of considerable am-

bient lighting. Second, only matching the luminance to ambient light

results in poor-contrast images. This can be of an advantage if the pro-

jected image was only to augment reality in a very believable way. But

for mimicking a display for presentation, entertainment, or informa-

tion management it is not sufficient. A general rule in selecting projec-

tors for theaters is thus to choose their Lumens such that the luminance

of the projected image at least doubles that of ambient light. For presen-

tations, the fourfold is advisable and in the previous scenario would

boost the contrast ratio from 2:1 to at least an acceptable 8:1 (slightly

above the lowest task level of the aforementionedANSI/Infocommstan-

dard [121]).

Based on these considerations, Table 2.1 lists the required Lumens—

both low contrast for passive consumption as well as optimal (4×) for

information management—in typical everyday environments.

At first, the enormous range of Lumens strikes the eye, ranging from

≈3 lm for supporting video consumption at a coffee place to almost

150,000 lm to support vivid presentations in full daylight at a distance

≥1.5 m. Looked at more closely, we further see that even in compara-

ble low-light environments (400 lx office), above a distance of 1 meter

we require a projector featuring between 272 lm and 1089 lm, which
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Environment Lux (lx
)

Dist
ance

(m
)

Projecti
on siz

e (diagonal

inch
) M

in. require
d Lumens

(lm
) Optim

al Lumens

for vivid
disp

lay

Full daylight/
Direct sun indoors

35,000 1.5 ≈61 36,610 146,440

1 ≈41 23,821 95,284

0.25 ≈10 1018.5 4074

High ambient/
Overcast day

1000 1.5 ≈61 1046 4184

1 ≈41 680.6 2722.4

0.25 ≈10 29.1 116.4

Office/Sunset3

400 1.5 ≈61 418.4 1673.6

1 ≈41 272.24 1088.96

0.25 ≈10 11.64 46.56

Living room

200 1.5 ≈61 209.2 836.8

1 ≈41 136.12 544.48

0.25 ≈10 5.82 23.28

Coffee place

100 1.5 ≈61 104.6 418.4

1 ≈41 68.06 272.24

0.25 ≈10 2.91 11.64

Table 2.1: Minimum required Lumens for low-contrast passive consumption
and high-contrast information management (×4) under different
ambient lighting conditions and between out of reach and within
reach projection distances. Calculations based on Equation 2.1,
assume a throw-ratio of 1.1 (based on Microvision SHOWWX+
HDMI), 16:9 aspect ratio and no screen-gain (typical nomadic sur-
faces will likely even have a screen-gain below 1 as they are not
perfectly white, thus these numbers must be taken as best case es-
timates regarding the projection surface).

is a magnitude more than what mobile projectors currently offer (cf.

Subsection 2.3.2).

These considerations, together with the steady yet conservative (10

Lumens/cm3 per year according to Figure 2.3) trend in advancements

of mobile projector technology, strongly promote applying nomadic

projection in a within reach distance, rather than an out-of-reach dis-

tance. Because of that, the next chapter uses the interaction distance as

a discriminating factor among relatedworks. All the same, the compet-

itive luminance ofwithin-reach projections serves as strongmotivation

of the later presented Nomadic Projection Within Reach framework.
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2.4.2 Position and Surface Selection

Projections typically are used where traditional screens do not easily

fit in terms of size, fixture or required mobility. Because of that, except

for the standard office presentation scenario, it is unrealistic to expect

a perfect projection surface delivering optimal reflectance in a position

that is optimal for all interested viewers. Thus, trade-offs have typically

to be made.

For simple planar projections, Siriborvornratanakul et al. [237] present

a system that is able to automatically select the largest uncluttered pla-

nar area within a cluttered projector’s FOV in a static setup. Handheld

projectors are often steered manually, but techniques have been pre-

sented to automatically adjust the position based on privacy impacts

[67] using a motor-steered mirror. Such automatic projection move-

ment has also been shown for static setups [272].

Given sophisticated pre-warping of the image (see next section), non-

planar surfaces can be used for projection as well, which drastically

increases the number of available projection areas.When the projection

surface ismoving, projections can still appear static given a fast enough

tracking and projection system [191] or a successful motion prediction

[144].

An issue regarding positioning the projection is that people looking

into the projector beam are getting blinded.With static projections, this

typically only happens because of improvident behavior of the viewers

and is less of a problem.Withmobile projection, however, this becomes

a social problem when people are actively blinded through the move-

ment of mobile projectors. In case of laser projectors, this might even

escalate to a medical risk. This can be avoided by intelligently combin-

ing multiple projectors in fixed scenarios [248] or suppressing parts of

the projected image in mobile scenarios [135].

Most projects presented in this thesis have taken a hybrid approach to

surface selection, depending on the usage scenario: devices like the

Penbook (Chapter 6), SurfacePhone (Chapter 7), and AMP-D (Chap-

ter 9) prescribe the general surface to use (i.e. back of lid, table, floor

and wall) but allow free positioning of the projection by moving the

device itself or the body in case of AMP-D respectively). Devices pre-

sented in chapters 8 and 10 instead are handheld or –worn and thus

require more active surface selection.

2.4.3 Geometric correction

For a projector to be able to create an image that is larger than the size

of its imaging unit, the projected image leaves the projector in the form

of a cone. The throw-ratio of the lenswill decide upon the exact propor-

tion between distance to the projection surface and the resulting size of

the image. Generally speaking, the further the distance the larger the
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image and themajority of people seems to be familiarwith this concept

through their experience with spotlights or setting up presentations.

Naturally, this relation is not only true for the image as a whole, but for

each individual ray of light. Consequently, when the projected image

reaches the projection surface at non-orthogonal angles, the projected

image is distorted, with parts of the image closer to the projector ap-

pearing smaller and others farer away appearing larger than the center

of the image. As a result, the resulting image is not only distorted from

a rectangle into a quadrilateral but pixels are also shifted towards or

away from the center of the image (projective transformation). This is

important to note as it means that the resulting 2D image cannot be

described or corrected by a simple affine transformation. Raskar et al.

[208] and Raskar et al. [210] and many of the works cited in this sec-

tion describe the underlying math to geometrically correct for hand-

held projection. It is not completely trivial, as first the inverse of the

homography between projector and projection surface has to be com-

puted and multiplied on the vertices of the projected image texture

and then the counter-distorted image has to be fitted within the largest

inscribable rectangle (of the projector’s aspect ratio) of the projector’s

image plane in world coordinates [210]. The latter results from the fact,

that only too large projected parts can be made appear smaller, but

smaller parts cannot appear larger at the same position as they already

fill the entire projection plane. When the Spotlight metaphor (Subsec-

tion 2.5.4) is applied, the second part (fitting to the projector’s bound-

ing box) of the previously described process can and should be left out.

Fortunately, it is then almost sufficient to leverage the standard capa-

bilities of 3D graphics engines. As the occurring process is the inverse

of the perspective foreshortening performed by the human vision sys-

tem, or more generally speaking, that of any 2D camera creating a 2D

image of a three dimensional observation, correcting an arbitrary im-

age to appear undistorted on a planar projection surface requires the

image only to be projected as seen from a virtual camera placed at the

exact position and rotation of the projector in the scene and looking at

the scene (e.g. the ground) using the same FOV as the projector. This

approach was used, e.g., for the AMP-D project. To receive perfect re-

sults, the so called intrinsics of the projector must be taken into the

computation as well to account for possible lens aberrations as well as

a possible off-axis alignment of the projector-lens.

Raskar et al. have been one of the first to automatically pre-warp the

projected image such that it appears undistorted on the projection sur-

face [210]. They equipped a projector with a camera to allow for au-

tomatic calculation of the projector intrinsics and two tilt-sensors to

compute roll and pitch of the projector against gravity. The solution

was suitable for planarwall projections and required a separate calibra-

tion phase. Raskar et al. later extended the concept to curved surfaces

and an automatic alignment of multiple projectors to form a single im-

age without discernible transitions [208]. While these works required

a separate calibration phase, Dao et al. presented the idea of a semi-
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automatic calibration that requires the user to start from an orthogonal,

undistorted projection and press a button for a subsequently automatic

correction [81]. Less computationally expensive but at the same time

less flexible is to rely on fiducials in the environment to denote rect-

angular projection areas [40]. Correct projection on arbitrarily shaped

objects has later been presented by Sugimoto et al. [246]. Systems that

have access to a surface mesh of the environment can adapt the con-

tent to arbitrary surfaces [129, 272] and progress towards mobile so-

lutions using Simultaneous Location And Mapping (SLAM) has been

made [176].

When twopeople are to interact bymeans of projected interfaces, dyadic

projection concepts exist that maintain a correct view for two people on

arbitrary surfaces [42, 45]. Finally, geometric warping is also used to

project slightly offset real textures on top of the real environment to cre-

ate special effects like shaking of the surroundings after an explosion

[128]. This effect is also heavily used in arts (see Subsection 3.2.2.1).

The projects presented in this thesis have taken different approaches
Related video to geometric correction as demanded by the respective use cases. This

ranges from leveraging infrastructure calibration (IPC), over one-time

manual calibration (Penbook) and continuous semi-automatic calibra-

tion (SurfacePhone4) to automatic calibration (AMP-Dprototype). Apart

from AMP-D that could directly leverage a 3D engine as described be-

fore, other projects in this thesis followed the already mentioned ap-

proach described in Raskar et al. [210].

2.4.4 Visual Compensation

Besides geometric correctness, projections heavily depend on the sur-

face they are cast upon. Important aspects to distinguish are, obviously,

color and visible structure, but also micro-structure and content of the

surface.

2.4.4.1 Radiometric Compensation

In terms of color it is often thought that white surfaces are most suit-

able for projection but that is only half the story. White surfaces not

only reflect the projection very well but also the surrounding ambi-

ent light, even the ambient light that is created by the projector itself

in the environment. This means that deep black colors are often hard

to achieve on white screens and thus gray screens are often favored

over white ones, for instance, in cinemas where very bright projectors

are affordable and a high contrast is desired. In mobile scenarios, gray

surfaces reflect less ambient light and may therefore provide a better

contrast and viewing experience than white ones in certain situations.

4 Penbook and SurfacePhone would not require calibration when sold as a commercial

product in a pre-calibrated rigid body without any moving components.
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When the projection surface contains color, the additive light transport

will lead to color blending and the colors and intensities of the pro-

jected image will look distorted. Bimber et al. demonstrate how pro-

jected images can be adapted to almost cancel out the underlying im-

age or structure or reveal only certain parts of it respectively [49, 51].

Later Grundhofer and Bimber show how this offline technique can be

extended to real-time radiometric compensation [96] that tries to max-

imize the clarity of the projected image on planar surfaces of arbitrary

color and structure. Of course, the level of possible adaptation directly

depends upon a superior brightness of the projector over the existent

ambient lighting.

Oftentimes, the perceived clarity of a projection depends especially on

the perception of projected edges. Sajadi et al. show how to drastically

improve edge appearance by overlaying a hi-fi edge image over the

standard image, either time-multiplexed using one projector [218] or

using multiple projectors simultaneously [23].

2.4.4.2 Diffuse and Reflective Materials

Regarding themicro-structure, projection surfaces can bedistinguished

in diffuse, reflecting, and retro-reflecting materials. Most surfaces in

our environment are rather diffuse, i.e. they diffuse incoming light in

all directions. This allows for a large audience since the projection can

be viewed from a large range of angles. However, if there is no audi-

ence, at least not across the whole range of reflected angles, much of

the light is lost. Reflective materials in contrast, act more like a mir-

ror5 which means that they diffuse and reflect the incoming light only

around the incident angle. Thus, if the viewer is standing, for exam-

ple, in a line with the projector, almost all light from the projector is

reflected to the viewer and almost no light from ambient light sources,

rendering a much brighter image than from diffuse screens. Reflective

materials typically contain metallic elements, for instance, early cin-

ema has used silver-coated screens to increase the brightness of the

images in a time where projectors did not deliver sufficient brightness

even for dark rooms. Today, silver screens are used to preserve the

light’s polarization for 3D projection with passive 3D glasses. Finally,

retro-reflective materials are synthesized that reflect incoming light

back to its origin, no matter what the angle of the incident light is.

They are heavily used in transportation to make road signs and pedes-

trians visible at night by directing the light of headlights back to the

car. For projections, they offer a very high screen gain from arbitrary

angles as long as the viewer andprojector are close together. Krumet al.

have exploited this effect to present mobile projection in daylight en-

vironments [148] which is impossible with current mobile projection

technology and diffuse surfaces. Unfortunately, both reflective mate-

rials and retro-reflective materials are not commonly available in the

5 A perfect mirror is unsuitable for projection as some form of light diffraction is re-

quired to make the image visible to the viewer.
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environment to allow for a general mobile projection strategy but in-

strumented environments may exploit their advantages.

2.4.4.3 Three-dimensional Perception

To project three-dimensional content, three approaches exist. The tra-

ditional one separates the image to different color channels and allows

for a three-dimensional perception when viewed through correspond-

ing glasses that filter out one of these colors to present different images

to each eye. Although this technique distorts the color perception it

neither poses requirements on the projection surface nor the network

infrastructure and thereby enables a mobile application as purely op-

tical technique as shown by Chehimi [71]. Other techniques familiar

from the cinema require either active shutter glasses which block one

eye to show each projected picture only to one eye at a time and which

require a high synchronization between the glasses and the projection

system. Or 3D projection using orthogonally polarized light where im-

ages for left and right eye are polarized differently and passive glasses

with corresponding polarization filters ensure that each image reaches

the correct eye of the viewer. As said before, this technique requires a

special projection surface that preserves the polarization and therefore

precludes this setup from mobile applicability as well.

While no color-maintaining, glasses-free technology for nomadic 3D

projection exists, geometric and radiometric compensation shouldprob-

ably be employed by any nomadic projection device—at least if it dealt

with information presentation. But so far we have only seen geomet-

ric, but no radiometric compensation been applied which might be ex-

plained by the following reasons:

• Radiometric compensation requires a fair competition between

the brightness of the projector and environmental light to achieve

believable results. It has been presented with projectors offering

thousands of Lumens in environments with controlled lighting

(darkened rooms) or instrumented surfaces [51]. In stark contrast,

current mobile projectors still do not offer more than a hundred

Lumens in totally uncontrolled environments. This renders the

possible effect of radiometric compensation almost neglectable.

• In addition, truly mobile systems are automatically much more

resource-constrained.While the geometric compensation already

introduces a critical delay to the interaction loop, radiometric

compensation would require an additional image correction on

a per pixel-basis which would add another detrimental latency

to the interaction fidelity of the system.

• Finally, radiometric compensation requires the system to feature

a camera and the camera view to fully overlap the projected area,

both not requirements of mobile projection systems per se.
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Consequently, it must be concluded that radiometric compensation is

strongly desired for nomadic interaction with projected interfaces, es-

pecially since tailored projection surfaces such as white, gray or re-

flective ones are rarely available. However, different to geometric com-

pensation, radiometric compensation is too computationally expensive

for the small possible visual effect that currently available projector

technology would allow for. As in related work, I therefore decided

to refrain from applying radiometric compensation throughout the re-

search presented in this thesis.

2.4.5 Focal Correction

Another important aspect to achieving a good visibility of the projec-

tion is the control of focus of the image. As Subsection 2.3.2 has already

laid out, laser-based projectors provide an alway-in-focus projection

at the expense of being more constrained by health-safety regulations.

Other light types require the lens system to focus the light on a spe-

cific focal distance. Typically this spans not more than a small range

up to a few tenths of centimeters. In controlled environments, projec-

tors with a very small aperture can be used to increase this range up

to a meter as utilized by CastAR6. Other approaches include preced-

ing image compensation to diminish defocus blurwithin a small range,

shown for static setups [56, 195] and later for dynamic setups by Naoki

et al. [109]. Another option, although only feasible for static scenarios,

is multi-focal projection using multiple synchronized projectors with

different focal lengths [50].

Because of the partly acute projection angles and sometimes repeatedly

mirrored light paths occurring in nomadic projection,many of the later

presented projects relied on laser-based projection to circumvent focus

correction in the first place. Where laser-based systems were not an

option, an automatic focus control for the projector has been developed

to support focal correction (for AMP-D in Chapter 9 and for UbiBeam

in [W3]).

2.5 providing input

Unlike other mobile displays that are used today (smart phones, smart

watches, tablets, etc.), projected interfaces neither come nor are easily

equippedwith a touch sensing layer. Thus, a variety of interaction tech-

niques were presented in the past. As a plethora of research has inves-

tigated interaction with static large projected screens, in the following

we must therefore limit the scope of related work to providing input

to mobile projections, including interaction with handheld, worn or at

least portable projection systems. Rukzio et al. [216] identified Input on

6 http://castar.com
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the projector, Movement of the projector, Direct interaction with the projec-

tion, and Manipulation of the projection surface as four building blocks of

interacting with mobile projections. An additional type of interaction

that has emerged are Pointing & Gestures performed in front of the

projector in mid-air. Together with Device Motion and direct Touch in-

teraction, these are the most important interaction techniques as far as

related to this thesis andwill thus be the focus of the next sections. Sim-

ilarly, certain recurring interaction metaphors that have emerged will

be discussed. These subsections will focus on the enabled interactions

from a user perspective, whereas the subsequent section Section 2.6

will then discuss the required tracking technologies from a system per-

spective.

2.5.1 Pointing & Gesture

Distant pointing at projections has a long tradition since people usually

use finger pointing or laser pointers to point at certain parts of a slide

to which they are referring verbally. Mistry et al. have presented sim-

ple gesture tracking using colored markers for pointing and gesture

interaction with mobile projections [173]. Cowan et al. used shadow

casting for multi-user remote interaction with mobile projections [78].

Molyneaux et al. use amobile depth camera to support mid-air annota-

tions and physical interactionwith projected objects by finger shadows

[176]. Pointing and Gesture interaction has been used for the AMP-D

prototype (Chapter 9).

2.5.2 Device Motion

Interacting with the projection bymoving the device is one of the most

widespread interaction techniques with mobile projections, possibly

due to its ease of implementation. Inertial sensor units, delivering up to

9 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) bymeans of accelerometer, gyroscope, and

magnetic sensor, often come on-board on projector phones—whether

as one device or a stack of phone and projector accessory—or can easily

be attached and interfaced via Bluetooth. Inertial measurements pro-

vide the device’s orientation against gravity and magnetic north, re-

spectively. Given a pre-calibrated or established reference frame to the

projection surface, the exact orientation of the projection device against

the projection surface can be calculated. This can then be used to pre-

warp the projected image (using the inverse orientation) for scale-invari-

ant geometric compensation against a two-dimensional planar surface,

as explained earlier (Subsection 2.4.3).

Device motion can further be used to provide simple commands to the

system, for instance, by performing small gestures a ball can be thrown

in a game as we have proposed in [W10]. Large gestures, without a sta-

bilization as for example supported by the soon explained Interaction
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Metaphors for Implicit Interaction, are suboptimal because the projec-

tion moves randomly across the room. With PICOntrol Schmidt et al.

[228] show one of the rare use cases where larger gestures are useful as

they allow to remotely control appliances which are beneath the pro-

jection. Within the scope of this thesis, explicit device motion has only

been applied to the SpiderLight in Chapter 10, which is the only hand-

held device presented in this thesis.

2.5.3 Touch

Touch interaction with projectors usually refers to the idea of perform-

ing touch interactions directly on the projected display similar to inter-

acting with a touchscreen. This has to be distinguished from using the

touchscreen or touchpad of the projector itself as provided by many

commercially available products like Samsung’s Galaxy Beam, or the

FAVI A3-Wi-Fi, which by indirectly steering a cursor mimics pointing

but not touch interaction.

For mobile handheld projection, touch interaction implies that the dis-

tance between projector and surface cannot exceed an arm’s length,

at least when performed by the same user. Thus it would result in a

small projection area which in multi-user applications, in addition, is

partially occluded by the user. Therefore, touching projections coming

from handheld devices is largely ignored in research.

hands and feet More often, touch interaction is employed with

body-worn projectors. With OmniTouch Harrison et al. present an ex-

ample of the former, where a shoulder-worn Projector Camera Sys-

tem (ProCamS) allows multi-touch interaction on the user’s palm and

arm, planar objects (e.g. a sheet of paper) held in hand, and nearby

surfaces at arm’s length. A larger camera FOV would allow for addi-

tional gestures [105]. In contrast, worn sensors such as Electromyog-

raphy (EMG) (cf. [224] and the Myo sensor [180]) or acoustic [106] sen-

sors can render a camera unnecessary. Nonetheless, not only the upper

body has been explored for touch interactions but also foot and toe in-

teraction [30, 166] and other parts for interaction with floor-projected

[54] interfaces have been studied.

objects deploying projectors The other discernible trend is to

include projectors into mobile devices which stay fixed during interac-

tion but provide an interactive projected display. Wilson et al. present

a mobile system of the size of a small suitcase that creates a table-

sized touch-interactive display using shadow tracking of infrared im-

ages [270]. Cai et al. achieve similar results without additional IR illu-

mination [60]. Bonfire augments the periphery of a laptop computer

with small virtual screens and object augmentations and allows for

simple touch operations [133]. Linder et al. propose an autonomously
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moving desk lamp equippedwith projector which projects a touchable

interface. LampTop [22] improves touch detection in this scenario.

pens and styli Touch interaction with projection has also been in-

vestigated using pens and styli. Song et al. proposed a pen equipped

with a projector for paper annotations [242] and a mouse equipped

with projector for spatial annotations with a pen on, e.g., blueprints

[243]. With the TouchJet Pond [251] a mobile version of a smartboard

has become commercially available.

fluid, shape changing, or flying Not handheld but still mobile

are a number of related works which use projection on non-rigid sur-

faces. The AquaTop display [146] projects on a white salted bath and

tracks interactions above the bath as well as poking out fingers from a

submerged hand. Given more sophisticated tracking techniques as the

used Kinect depth sensor, completely new types of touch and gesture

interaction could possibly be realized. Similarly, acoustic levitation of

tinywhite particles as presented byOchiai et al. [188] allows the projec-

tion to be penetrated by the user’s hands as well. InFORM [89], a suc-

cessor of [154] projects on a surface consisting of 900 mechanically ac-

tuated pins, making the surface a shape changing interface. These pins

allow to be touched, pushed, and pulled to provide three dimensional

touch or haptic interaction, respectively. The Flying Display [187] al-

lows interaction on a 2D projected flying display in mid-air, provided

by a pair of drones one of which features a projector, the other one a

projection screen.

Touch interaction, including direct touch interaction (chapters 7 and 8),

using a pen (Chapter 6) or using tangible (Chapter 9) interaction, de-

notes the main interaction theme used throughout this thesis.

2.5.4 Interaction Metaphors for Implicit Interaction

Two common concepts for interaction with projectors have emerged,

both of which rely on device motion, but both of which allow for an

rather implicit than explicit usage. Schmidt defined implicit interaction

as

“an action performed by the user that is not primarily aimed

to interact with a computerized system but which such a

system understands as input.

”
[227]

spotlight metaphor The spotlightmetaphor had already beenused

by Cao et al. [63] but was introduced as a concept by Rapp [207] and

is a mere extension of the peephole metaphor [283] to mobile projec-

tion. The idea of the peephole metaphor is to treat the actual display

as a window (or peephole) to a much larger virtual background be-
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hind it. For mobile projection, it is well conceived by treating the pro-

jector as a spotlight whose beam unveils the content that otherwise

remained hidden in darkness (see Figure 2.7a). Different to peepholes,

the spotlightmetaphor does not only relate tomovement in two dimen-

sions, but as the size of the projection shrinks or grows depending on

the distance between projector and surface, it must be implemented as

three-dimensional window to achieve an immersive effect even on 2D

surfaces—let alone 3D surfaces. When adding a cursor to the center

of the projection, the concept is also well suited for pointing interac-

tion and selectionwithin the environment as we have done inWallPlay

[W10].

Within the scope of this thesis, only the AMP-D project (Chapter 9) em-

ployed the spotlight metaphor. More precisely, by applying the spot-

light metaphor to body- instead of device movements, the concept was

extended to a wearable lantern instead of a handheld spotlight.

(a) Spotlight interaction (b) Motionbeam interaction

Figure 2.7: Spotlight and Motionbeam interaction metaphors as illustrated
and defined by Willis et al. [267].

motionbeam metaphor

“[Whereas the] spotlight metaphor is primarily concernedwith

navigating a virtual background space [in contrast, the mo-

tionbeam metaphor] is focused on interactionwith characters

in the foreground.

”
[267]

It was defined byWillis et al. [267] and introduces 8 principles—one of

which is the spotlight metaphor—for interacting with animated char-

acters that stick to the center of the projection as if they were affixed to

the end of a virtual beam (Figure 2.7b).

Both interaction metaphors support implicit interaction with the pro-

jection as the user is freed from thinking explicitly about how to achieve

navigation through the system. This is enabled by exploiting users’ fa-

miliarity with existing interaction metaphors (spotlights and rod pup-

pets). The Motionbeam metaphor provided some inspiration for the

design of the tangible interaction used in the AMP-D prototype (Chap-

ter 9).
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2.6 tracking technologies related to mo-

bile projection

While the previous sections presented interaction concepts with mo-

bile projectors, this section focuses on the technology required to sup-

port previous interactions. Further on, important related technologies

for tracking humans, objects, and the environment shall be presented

which go beyond previous use cases ormay be used to improve such in

the future. Again, the scope must be limited to technologies applicable

to mobile projection, i.e. not relying on instrumentation of the infras-

tructure, but may well include related technologies that have not been

applied to mobile projection, yet.

2.6.1 Projection Device

Allowing the projector to track its own rotation has formerly been real-

ized by built-in or attached inertial sensors. When adding a standard

2D camera, relative positioning to a pre-calibrated camera frame [49]

can be established to extend to 6 DoF tracking. Other works equipped

the projector with an additional range finder instead of a camera, e.g.

ultrasonic, to receive the distance to the projectionwall [267]. InWallPlay

[W10] we used a manual calibration procedure where the user manu-

ally aligns two images to the wall’s top and bottom.Withmobile depth

cameras becoming available on the market (e.g. [203]), these can pro-

vide rotation and distance to the surface directly without the need for

additional sensors (although inertial sensors may offer more precision

and less latency to acquire some of the rotational axes). Using mobile

SLAM approaches on the basis of surface reconstruction like KinectFu-

sion [125], absolute mobile self-positioning (6 DoF) within a room is

becoming feasible [176].

2.6.2 Gestures & Touch

For mobile projection, the user’s limbs (head, arms, hands, fingertips,

feet) and location are the most important data sources, providing per-

formed actions and the position of the user. Computer Vision and elec-

trical sensing have been used to track the user and also combined ap-

proaches exist [133].

computer vision Earlier works used 2D cameras combined with

infrared light for tracking [54, 213, 225, 270] or identifying shadows in

the projected image [60, 78] which do not require extra hardware, but

are susceptible to improper lighting environments. Hu et al. rely on

the deformation of the projected image to detect touch [119].
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Lately, depth cameras have been integrated into mobile ProCamSs [176]

or attached to the user’s body [104]. Body-worn cameras are limited in

their FOV (e.g. shoulder-worn to seeing arms and hands only), which

Chan et al. [69] address by presenting a pendant-worn camera with

ultra fisheye lens recognizing several gestures and postures through

a machine learning approach. On the other hand, Fanello et al. allow

existing 2D cameras equipped with infrared (IR) LED and IR bandpass

filter to perceive short-range depth similar to existing depth cameras

[85]. Sharp et al. present very robust, fast, and accurate tracking of the

complete hand posture [234] using modern depth cameras (Kinect V2)

which future generations of mobile devices may be able to run in real-

time.

Sahami et al. exploit thermal reflection for interaction that would allow

body-worn ProCamS systems to grab a larger area of user interactions

as a direct line of sight is not required [217]. Flexpad allows interaction

with the handheld projection surface by deforming it [245]. Kohler et

al. present a ProCamS for self-localization within a room [145].

electrical sensing If equipping the userwith a projector and cam-

era was acceptable, replacing the camera by a different device for elec-

trical sensing might be, too. Besides worn EMG [180], acoustic [106]

or inertial sensors, the capacitive sensing of Touché [224] can be com-

binedwith projections on a large range of grounded objects to facilitate

touch interaction.

2.6.3 Objects, the Environment and the Projection itself

Tracking objects for 2D augmentation has been achieved by recogniz-

ing their shape [133] (requires learning process) or by attaching simple

LEDs to them [228, 267]. Three-dimensional augmentation requires es-

timating pose and orientation of the object through a series of invisible

LEDs (like used by the Wii remote), structured light [280], or invisible

printed IR patterns [268]. This is not very different from surface recon-

struction by means of depth cameras [125]. An approach that learns

object features over time has been presented by Molyneaux et al. [175].

Objects can well be other projection devices for multi-user collabora-

tion. In SideBySide, the red channel of the projector is replaced by an IR

projector and this channel is used to project Quick Response (QR) codes

for invisible optical transportation of user actions and relative projec-

tor position alongside the visual content [269]. Cotting et al. use imper-

ceptible patterns on top of the visible projection to achieve a similar

relative positioning [76]. Twinkle recognizes thick drawings as physi-

cal borders for projected characters in a mixed reality [284].

Nomadic devices cannot rely on external tracking infrastructure. From

a commercial perspective, based on contemporarymobile devices, they

are also more likely to provide cameras and inertial sensors than mus-
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cle sensing facilities. Projects in this thesis thus mainly employed com-

puter vision and inertial measurements for interaction tracking. Nev-

ertheless, biometric sensors, especially as part of smart watches and

wristbands, are on the rise and will provide further alternatives in the

future.

2.7 providing tactile feedback

One of the biggest challenges in ongoing research on projected inter-

faces is how to achieve adequate tactile feedback. With handheld pro-

jections, device vibration can be used similar to how tactile feedback

is provided for touchscreens on smartphones and tablets. But many

projection scenarios are not suitable for handheld projection, thus feed-

back on the projection device is not available. Touch-operated projec-

tions provide a natural haptic feedback on the surface. However, as pre-

viously presented touch recognition technologies for projected inter-

faces are not as accurate and robust as contemporary capacitive touch

technology, the system might miss touch events despite the natural

haptic feedback.

Recent works have investigated generating tactile sensations remotely

through the air. AIREAL [241] andAirWave [99] use directed air vortex

rings, compressed actuated air, to create remote sensations. The sys-

tems are currently too large for mobile application, though. Remote

sensations can also be generated through ultrasonic pulses, allowing

for smaller systems [64] with a commercialization on the way [253].

Another way of providing tactile sensations is to put a low current

anywhere on the user’s body through a body-worn device [37]. When

touching conductive objects the user perceives a controllable texture

at their fingertip. However, to many everyday objects the conductive

layer must be added to work with REVEL. The technology has also

been applied to back-projected tabletops [38].

Finally, finger augmentations and implants such as simple magnets

have been proposed to simplify the creation of force feedback by chang-

ing magnetic fields [264, 274].

Asmuch as these systems have potential to solve the lack of tactile feed-

back for projected interfaces in the future, so far they are too bulky to

be applicable to nomadic scenarios. The approaches presented in this

thesis have thus to rely on natural haptic and visual system feedback

only.

The next chapter will present closely related works on (nomadic) pro-

jected interfaces.



3
RELATED WORKS ON MOB I LE PRO JECTED IN -

TERFACES & THE IR CLASS IF I CAT ION

Mobile projections are very popular across a variety of application do-

mains, at least in research. A hand full of related overview articles and

theses [61, 216, 265] have already classified certain aspects of personal

and mobile projection, including implications of the form factor and in-

and output techniques. However, they did not yet consider the require-

ments and implications of nomadic projection and nomadic informa-

tion management. The foremost of these is that the device is required

to work not only in a purely mobile sense (allowing the user to move

with the device) but completely independent from the immediate in-

frastructure around, i.e. on the go and in unfamiliar, even inappropri-

ate locations. Recalling the introduction on nomadic computing, the

experience in these locations should still be “transparent, integrated,

convenient and adaptive” [143].

As a consequence, the next section (3.1) will distinguish related works

on projected interfaces regarding their goal or suitability to support

nomadic interaction. In a next step, Section 3.2 will classify related

works regarding their support of the previously identified deficiencies,

Personal Information Management (PIM) in general, and further inten-

tions why projection has been applied. As the previous chapter (Sub-

section 2.4.1) has already explained, for now and the foreseeable future

nomadic projection is only feasible at short projection distances.Hence,

in a final step, Section 3.3 is going to look at the interaction distances

the respective works support.

The taxonomy on the next two pages gives an overview of the classifi-

cation of related works according to these three aspects, uncovering a

largely ignored research area that is the focus of this thesis and distin-

guishes it from previous research on projected interfaces. The follow-

ing sections will then discuss each of these aspects in detail.
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(a) Lightspace [271] (b) RoomAlive [129] (c) Aware handheld
projectors [176]

Figure 3.2: Settled projection examples facilitating collaboration (a) and en-
tertainment using whole-room (b) and handheld-projection (c).

3.1 mobility of the projection

While the efforts in nomadic computing started by focusing on the con-

stant availability of network connectivity, Vartanpiroumian was right

in arguing that today supporting nomadicity only at the network level

is too short-sighted and must be considered at the application level as

well [255]. However, this still does not go far enough. The limitations

of mobile devices that have been outlined before (small output/input

size, carried in pockets/bags) cannot be adapted by software alone

but require new device concepts and hardware configurations to ad-

equately support nomadicity.

Following on that idea, we should first differentiate projection systems

in those which do not support nomadicity (which we will call "settled

projection") and those which do:

settled projection This category comprises two scenarios: (1) The

traditional application of projection to business presentations or

movie screening. As these are not interactive, they are not closely

related to HCI and therefore ignored in this classification. (2) In-

teractive systems that allow one or several projection(s) and one

or several user(s) to move within the confined space of an instru-

mented environment, e.g. a smart roomor a smart building. Typi-

cally, projectors are affixed to ceilings and walls of the interactive

rooms to support this type of interaction. However, even hand-

held projection devices are sometimes included, but which then

rely on the environment to achieve their functionality (e.g. [176],

see Figure 3.2).

nomadic projection In contrast, in nomadic projection the whole

system is standalone and mobile in such a way that it can be car-

ried by the user as a general companion, placed or held for inter-

action at various, uninstrumented places. Recalling Kleinrock’s

definition of nomadic computing [143], we can argue that mobile

projectors fit the requirements particularly well because:
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1. if they are pico-projectors, they can be easily integrated to the

device;

2. they allow, as any projector, for easy adaptation to the current

context regarding position and size of the display;

3. if they recognize their context of use, they can further trans-

parently adapt to it (e.g. automatically enable/disable, auto-

matically adapt to geometric or color distortion)which adds

to the convenience in nomadic device usage.

The taxonomy on the previous pages shows how related works have

been classified in either one or the other category. As only works on

nomadic projection are closely related to this thesis, in the following,

only these will be discussed in detail.

3.1.1 Related Works on Nomadic Projection

Works on nomadic projection further branch out in those where the

projector has been integrated into another device to enhance its ca-

pabilities and those where the projector—or a new type of projection

device—enabled a new functionality on its own.

3.1.1.1 Device-integrated Nomadic Projection

For instance, Song et al.’s PenLight [242] andMouseLight (Figure 3.3a)

[243] focus on augmenting existing information layers, such as paper

sheets like blue prints. Positioning the device on the paper gives ac-

cess to otherwise hidden digital information like heating, ventilation,

and pipes. In comparison a smartphonewould only allow for a smaller

AR view and more importantly, would not allow for bi-manual inter-

action. Kajiwara et al. [132] integrated a projector to a digital camera

to visualize the camera’s viewfinder for easier free-hand shooting or

taking pictures with the self-timer. Roeber et al. [213] presented a pro-

jected hardware keyboard and this idea has lately been integrated to

the Lenovo Smart Cast phone [156]. Projector phones have further been

used to share pictures solely through an optical channel to (supported)

public displays [258] or for health education in rural india [164].

3.1.1.2 Standalone Nomadic Projection Devices

Standalone devices often support a more specific use case. McFarlane

et al. [170] (Figure 3.4b), for instance, support military mission plan-

ning in the field. Map navigation on the street while riding a bike was

presented by Dancu et al. [80]. Furthermore, games have been a well

researched topic with mobile projection devices. Willis et al. support

single-user gamingusing themotionbeammetaphor [267] (Figure 3.4a).
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(a) MouseLight [243] (b) Browse pictures [95] (c) Bonfire [133]

Figure 3.3: Device-integrated (nomadic) projection examples enabling (a) bi-
manual interaction with digital information overlays, (b) picture
browsing using a projector phone setup and (less nomadic in
comparison) peripheral projections to increase display space and
awareness (c).

This is extended to multi-user gaming, which does not require any net-

work infrastructure, once using IR-projected invisible markers for op-

tical communication [269], once using small visible markers in the cor-

ners [235]. Further games include a personal projected pet [285] and

jump’n run interaction using AR and physical boundaries [284]. Leung

et al. [157] use a mobile projector to constantly show one’s own online-

social identity on the ceiling above to spur conversations with people

nearby.

A broad vision of nomadic projection is painted by Mistry et al. [173]

and the Sixth-Sense concept and prototype (see Figure 3.4c). Some of

the included ideas, like everywhere interaction with a projected dis-

play, may be feasible without wearing colored fingertips in the near fu-

ture, when advanced gesture tracking systems such as [104, 134, 166]

become small and mobile enough to wear them as general compan-

ion. Other ideas of Sixth-Sense, like augmentation of flight tickets, re-

quire a degree of world knowledge about arbitrary nomadic situations

which seems further off in the future—although, for instance, Google’s

“Now on tap” and Apple’s "Proactive"-technologies are making con-

stant progress towards this goal [181].

3.2 intentions for using projection and ap-

plication domains

In their survey articles, Cao [61], Rukzio et al. [216], and Schöning et al.

[230] consider personal and collaborative information management as

one of the three main intentions of nomadic projection. This opinion is

supported by a social study by Cowan et al. [79] on the possible usage

of mobile handheld projectors and projector phones that revealed PIM

as frequently mentioned application domain for nomadic usage sce-
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(a) MotionBeam [267] (b) Interactive Dirt
[170]

(c) OmniTouch [173]

Figure 3.4: Standalone nomadic projection devices designed for gaming (a),
military mission planning (b), and leveraging the environment to
increase awareness (c).

narios (also much in common with the general smartphone usage as

mentioned in the introduction). Furthermore, mobile (handheld) pro-

jections have been shown to provide an information throughput com-

parable to mobile screens [201].

Important aspects pertaining to nomadic PIM have already been iden-

tified in form of the four deficiencies (Subsection 1.1.1) in the intro-

duction. These are closely related to the topic of this thesis and related

works having created support in one of these domainswill be the focus

of the next four subsections and are also classified on the radial axis of

the taxonomy. Further on, related works, of course, pursued intentions

apart from informationmanagement and subsequent subsections sum-

marize the most prominent remaining ones.

3.2.1 Related to Deficiencies in Nomadic Information Management

3.2.1.1 Increasing Display Output/Input Size

Such as it was the basic use case for static projection, mobile projection

is oftentimes used to increase the display real estate. As the ultimate

vision of pervasive computing offering interactive displays anywhere

anytime has not come true, yet, display real estate is still sparse inmost

mobile environments. Larger displays by means of mobile projection

have been used to make personal data exploration—such as browsing

the picture gallery of the own smartphone—more convenient [94, 95]

(see Figure 3.3b) and add a large display to the street in front of bikes

[80].

In settled scenarios, being able to use all walls and the floor of a room

as display either through steering a self-contained display across the

room [197, 272] or using the spotlight metaphor (Subsection 2.5.4) [62,

63, 271] can be regarded as significant increase in output/input space

(cf. Figure 3.2).
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(a) Pileus umbrella [167] (b) SideBySide [269] (c) AnatOnMe [182]

Figure 3.5: Projection addressing intentions related to information manage-
ment (in spite of being partly applied in other domains). (a) A pro-
jected umbrella display for nomadic information access such as
wayfinding on a map, addressing display size and multi-tasking.
(b) A device concept for gaming allowing ad-hoc collaboration
without any reliance on infrastructure. (c) Using AR to increase
the patient’s awareness in the communication.

3.2.1.2 Multi-tasking

Projection has been used for increasing multi-tasking capabilities in

settled environments to place documents andwindows across the room

[63, 211, 256, 260] and interactive tables [270]. Regarding nomadic sce-

narios, some allow to pursue real-world tasks while using the device

to follow information in the umbrella interface [167] (Figure 3.5a), look-

ing at digital street graffiti [171] or riding the bike [80]. SixthSense [173]

supports micro-interactions using quick gestures for taking a picture.

However, digital multi-tasking between several applications on one de-

vice has not been researched so far.

3.2.1.3 Collaboration & Privacy

An innate purpose of projection has always been to simplify collabora-

tion. Especially smart spaces (Section 3.1) today are able to provide

an unprecedented level of collaboration. But not much inferior, mo-

bile projections have been used for multi-user games [118, 194, 235,

269] (see Figure 3.5b), information exchange [62, 182] (Figure 3.5c), aug-

mented learning [220], remote assistance [100] and of course for collab-

orative media presentation and management [79, 164, 247, 262]

Another picture is painted when looking into the privacy support of

mobile collaborative projection. Here, only Cao et al. [62] provide rudi-

mentary privacy controls, most other works do not consider privacy.

Privacy has only been considered much for static projection scenarios,

here especially for projected tabletop interaction [163, 232] and it is to

question how mobile and even nomadic systems can support privacy.
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3.2.1.4 Environment: Augmented Reality & Awareness

augmented reality Projection, in particular mobile projection, is

especially well suited for creating AR due to its physical combination

with the augmented artefact, which when correctly applied (i.e. using

compensation techniques as in Section 2.4) leads to a very believable

mixed reality.

Raskar et al. [209] envision a tagged world where additional informa-

tion is revealed byhandheld projectors directed towards them. Schmidt

et al. [228] and Huber et al. [120] extend this to augmented controls for

interaction with objects and appliances in the environment. Wear Ur

World [173] provides many examples of daily life where such dynamic

information would be valuable, ranging from live delay information

on flight tickets, videos and live weather data in the newspaper, to

in-situ product and book ratings. Sakata et al. [219] and Sodhi et al.

[240] propose hand augmentation for pedestrian navigation. Song et

al. [242, 243] present registered paper annotations, for instance on top

of blueprints. Molyneaux et al. [176] present an exhaustive range of

examples of AR using projection within a personal room such as a liv-

ing room. Ni et al. [182] allow doctors to augment patients with anno-

tated x-rays simplifying communication and understanding between

doctors and patients. Roeber et al. [213] use projection to augment a

keyboard in front of the device. Apart from augmenting objects, aug-

menting the own world, for instance through a projected pet [285], is

another form of AR. The twinkle game is affected by edges in the real

environment [284] and Cassinelli et al. [66] analogously use projection

for “playable clothing”.

A special type of AR may be considered to use the emitted light of pro-

jectors directly for input to another system, like an optical and thereby

analog transport of information. BurnTo Share [258] allows to point the

projected image to a back-projected digital bulletin board. A camera

watching the bulletin board from the rear captures difference images

between projected and observed image and is thus able to capture the

front-projected image of the user to store it permanently on the board.

The optical transport is further used for invisible control in the already

mentioned PICOntrol [228], Lumitrack [280] and SideBySide [269] sys-

tems.

Another vision of AR enabled byprojection are displays seemingly float-

ing inmid-air. Usually, a displaymedium is required to reflect the pho-

tons and make the projection visible. Nevertheless, also soap bubbles

[231] and cooperative drones [187] have been proposed as well as par-

ticles levitated by ultrasonic waves [165, 188]. Recently, the controlled

creation of plasma (tiny lightning bolts) in mid-air has been presented.

A very bright variant exists for emergency cases [59] but is too dan-

gerous for interaction. Conversely, Fairy Lights [189], creates only very
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small displays (size of a coin) but is less dangerous and allows for touch

interaction with the projection (albeit still using class 4 lasers whose

direct exposure leads to eye or skin damage). Nevertheless, this vision

can be considered the ultimate goal of nomadic projection as it would

break its current dependence on suitable surfaces in the environment

while retaining its advantages compared to screen-based displays.

supporting awareness & peripheral interaction Static pro-

jection has a long history in providing peripheral display and inter-

action [e.g. 52, 172, 192, 198]. Comparably, there is very few related

work on awareness and peripheral interaction with mobile projectors.

Qin et al. [204] do not exactly use a projector, but the projected aura

around a mobile phone to increase awareness of notifications is not

all that unlike. HaptiProjection [212] allows serendipitous information

encounter but requires more active interaction than typical peripheral

systems. The Pileus Internet Umbrella attached a projector to the han-

dle of an umbrella withwhite interior that is used as projection surface

to provide information accesswhile on-the-go (cf. Figure 3.5a). Because

of the umbrella that shields ambient light, it can be used outside and

therefore adapts to different lighting environments, granted that the

user considers wearing a sun-umbrella socially acceptable.

3.2.2 Further Intentions and Application Domains

For obvious reasons, application domains apart from informationman-

agement are not as closely related as previous categories. Nonetheless,

they are worth mentioning to provide a thorough picture of the state

of the art in mobile projection.

Previously mentioned application domains for applying projection al-

ready encompassed domains like gaming [57, 66, 74, 118, 122, 128, 129,

131, 160, 174, 235, 251, 267–269, W10, 282, 284, 285], learning [21, 139,

147, 220], military support [170], smart homes [223, 256], smart domes

[44][43], and new approaches to industry workflows [147, 215]. Three

intentions/domains that remained unmentioned so far are projected

interfaces in the arts, toolkits, and where projection was used as expe-

dient instrument.

3.2.2.1 Art

Besides the early works of augmenting pictorial artwork [51], “projec-

tion mapping” has become an indispensable instrument in the toolbox

of artists. Early works of Scheible [226] projected on snow and facades.

Thewebsite http://projection-mapping.orgpresents art projects like

floor-projected piano playing [24], interactive restaurant experiences
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by means of storytelling directly on the table [153], or ad-hoc visual

artistry with a body-worn interactive projector system [261]. Projec-

tion further allows to augment placeswhich are otherwise out of reach,

sometimes not only physically but also legally. When the Spanish gov-

ernment prohibited demonstrations in front of the Spanish parliament

in 2015, a virtual demonstration party was projected in front of the par-

liament that provided a correct 3D perspective for a filming camera

nearby [116].

3.2.2.2 Toolkits

Two sorts of toolkits for projected interfaces have emerged. Commer-

cial systems usually provide very good support for perspective projec-

tion mapping using videos or bundled effects even across separated

surfaces (see [46] for a good overview). In contrast, research projects

offer less maturity but bundle the projection with interaction facilities,

for instance, by means of depth cameras. Hardy et al. [103] provide a

toolkit that allowsmultiple planar surfaces in the FOV of the ProCamS to

be defined as touch-enabled display andwith geometric compensation.

The RoomAlive-Toolkit by Microsoft can be regarded as an extension

of the former [214]. WorldKit [279] adds support for several types of

interaction widgets and allows to define these interactive surfaces in-

teractively. While these toolkits support static smart spaces, Weigel et

al. [263] target mobile projection including multiple projectors.

3.2.2.3 Expedient Instrument

Finally, projection technology has oftentimes been applied as an ex-

pedient instrument: in any case as a substitute for very large physical

screens or floor displays [54], but also to prototype and evaluate new

device concepts for which the required display technology did or does

not exist, yet. Prominent examples of such are shape-changing inter-

faces such as bendable [206, 282] and rollable interfaces [137].

3.3 interaction distance

The low brightness of mobile projectors particularly poses an issue to

nomadic projection which must work under arbitrary lighting condi-

tions—direct sunlight let aside—as they are typically out of the user’s

control.Huber et al. [120] use a ProCamS consisting of laser pico-projector

and Kinect depth camera for nomadic interaction with objects at arbi-

trary distances. Such focus-free LBS projectors cannot provide enough

brightness for the envisioned remote projection, though. Similarly, the

pervasive graffiti by McGookin et al. [171] may not be visible in most
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(a) PlayAnywhere [270] (b) Dyn. information
spaces [63]

(c) Omnitouch [104]

Figure 3.6: Examples of within-reach projections: (a) Leveraging the environ-
ment like the palm andwalls for interaction; (b) Not nomadic, but
mobile everywhere table-top interaction; (c) defining information
spaces within a room using a pen (within reach) and interacting
with them from an out-of-reach distance.

outdoor environments, which is why they also provide an alternative

AR view on the mobile device. In this regard, the usage of special mate-

rial like retro-reflectivematerial [148] has been investigated andmakes

even low-brightness projectors usable outdoors. At the same time this

precludes nomadic applicability as these materials do not occur natu-

rally in the environment. This leads us to the next differentiator among

related works.

3.3.1 Out-of-Reach Interaction

Unfortunately, themajority of existing andpreviouslymentionedworks

on nomadic projection employed out-of-reach projection for their inter-

action design (cf. the taxonomy on page 44 again). As we have learned

earlier, in history projections used to be far away from the viewer and

have been interactedwith—if at all—only through out-of-reach interac-

tion (e.g. by pointing with laser or mouse pointers). Hence, it does not

surprise to find many more works using out-of-reach than within-reach

projection and interaction (Figure 3.1 shows almost twice the amount

of references on the left compared to the right side). Many of these

use the distant projection for gaming on nearby walls and the floor

[66, 118, 122, 128, 129, 160, 174, 235, 251, 267, 269, W10, 284, 285], learn-

ing [21, 131, 147, 220], military support [170], smart homes [223, 256] or

smart domes [43, 44]. As projection used to bemostly applied in spaces

that offer control over the ambient light, out-of-reach projection offered

large images at very low cost, which made it so appealing.
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3.3.2 Within-Reach Interaction

In nomadic scenarios, the opposite is true: The user typically has no

control over ambient light and thus the natural quadratic light atten-

uation (following the inverse square law) leaves only a faint image of

the remote projection in bright environments. Of course, within-reach

interaction has been used, but mostly in instrumented environments

(settled use) in previouslymentioned domains [59, 62, 63, 133, 147, 165,

188, 190, 215, 231, 270] (see Figure 3.3c and Figure 3.6a-b) as well as

in further domains, e.g., new industry workflows [147, 215]. Only very

fewworks applied awithin-reachdistance to nomadic interaction, for in-

stance, to make the user more aware of incoming calls [204], to project

on the palm for micro-interactions [104, 166, 219] (cf. Figure 3.6c) or

pedestrian navigation [240], nomadic reading of interactive textbooks

[268] and the already mentioned PenLight [242] andMouseLight [243]

systems (Figure 3.3a).

3.3.3 Cross-distance Interaction

The cross-distance space is not as much lying somewhere between out-

of-reach and within-reach interaction distances—although the taxon-

omy may give this impression—but is meant to encompass both dis-

tances, preferably adapting the style of interaction to the user’s pre-

ferred distance, instead of dictating a certain position to take to inter-

act with the device. Especially in nomadic scenarios, users might not

always have the room or freedom to take arbitrary positions to their

devices, which is why they should consider adapting to different in-

teraction distances. As depicted by the taxonomy (Figure 3.1), current

support for adapting to different interaction distances is sparse. Hu-

ber et al. [120] use the projection distance as input gesture, e.g., to flip

through a stack of documents, but do not yet change the input method

based on distance. The handheld projector system by Molyneaux et

al. [176] automatically switches between shadow-based interaction for

out-of-reach distances, and touch interactionwhen coming intowithin-

reach distances. RoomAlive [129] supports out-of-reach (like shooting

with a gun) and within-reach interaction (punching a bug) simultane-

ously within an instrumented environment.

Until now,we have learned about technical arguments forwithin-reach

interaction such as increased brightness of the projection, which Chap-

ter 5will later use as argument for theNomadic Projection Within Reach

framework. Nonetheless, human factors regarding nomadic informa-

tion management with projected interfaces are equally important to

look at. This is the purpose of the next chapter, which researches no-

madic information management using out-of-reach projection.





4
INVEST IGAT ING OUT-OF-REACH INTERACT ION

WITH PRO JECTOR PHONES

Related videoThe previous chapters, so far, provided a technical overview as well as

a classification of related work, both of which motivate more research

to be conducted on within-reach interaction. However, human factors

related to mobile projection, interaction distances, and nomadic infor-

mation management have not been considered so far. That is the un-

dertaking of this chapter. In particular, it compares existing and new

techniques for distant pointing with projector phones—as they are the

most likely future platform for nomadic projection—in various appli-

cation domains. The main result of this is that mobile projection offers

advantages for some application domains, including informationman-

agement, but within-reach interaction outperforms out-of-reach interac-

tion at least regarding information management tasks.

This chapter is based on the previously published refereed conference paper:

[W9] Winkler, C., Pfeuffer, K., Rukzio, E., “Investigating mid-air pointing inter-

action for projector phones.” In: Proceedings of the 2012 ACM international

conference on Interactive tabletops and surfaces. ITS ’12. New York, NY, USA:

ACM, 2012, pp. 85–94

In addition, the following partially related thesis was supervised by the author:

• "Development and Evaluation of Mid-Air Interaction Techniques for Projec-

tor Phones". Ken Pfeuffer. Bachelor’s thesis. 2011

4.1 introduction

An inherent issue of mobile phones with touch screens is their small

size, which is on the one hand essential for their mobility but on the

other hand significantly limits the available space for input and out-

put of information. The emergence of pico projectors and in particular

projector phones, i.e. phones with built-in projectors (e.g. Figure 2.6 on

page 26), provides a versatile solution for this issue: users can project

and interact with a large display almost anywhere and at any time.

Such projector phones also support various forms of colocated media

viewing, browsing and interactions, which are not possible with con-

ventional mobile phones.

57
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Projector phones (e.g. Samsung Beam 1 and 2, Sharp SH-06C) or ac-

cessory projectors (e.g. the SHOWWX+ from Microvision) that can be

connected via TV-out to a conventional phone only mirror what is usu-

ally shown on the touch screen [216]. Projecting the touch screen user

interfacewhilemaintaining the same interaction stylemust lead to sub-

optimal interactions as it requires many context switches during oper-

ation and because those interfaces were designed for high resolution

screens with small dimensions operated through direct touch input.

Using a pointer as an intermediate that marks the current position on

the projection is a basic way to overcome some of these problems. In

particular, using the touchscreen of themobile phone for indirectly con-

trolling a mouse pointer on the projection requires no additional hard-

ware and has been the focus of various research projects and products,

e.g. [179]. The conceptual disadvantages are the indirectness and the

unavailability of the touchscreen for interaction or as information dis-

play since it is occupied as a touchpad.

Using mid-air finger-pointing techniques is an interesting alternative

due to the more direct interaction and the possibility to use the mobile

phone screen as secondary in/output to the projection. Further, these

techniques neither require the user to carry additional hardware nor

do they require movement of the phone that interferes with the projec-

tion as accelerometer based interactions1 would do for instance. Thus

they seem very suitable for typical ad-hoc mobile scenarios. However,

the mid-air space around the user is quite large and unexplored con-

sidering the bi-manual and interdependent control. So far it is unclear

which interaction area will be optimal and how well users will be able

to manage the dual-display, bi-manual interaction.

To open this area of research we investigated the performance of three

mid-air finger-pointing techniques leveraging different interaction ar-

eas (see Figure 4.1b-d) compared to the existing touchpad technique

(Figure 4.1a). We compared the techniques through an experimental

user study based on the ISO 9241-9 tapping task. Our results indicate

that the interaction technique in which the user points behind the mo-

bile phone to control a cursor on the projection performs significantly

better than other mid-air techniques in all scenarios. Evenmore, it also

performs ≈15% faster than the touchpad option despite yielding ≈2.5
times more errors. This makes it an interesting alternative interaction

technique for a variety of application scenarios, even without consid-

ering its aforementioned advantage of keeping the touchscreen free.

In a follow-up experiment, we compared the superior interaction tech-

niques of the previous study, touchpad and behind, in common nomadic

usage scenarios such as browsing, map navigation, gaming, and an-

notating (drawing) in order to analyze their performance in realistic

1 if not using the Spotlight metaphor (Subsection 2.5.4) metaphor but which requires a

calibrated environment
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(a) touchpad (b) behind

(c) group defined (d) user defined

Figure 4.1: Compared pointing techniques. ’C’ denotes the central point of
the interaction area in relation to the projector phone position (0,
0, 0).

contexts. Also, we included a standard smartphone without a projec-

tor in our comparison in order to analyze the performance of the pro-

jector phone interaction techniques in contrast to the current usage of

a smartphone. Results of the second study confirm the familiarity of

users with standard touchscreen phones but also highlight various ad-

vantages for the projector phone interaction techniques, e.g., in terms

of not occluding targets on the screen, improved visibility, the usage

in collaborative settings, and joy of use. Having said that, PIM-related

applications did not benefit, but instead achieved better performance

on the touchscreen which will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

4.2 specific related work

Most available solutions used (and still use) the touchscreen of the mo-

bile phone for input which requires no additional hardware but suf-

fers from the separation of input (phone) and output (projection). This

could lead to a large number of context switches as the user has to
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switch their focus constantly between the projection and the phone in

case the phone screen is used for displaying information [68, 95]. The

usage of the touchscreen as a touchpad is an effective approach for con-

trolling a cursor on a remote screen (Figure 4.1a) [169]. The advantage

of this concept is that it is already very familiar from touchpads found

on laptops. Conversely, it has the disadvantage that while using the

screen as a touchpad, there is no easy alternative to interact with the

content on the mobile phone screen at the same time. One possible so-

lution would be a hardware button on the side of the device to toggle

between touchscreen and touchpad mode. While this seems feasible it

still would not allow for interactions where both displays are simulta-

neously active, e.g. for seamless dragging of pictures from phone dis-

play to projection.

Unfortunately, related approaches on pointing and gesture tracking for

projectors (Subsection 2.5.1) cannot easily be applied to the handheld

scenario. These so far require worn cameras or shadow-based interac-

tions that are not applicable for single-user scenarios because of too-

large shadows and the lack of fine-grained control. Neither applicable

are touch-based interactions for handheld projection as had been out-

lined in Subsection 2.5.3. However, with depth cameras’ integration

to handheld devices being imminent (e.g., Google Tango2, Structure

Sensor3), it seems interesting to explore the area around the handheld

device for possible pointing interaction.

In the first study we aimed for investigating how well simple pointing

tasks and target selections can be performed on the projection from a

projector phone. Remote pointing has extensively been researched on

large fixed projections. The Pointable facilitates remote interaction with

distant targets on large tabletop displays through perspective pointing

and ray-casting [36]. Pointing on vertical displays has been researched

in regard to the influence of effects like parallax and control type, differ-

ent ray pointing techniques [130] and different devices like laser point-

ers [193] or bare hands [259]. However, the findings from this research

strand can only partially be applied within the context of personal pro-

jectors as the mobile scenario is substantially different: the projection

is constantly moving with the device; the user has to hold the projec-

tor phone during the whole interaction, which introduces jitter to the

projection and the interaction, limits the possible movement area per

hand and makes the interaction bi-manual by nature. Further, mobile

users usually do not want to carry or use additional hardware like a

laser pointer or air mouse, which is whymobile interaction techniques

have to get by with the user’s bare hands. Since interaction happens

in unaltered environments, the gaze of the user cannot easily be made

available. Hence, image-plane ray-pointing techniques are unpractical

2 https://www.google.com/atap/project-tango/, visited November 16th, 2015
3 http://structure.io, visited September 24th, 2015
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and pointing must usually be based on the relation to the projector

alone.

Remote mid-air pointing nevertheless has shown good performance,

which is why we decided to compare the usage of the touchscreen as

a touchpad against mid-air pointing techniques. Both have much poten-

tial to enrich interaction in various situations and do not interfere with

the projection.

4.3 interaction techniques

The aim of our research is a first exploration of mid-air pointing for

projector phones. Since the area around the user is quite large, we con-

sidered different spaces around the device including behind, before,

above, below, and to both sides of the device. All spaces have substan-

tial implications on the usability (cf. [113]) and technical feasibility of

the approach.

Through two preliminary user studies we discovered that interacting

in front of the projector phone is not a well-suited space. While this

mightwork for projectors worn around the neck [173], interactingwith

the right hand in front of the projector that is held with the left hand

requires that the right hand must be held very far away from the body.

Additionally, the shadow on the projection created by the finger close

to the projection occludes large parts of the projection. In contrast,when

pointing with the index finger behind the projector phone (Figure 4.1b)

to control a cursor on the projection, the user does not interfere with

the projection. Further, it might allow for a convenient posture as the

user is able to rest the upper arm of the pointing hand on the upper

part of the body. Also, this technique is more independent of the user’s

girth.

In contrast, interacting to the right side of the device (respectively left

side for left handed users) as well as interacting above or below the

device pose a more difficult challenge for a real implementation: the

necessity for maintaining an input space that is planar to the projec-

tion surface (x × y in Figure 4.1) assumed, the device would require

a depth camera facing to the side of the device. In theory, this could

capture the finger’s horizontal-movement via depth sensing. Similarly,

an upward facing depth camera could provide vertical movement via

depth sensing for interaction above the device. However, in practice,

depth cameras have two limitations: the first is their minimal detection

range, which usually lies above 10 cm. The second is their inaccuracy,

typically lying around a centimeter ormore. For these reasons, it seems

favorable to use the depth camera only for depth segmentation of the

user’s hand and not for precise position tracking. Hence, to control for
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Figure 4.2: Pointing gestures performed for the definition of the input space
for group defined and user defined.

a feasible amount of techniques to be tested in the user study, interac-

tion spaces to the sides and above/below the projector have been left

out.

Instead we wanted to learn and also lay more stress on participants’

own likings for input (which could include any desired space around

the device) following a user-elicited approach (cf. Subsection 1.3.1.3).

Therefore, we derived the group defined technique from a separate pre-

vious assessment where we tracked pointing preferences of 27 peo-

ple. Participants (7 female, 20 male) of this study were undergraduates

with an average age of 23 and have not had any prior experience with

our work. Each participant was asked to define their preferred input

space by showing the pointing gestures they would perform when se-

lecting the four corners of the projection by pointing at each corner

three times while holding the projector phone (see Figure 4.2). Those

pointing interactions were observed and measured by an optical track-

ing system. We calculated the average of those readings that led to an

input space as specified in Figure 4.1c, which is on the top right side of

the projector phone.

For the user defined technique (Figure 4.1d), the same procedure that

has been applied for group defined was conducted. However, this time

not in a separate study, but before the actual experiment of the main

study. Thus, each user defined and used their very own input space so

that no common input space can be derived for user defined. However,

the average of users chose a 16.0 cm in width (σ = 7.5) and 14.2 cm

in height (σ = 7.3) interaction space with its center lying at 6.8 cm x,

20.3 cm y, 9.7 cm z (σ = 9.8) away from the phone. In terms of size this

would be similar to behindwhereas the positionwould rather resemble

group defined. Based on the different input sizes, the four techniques
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have slightly different control-display (C-D) gains. However, findings

of Casiez et al. [65] indicate that C-D gain has a less important impact

in studies modeled after Fitts’ Law which our results will confirm as

behind and user defined involved a very similar C-D gain but yielded

significantly different results.Moreover, touchpad, in spite of having the

highest C-D gain, was the slowest technique.

The actual selection of a target shown on the projection is in all four in-

teraction techniques performed by a tap on any position of the touch-

screen of the smartphone.

4.4 first experiment: target selection

The main goal of this experiment was to investigate whether finger

pointing based techniques (controlled and user-elicited types) provide

a similar performance in terms of target selection times and error rate

when comparedwith touchpad. In addition, the experiment should clar-

ify whether users perceive these techniques as beneficial. This exper-

iment compares the previously described four techniques through a

two-dimensional target selection task based on the ISO 9241-9 tapping

test.

Participants

12 right-handedparticipants (6 female) took part in the experiment and

were rewarded 10€ afterwards. Most of them were undergraduate stu-

dents and aged between 15 and 27 (x̄ = 23 years). Their academic back-

grounds were humanities, economics, and computer science.

Experimental Design

The experiment used a within-subjects design, i.e. all participants par-

ticipated in all conditions of the experiment (in counterbalanced order).

The first independent variable technique contained four levels: touchpad,

behind, group defined, and user defined. The second independent variable

size of targets contained three levels: small, medium, and large (Fig-

ure 4.3). The smallest target size was defined through a preliminary

test where we had looked for the smallest size that could be comfort-

ably selected with touchpad.
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Figure 4.3: ISO 9241-9 task. Visualization of size and height of projection in
relationship to the three target sizes.

4.4.1 Prototype and Setup

We assume that the three finger pointing-based interaction techniques

can be realized through an additional camera on the bottom and / or

side of the projector phone. Corresponding algorithms and approaches

like coarse-graineddepth tracking for background removal or IR-camera

sensing have been reported previously, e.g. [104, 173, 270]. We used

an external optical tracking system (OptiTrack V100:R2, 100Hz from

NaturalPoint) and infrared markers attached to the user’s finger and

the projector phone in order to support accurate tracking of the index

finger in relation to the phone (Figure 4.4). With this approach it is

possible to compare the interaction techniques independently from a

potentially inaccurate tracking solution. A SHOWWX pico laser pro-

jector fromMicrovision connected to a Samsung Galaxy S was used as

no projector phone has been commercially available in Germanywhen

the study was conducted.

The software used for conducting the study was written in Java and

executed on the Android phone. Apart from running the study tasks

and logging phone properties such as acceleration sensor values, the

software also performed the pointer calculations based on the input

from the tracking system in real-time. Pointer movement worked in-

stantly without any noticeable delay. For the touchpad technique we

implemented pointer acceleration similar to the algorithm used in Mi-
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Figure 4.4: Study setting (shown for behind technique) and used hardware
(participants did not look at phone display)

crosoft Windows [199]. Thus, and because the screen size was notably

bigger than the farthest distance between targets, clutching was not

required with touchpad in the first study.

4.4.2 Procedure

The experiment was conducted in a light dimmed laboratory room.

The position of the participant was marked with an X on the floor, fac-

ing a wall 100cm away, resulting in a projection screen size of 43x43cm

(see figures 4.3 and 4.4). A user standing in front of a nearbywall is con-

sidered as typical scenario formobile usage of projector phones. Partic-

ipants were asked to stay at this location throughout the study. Partici-

pants were holding the projector phone with their left (non-dominant)

hand (figures 4.1 and 4.4), and pointing with the other hand. Partic-

ipants were allowed to freely move the projector and their finger as

only their spatial relation defined the position of the pointer.

Participants took part in the study individually. Initially, to define the

user defined technique, the participant was instructed to point three

times at each corner of the projection as they would want to point at

them in the subsequent experiment. After that the experimenter ex-

plained and demonstrated the four interaction techniques and asked

participants to rate each interaction technique on a 10-point Likert scale

(1 – very bad to 10 – very good) based on their sole expectation. Then,

each technique was tested with three different target sizes. For each of

the 12 possible combinations of interaction technique x size the partic-

ipant performed 1 test and 3 consecutive study rounds, each including

15 targets (see Figure 4.3). In each round, the user started with a click
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(a) Movement times. (b) Error rates

Figure 4.5: Results of 1st study.

(tap any position of the phone screen) on the circle in the middle, then

went to the first circle at the top from which on the time taken to ev-

ery subsequent target was measured. After the user’s click the target

turned to green (hit) or red (miss) for 150ms and only one trial per

target was allowed. After each round the user was shown their time

taken and the percentage of hit and missed targets. In addition we

logged hit locations and jitter of the phone using the built-in accelerom-

eter. After each technique, participants rated the technique regarding

perceived speed, precision, satisfaction, difficulty and fatigue. Finally,

participants were asked to rate each interaction technique again on the

10-point Likert scale from before based on their actual experiences.

4.4.3 Results of First Experiment

Movement times and measured error rates are depicted in Figure 4.5.

Movement time (MT) is defined by the duration between the occur-

rence of the target on the projection and the selection of the target. An
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η² 162.925 106.886 489.437 
εG.-Geisser .857 .846 .777 
df 2.570 1.693 4.663 
dfError  1374.708 905.705 2494.854 
F  38.147 95.670 10.029 

Table 4.1: ANOVA and post-hoc analysis of measured data.
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error is defined as click outside the target area. The results reveal be-

hind to require a 15.4% shorter average movement time than touchpad

when considering all sizes. The results also reveal a 2.55 times lower

error rate of touchpad compared to the second best error rate of behind

that we will discuss later.

Movement times (MT) and error rates (ER)were analyzed using a facto-

rial repeated-measures ANOVA. Since sphericity had been violated for

all effects, degrees of freedomwere correctedusingGreenhouse–Geisser

estimates of sphericity (Table 4.1). According to this the main effects

and the interaction effect were reported as significant (p < .001). The

main effect technique and the interaction effect technique x size (split by

size) were further post-hoc analyzed using pairwise comparisons of

means with Bonferroni correction (for 6 and 18 comparisons respec-

tively):

MT × technique There were significant differences in movement

time between all techniques (p < .01) except for group de-

fined vs. user defined. Hence, users performed fastest with tech-

nique behind and slowest with touchpad (MTtouchpad =

1291ms, MTbehind = 1092ms, MTgroupdef ined = 1239ms,

MTuserdef ined = 1217ms).

ER × technique The error rate significantly differed (p < .001) be-

tween all techniques except for group vs. user defined, reveal-

ing that users made the most errors with group and user de-

fined, less with behind, and least with touchpad (ERtouchpad =

2.2%, ERbehind = 5.6%, ERgroupdef ined = 9.4%,

ERuserdef ined = 10.91%).

MT × technique × size No significant differences were found be-

tween group vs. user defined (S/M/L), touchpad vs. group defined

(M) and touchpad vs. user defined (M). Touchpad vs. user defined on

sizes S, Mwere reported significantly different (p < .05). Remain-

ing differences were reported as significant (p < .01).

ER × technique × size On target size S, all pairs revealed signifi-

cant differences (p < .01) except group defined vs. user defined. On

size M, only touchpad vs. all other techniques showed significant

differences (p < .01). Size L revealed no significant differences.

For further evaluation of the results we used the Fitts’ Law model and

calculated throughputs (TP) as described in [244, 277]. First all mea-

surements of the circular tapping taskwere rotated to horizontal 0° and

16 of 6480 targets (0.25%) were filtered out as spatial outliers. Then we

calculated the effective index of difficulty (IDe) individually for each

subject and condition (technique and target size) based on the users
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trials (successful or not) over all test rounds of the condition (3 rounds

x 15 targets) using equation

IDe = log2 (Ae/We + 1) (4.1)

where Ae is the average actual movement distance over all rounds for

a particular combination [244] and We reflects the standard deviation

of endpoints as

We = 4.133xSDx,y (4.2)

where SDx,y is the bivariate endpoint deviation calculated as the spread

of hits 〈xi |yi 〉 around the center of mass 〈x̄| ȳ〉

SDx,y =

√∑n
i=1 (

√
(xi − x̄)2 + (yi − ȳ)2 )2

n − 1
(4.3)

Having IDes for each subject, technique and target size, we calculated

the individual throughput for each subject and technique using the

mean-of-means approach [244], and the grand throughput by averag-

ing individual throughputs. The grand throughputs, depicted in Fig-

ure 4.6, show a similar picture as the movement times. Behind outper-

formed other techniques, especially showing a 28.5% higher TP than

touchpad. Our measured throughput of 1.957 bits/s for touchpad is in

line with measured throughputs of traditional touchpad usage in the

literature, which agrees on values between 0.99 and 2.9 bits/s [244].

As pointing on movable displays has not been studied before we can

relate the throughput of behind to fixed pointing only. The fixed-origin

pointing described by Jota et al. [130] shares with behind the similarity

that the pointing ray depends on the user’s finger and another point in

space, which albeit is fixed. They measured throughput of ≈3.4b/s for
fixed-origin pointing – for one-dimensional tasks only, though. In this

light, the throughput of behind pointing might be slightly smaller than

similar pointing on fixed projections, which can be explained by the

increased complexity of the bimanual control.

A factorial repeated-measures ANOVA on throughput revealed a sig-

nificant main effect of technique (F(3,33) = 6.219, p < .01, η2 = 7.104).

Post-hoc pairwise comparisonswith Bonferroni corrections showed no

significant differences except for touchpad vs. behind (p < .001). Finally,

we created Fitts’ Law models of the form

MTtechnqiue = a + b · IDe (4.4)

using linear regression. The average model fits (Pearson r) and param-

eters (a, b) are given in Table 4.2 and fit the measured results well: In
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Figure 4.6: Grand throughput of interaction techniques (since group and user
defined yielded a comparably high error rate close to or above 10%
their calculated throughput values may be less meaningful).

particular, it shows the lower initial time required to start moving in

mid-air (a of behind) as well as the smaller slope b of touchpad that in-

dicates faster movement on the touchscreen for targets with a higher

ID.

Technique a b r

Touchpad 442.33 333.5 .953

Behind -222.17 492.67 .937

Group defined -735.42 795 .862

User defined -563.25 741.58 .938

Table 4.2: Fitts’ Law parameters and model fits.

After the studywe askedparticipants to rate each interaction technique

again on the 10-point Likert scale (1 – very bad to 10 – very good in-

teraction) from before. Here touchpad performed best (average rating

prior experiment 7.31, after the experiment 7.38) directly followed by

behind (6.31, 7.31) that increased an entire point. Conversely, decreas-

ing differences were found between user defined (7.46, 6.31) and group

defined (6.46, 5.85).

We collected participants’ ratings (Likert scale 1 – 7) after completing

the tasks with each technique. Participants rated perceived speed, ac-

curacy, fatigue of different body parts and selected questions from the

Nasa TLX [107]. Participants’ feedback delivered an overall similar pic-

ture to quantitative results in terms of speed, precision, difficulty, user

satisfaction and precision, with the latter being experienced slightly

better for touchpad (x̃ = 6) than behind (x̃ = 5). As expected, overall fa-

tiguewas the lowest and almost non-existentwith touchpad. Behindwas

rated the second best on fatigue scales overall (left/right finger, hand,

wrist, and shoulder) but was rated one point worse than other point-
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Figure 4.7: Mean phone jitter (pitch+roll) measured as the sum of differences
over time.

ing techniques for left hand, left arm, and left shoulder fatigue – the

body parts involved in holding the projector. This can be explained by

the fact that the projector had to be held slightly further away from the

upper body not to interfere with the pointing right hand. The latter is

supported by our analysis of phone jitter (Figure 4.7) which shows be-

hind to cause the highest jitter among the mid-air pointing techniques.

For right-sided body parts fatigue was rated as almost non-existent in

contrast.

4.4.4 Discussion of First Experiment

Contrary to our initial expectations, the experiment revealed a signifi-

cant difference between behind and the other techniques. The difference

between behind and group defined / user defined can mainly be explained

by the fact that the independent group of 27 people who provided the

information for the input space of group defined and the participants of

our study preferred on average an area on the right top side of the pro-

jector phone. Users seem to choose this area because it allows them to

move the right arm freely, unrestricted by the upper body or the pro-

jector phone. The negative implication of this area is that upper arm,

lower arm, and finger have to be controlled simultaneously. Based on

our results it seems that most participants were not able to control the

attitude of their pointing arm exactly and steadily enough in those two

interaction techniques. This caused pointing jitter, inaccurate pointing

and arm fatigue.

In contrast, when using the behind technique participants were able to

rest their upper arm of the pointing hand on the upper part of their

body. Therefore, they had to control only their lower arm and index

finger, which allowed accurate and steady pointing and led to lower

arm fatigue. The results show that those advantages outweigh the dis-

advantage of behind that is the slightly limited input space. For instance
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Technique:
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Technique:
groupdefined
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Figure 4.8: Target heat maps for behind and group defined averaged over all
users depicting movement times (MT) for the target sizes (S, M,
L). The overall superiority of behind is clearly visible, despite the
problematic area at the bottom left.

it is more difficult to select areas on the bottom-left of the input space

(see Figure 4.8), especially for corpulent and female users.

Compared to touchpad the interaction technique behind has the signifi-

cantly lower movement times because the user needs less time to start

moving in the air whereas touchpad requires to place the finger on the

screen and overcome the initial resistance on the surface. However, be-

hind is more vulnerable to errors for small and medium sized targets

because of hand jitter and arm fatigue. This is less an issue with touch-

pad because it is easier to brake or rest the finger on the touchscreen

surface. In real usage scenarios it will likely depend on the type of ap-

plication whether the faster movement time or the higher error rate

will have the higher impact. For instance, behind will likely perform

worse than touchpad for text entry on the projection as errors are very

frustrating for the user in this scenario. During browsing a website on

the other hand, being 15% quicker in general might easily compensate

for missing every 18th link (5.6% error rate). Furthermore, if the ap-

plication made good use of the dual-display setup enabled by mid-air

techniques like behind, e.g. a browser showing an overviewof open tabs

on the touchscreen and the currently active tab on the projection, the

user interface could benefit further in terms of speed, clarity and user

satisfaction.

4.5 second experiment: applicability

Before we can study dual-display mobile applications with projector

phones, though, we need to test how the superior mid-air technique

behind compares to the touchpad technique in nomadic real world appli-

cation scenarios with unaltered mobile applications. We further added
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(a) Setup for behind technique
(similar to touchpad).

(b) Setup for touchscreen technique
(user sitting at desk).

Figure 4.9: Setup for second study.

the standard mobile touchscreen usage as third technique to the com-

parison that would allow participants and us to distinguish between

the impact of the projection and the interaction technique.

4.5.1 Participants

For the second experiment we recruited the same 12 participants from

the first experiment to ensure they had the same amount of practice

with the projection techniques. All of them owned a laptop and were

hence familiar with touchpads and all but P4 and P7 (10 of 12 partic-

ipants) owned a touchscreen phone themselves (only a few featured

multi-touch or VGA+ resolution screens, though).

4.5.2 Experimental Design

The second experiment comprised two independent variables technique

and application. Techniques consisted of touchscreen (the applicationwas

used on the mobile touchscreen without projection, Figure 4.9b), and

touchpad and behind (applicationwas used on the projection, controlled

via a cursor, Figure 4.9a). We decided to test four specific applications

that are likely to benefit from the larger projection or the different input

technique instead of fielding the projection in tasks that are optimized

for and advantageous (like, e.g., private text entry) on the touchscreen.

The four applications and reasons for choosing them were as follows:

4.5.2.1 Browsing App

Browsing has become one of the most common tasks performed on

smartphones. With mobile phones reaching display resolutions com-

parable to laptops, websites can be used in “full site” or “desktop view”
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mode instead of their usually very restrictedmobile versions. However,

due to the small physical display size, this requires several zooming

and panning operations by the user. In contrast, on the projection even

small text can easily be read without zooming.

Figure 4.10: The Android Browser in the
two projected conditions

We used the standard An-

droid browser in full screen

mode (Figure 4.10) in all

three techniques. The partic-

ipant always started with a

Wikipedia article about San

Francisco. Starting on this

web page the experimenter

asked the participant to fol-

low one of three predefined

paths (counterbalanced). On

every path the participant

had to scroll down to the table of contents of the article, and then navi-

gate to one of three predefined sections (e.g. museums). Then, the par-

ticipant had to perform twice: following a link (e.g. to the Wikipedia

article of the Museum of Modern Art) and finding a certain piece of in-

formation (e.g. when the museumwas established). All tasks required

roughly the same amount of scrolling, reading, clicking and time.

4.5.2.2 Map Navigation App

Figure 4.11: TheGoogleMaps application
with larger zoom buttons in the projected

modes.

Maps are another very preva-

lent mobile application. Of-

ten, after having used a text-

based search for initial nav-

igation, a subsequent action

is to orientate oneself around

the found location, which we

took up for the second task.

Starting from “Schützenbahn,

Essen” where the user study

took place, the user had to go

approximately 70km directly

north, east, or south to an-

other large city like Bochum,

Dortmund, etc. (the order was counterbalanced). Participants used the

standard Android maps application with gesture support and zoom

buttons in touch screenmode, and the standard Androidmaps widget

without gesture support but with twice as large zoom buttons in pro-

jected mode (Figure 4.11). We anticipated that orientation was quicker

and less demanding on the projected display since smaller city names

and icons could be read more easily. Since we could not provide ad-
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vanced gestures like pinch-to-zoom with the projected techniques (at

least not with behind), we also anticipated navigation on the projec-

tion to be slower than on the touch screen alone which provided these

gestures.

4.5.2.3 Gaming App

Figure 4.12: The game “Drunken Hunt-
ing” from the Android Play Store in the

two projected conditions.

As games are ultimately di-

verse we acknowledge that a

single game cannot be rep-

resentative. However, it can

provide a preliminary sense

for a particular group of mo-

bile gaming applications. Since

a shooting game resembles

much of the Fitts’ Law tap-

ping task, yet in a completely

different setting, the popu-

lar app “Drunken Hunting”

seemed to be a reasonable

candidate. The goal in this game (Figure 4.12) is simply to shoot fly-

ing ducks by touching or pointing and clicking on them, respectively.

In contrast to other similar simple shooting games, it features targets

at different sizes with shooting smaller ones yieldingmore points than

larger ones. We anticipated that smaller targets would be easier to see

and hit while displayed on the (large) projection than on the (small)

screen because of the bigger size and the eliminated fat-finger prob-

lem. Every participant played two levels with each level comprising 10

shots.

4.5.2.4 Painting App (for Accurate Steering)

Figure 4.13: The “Paint Joy” app from the
Android Play store which allows tracing
outlines (shown for projected conditions).

With mobile phones taking

over increasingly more tra-

ditional PC tasks, accurate

pointing and steering gains

importance. Painting combines

both requirements very well

and the considerable number

of downloads of painting ap-

plications in the app stores

shows their increasing distri-

bution. One obvious problem

with painting, though, is the

lacking accuracy caused by

the fat-finger problem.With this application we want to research if the
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(a) Behind with browsing (left) and gaming.

(b) Device equilibration (c) Touchpad

Figure 4.14: 2nd study prototype and techniques in use.

usage on the projection with the presented techniques increases the

accuracy during the task.

We used the in 2012 most widespread painting application “Paint Joy”

from the Android Play store. The task of the participant was to post-

paint the outlines of a snail with house (Figure 4.13). This image was

chosen because it combines horizontal, vertical, and circular lines – the

basic subset of every more complex painting task.

4.5.3 Prototype and Setup

4.5.3.1 Hardware Setup

For the second experiment we employed a different prototype as we

wanted to maximize the user experience of different display sizes be-

tweenphone andprojecteddisplay.We therefore used a SamsungGalaxy

Nexus Android phone featuring 720p HD resolution. This phone of-

fered the highest physical display size and resolution available on mo-

bile phones at that time. Hence it seemed to be the strongest competi-

tor against a projection. Similarly, we wanted to provide a large, bright,

and high quality projection. Since none of the available pico projec-

tors supported HD resolutions or a brightness beyond 50 Lumens, we
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opted for the palm-sized projector Qumi Q2 from Vivitek. This projec-

tor provides the same 720p HD resolution and a brightness of 300 Lu-

menswhile still onlyweighing 617g. Phone andprojector thusweighed

742g together. Even though this was possible to hold in one hand and

use for a short time, we decided to additionally uphold the projector

from a rod affixed to a tripod moving freely in all directions. Thereby

we equilibrated the weight of the projector to some extent, but it still

had to be uphold and steered by the user as it would have without

equilibration (Figure 4.14b).

The phone was attached in landscape mode (Android’s default when

connected to a projector) on a flexible plastic attached to the bottom of

the projector. This construction allowed the user to hold the “projector

phone” with one hand in behind mode (Figure 4.14a) and two hands

in touchpad mode (Figure 4.14c). Participants could stand and hold the

device comfortably while looking on an almost leveled projection, yet

were required the typical balancing to preserve the levelness and posi-

tion of the projection and cope with hand jitter as with a real projector

phone.

4.5.3.2 Software

The pointing software was realized as an Android background service,

which showed a shiny green cursor on top of all other Android win-

dows and applications and intercepted all user touch events. Our back-

ground service processed these events and based on the current mode

of interaction (touchpad or behind) sent them as new touch events to

Android’s input system. The latter was accomplished using Android’s

built-in monkey service, which we hijacked on our rooted device to

send arbitrary touch events to the system. Additionally we attached to

the native Linux events from the touchscreen. Overall, this gave us full

control over Android’s touch input handling to send our own events

to the Android system and its built-in applications.

In both projector interaction modes clicking anywhere on the device

resulted in a click at the current position of the cursor. In touchpad

mode the cursor position was changed relatively to movement of the

finger on the device (same as in the first experiment). Scrolling in the

browser application and painting in the paint application were initi-

ated with a double click from where on movement of the finger was

passed through to the application until the finger was lifted up again

(in browsing the cursor position remained fixed during scrolling). In be-

hind mode the cursor was moved by moving the finger in mid-air just

as in the first experiment, relying on finger position data acquired from

the OptiTrack tracking system. In this case, scrolling and painting was

executed while the finger was down on the touchscreen, i.e. the web-

site was “grabbed” with the left hand’s finger and moved up or down
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by moving the right hand’s finger in the air. The game only required

positioning and clicking to shoot.

4.5.4 Procedure

We employed a within-subjects design as in the first experiment. Each

participant tried each of the three techniques with each of the three

applications (counterbalanced). Each application was used with each

technique between 2 and 3minutes. We followed a qualitative analysis

approach that would reveal differences that have not become apparent

in the first study. We instructed participants to think aloud during all

interactions,whichwe recorded for later analysis. After having tried all

9 combinations we asked participants for their feedback about speed,

accuracy, liking, joy of use (each on a 7 point Likert scale), advantages

and disadvantages of each technique and the projection in general. We

were also interested in when, where, and for which applications par-

ticipants would favor using the projection over using the touchscreen

alone.

4.5.5 Results of Second Experiment

Overall, the projection techniqueswere likedmuch by participants and

more fun to use than touchscreen as reported by 9 of the 12 participants.

Partly, this has to be attributed to the novelty effect. Nevertheless, it

indicates a positive user experience with both projection techniques,

albeit being highly dependent on the application type.

In the browsing and map navigation tasks touchpad was perceived as

slower than other techniques by at least four participants since touch-

pad required a double-click to initiate scrolling/panning which four

participants perceived to slow down the interaction. In contrast, behind

was reported to be very fast (P4, P5, P9) and precise (P3, P6, P10) as

was touchscreen (7 and 8 participants respectively) despite the required

zooming and panning steps. Especially in these tasks, those partici-

pants owning a high class smartphone and therefore being trained

on getting by with the small screen for browsing and navigating per-

formedmuchbetterwith touchscreenwhile for novice smartphoneusers

both systems seemed to perform equally well.

In the gaming task participants scored most successfully with the be-

hind technique, which also felt intuitive (P1, P2, P8), but also became

more aware of the freehand pointing jitter. P8 and P9 said “it was diffi-

cult to keep still”. touchpadwasmore affected by clutching than in other

scenarios, as moving the pointer over long distances from a previous

shooting target to the next requiredmore than onemovement. 4 partic-
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ipants said they felt constricted by the small touchscreen compared to

the large projection (P6 said “I didn’t know where I was on the screen

with my finger”). But touchpad was on the other hand perceived as the

most precise (6 participants) since targets that did not move too fast

could be hit more accurately than with any other technique. The touch-

screen also performed fast but showed the problems that very small

ducks could not be recognized on the small screen and that the finger

occluded the targets at the expense of accuracy.

In the painting task 9 participants reported the fat-finger problem to

hinder accurate painting on the touchscreen. Yet, touchscreen (Figure 4.9b)

performed much better than behind, which was very unsatisfactory to

use because of the comparably high jitter. Despite behind’s lower caused

jitter compared to othermid-air techniques, the jitter is still too high for

the technique to be qualified for steering tasks. Here, touchpad showed

its huge advantage in that it, as P10 said, “combines the advantages of

projection and touch-screen”, namely the elimination of the fat-finger

problem on one side and the haptic affordance of the touchscreen on

the other that improves precision.

Further comments, independent of application, included that behind is

an interactive performance like playingWii (P5), which can be liked or

disliked (as by P3 and P10 in our case). 3 participants also stated they

would like to perform the click in the air, too, which we had thought

about before but decided to stick to bimanual input as this will likely

be the standard use case in future projector phone interaction. With

touchpad participants liked that it feels familiar from laptops (P1, P3,

P7) and requires little space (P2, P4) as well as little effort (P3, P5, P10)

and therefore is more versatile in its application than behind. But it also

requires a lot of movement on the touchscreen surface, which got un-

comfortable over time for P7 and P9.

4.5.6 Discussion of Second Experiment

The second experiment has shown that mobile applications indeed

can benefit from a mobile projection. Despite private or public me-

dia broadcasting and collaboration, the projection can even enhance

unaltered mobile applications that originally have been designed for

touchscreens. Further, the advantages of the projection are very co-

dependent on the usage scenario and can for instance be very useful

to overcome the fat-finger problem on touchscreens or to increase the

visibility and ease the selection of small objects on the display. Based

on these findings we predict that new application-specific interaction

techniques that sensibly integrate touch andmid-air interaction on both

displays will largely enrich the projector phone experience. Neverthe-

less, the tasks related to information management (browsing and map

navigation) suffered from the imprecisemid-air or slow touchpad tech-
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nique, respectively. Here, the direct touch control provided by ordi-

nary touchscreen interaction was favored by the majority of partici-

pants.

4.6 limitations

Evenwith comfortable arm postures such as with the behind technique,

mid-air interaction might lead to higher fatigue than traditional solu-

tions. Luckily, mobile situations rarely entail lengthy series of interac-

tions. Further investigation of fatigue, especially on larger mobile pro-

jections, also in respect to different C-D gains that might affect speed,

accuracy, and fatigue, is required. In our studieswe did not experiment

with different C-D gains: the lower bound of C-D gain was set by the

physical size of the touchscreen that we did notwant to exceed tomain-

tain comparability. Higher C-D gains in contrast might have decreased

the accuracy of mid-air techniques further.

When testing the applicability of the techniques in commonmobile sce-

narios we did not include all mobile factors such as interacting on-the-

go or sudden breaks. In contrast to touch input, the mid-air techniques

forbid pausing of the cursor as long as the user’s hand is within the in-

put area. Furthermore, we only evaluated existing mobile applications

specifically designed for touch input. Studying applications designed

for dual-display mid-air interaction will deliver further interesting re-

sults. Finally, people used to multi-touch performed the tasks of the

second study more quickly on the touchscreen, albeit acknowledging

many advantages of the projection. However, the majority of partici-

pants were unacquainted with multi-touch for why we implemented

touchpad interaction similar to laptop touchpads.

4.7 conclusion

Projector phones raise various questions regarding their interaction de-

sign due to the large remote display, availability of various sensors,

and movement of the projection. Most available commercial projector

phones onlymirror the information displayed on the phone display on

the projection, involving frequent context switches and unsuited user

interfaces. Using the touchpad interaction technique already provides a

significant advantage as the user can focus primarily on the projection.

But in real world scenarios the indirectness, the effect of clutching and

the occupation of the screen diminish its applicability.

Our first study showed thatmore direct pointing using behind provides

distinct advantages in terms of movement time and throughput when
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compared with touchpad, in particular when considering medium and

large targets. The notably higher error rate of behind however makes it

more suitable to application scenarios such as browsing and gaming

and less to painting or text input. Interestingly, behind performed bet-

ter than group and user defined although the latter two were gathered

through a user-elicited approach (Subsection 1.3.1.3).

The second study analyzed the user experience of behind and touch-

pad in relationship to conventional touchscreen usage. Here, we have

seen that projection-based techniques (behind, touchpad) received over-

all equally good feedback as touchscreen despite not having been explic-

itly designed for the chosen applications. Furthermore, participants

saw various disadvantages of touchscreens such as the fat-finger prob-

lem and numerous advantages of using a projection, e.g., for collabo-

ration and application areas such as gaming.

In regard to research question R1, considering remote handheld pro-> R1

page 8 jection we must conclude that a performance increase is highly depen-

dent on the type of application. For information management tasks,

we have seen that participants preferred and were more efficient us-

ing direct touch interaction for various reasons such as hand tremor

during longer operations of behind or the indirect control of touchpad

involving clutching. These human factor constraints affirm previous

technical considerations towards within-reach interaction for nomadic

projected interfaces.

As outlined before, the following part will introduce Nomadic Projec-

tion Within Reachmore formally and propose and evaluate several de-

vice concepts for nomadic information management which precisely

support this direct touch interaction style.
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5
THE NOMAD IC PRO JECT ION WITH IN REACH

FRAMEWORK

Previous chapters have been the motivation for defining a framework

that enables nomadic informationmanagement throughmobile projec-

tion. The investigation on out-of-reach projection and interaction in the

previous chapter has already hinted to some advantages of projections

like providing a better overview, a better input accuracy in some sce-

narios, and solving the fat-finger problem. However, within-reach inter-

action showed better performance for information management tasks.

Apart from that, Table 2.1 (page 29) revealed the high amount of Lu-

mens thatmobile projectors required to achieve distant projectionswith

an acceptable contrast under even the most moderate ambient light-

ing conditions. A projection at a coffee place—an example for a typ-

ically rather low-lit environment to support a relaxed atmosphere—

from only one meter away already exceeded the light output of cur-

rently available projectors (cf. Figure 2.3) by the factor 3–5 and from

1.5m distance even by the factor 4–8. In more typical indoor lighting

as living or office rooms, this mismatch even doubles or quadruples

(factor 16–32). As mobile projector efficiency increased only linearly, at

a slow rate of 10 Lumens per year (Figure 2.3), it is unclear when and if

at all mobile projectionwill bemature enough to cover these projection

distances adequately.

1,5 m

50 lm

�
1 m

50 lm

�
25 cm

50 lm

Figure 5.1: Decreasing the distance to the projection surface diminishes the
size of the projection, but increases its luminance and thereby con-
trast and legibility. Relations assume a throw ratio of 1.1, based
on the Microvision SHOWWX+ HDMI (which only provides 15
Lumens though).

Conversely, when the projection distance comes within reach at about

25 cm away from the device1 the projection becomes comparably small,

1 This considers handheld usage, thus the within reach distance is not defined by a typ-

ical arm length but by the distance between a projector held in hand in front of the

body and the reachable distance to all corners of a projection in front of it, which is

significantly shorter.
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only the size of a tablet display, but its luminance increases, for in-

stance, ≈36 times compared to a distance 1.5 meters away (see Fig-

ure 5.1). Assuming a 50 Lumens projector, the resulting projection pro-

vides a luminance exceeding 1600 lx at this distance, thus providing

more than the fourfold of office lighting (400 lx) resulting in an accept-

able display contrast. Even in spite of high ambient indoor lighting

(≥ 1000 lx), it will still provide an exceeding amount of light ensuring

the display’s visibility. At a size of, e.g. about 9" diagonal, it has the size

of tablet displays, the fourfold size of typical smartphone displays, and

most importantly, can be used in addition to them.

These two motivations, technical reasons speaking for within-reach

output, and human factors speaking for within-reach input, lead us to

defining the Nomadic Projection Within Reach (NPWR) framework for

nomadic interaction and information management, which promotes:

1. not to use handheld projection, as it occupies the hands and does

not support touch interaction in a meaningful way which is ad-

vantageous to PIM-related functionality. Instead, the projection

device should either be worn or arranged for it to be easily put

down, for instance on a table. If it isworn, countermeasuresmust

be taken against shaking of the projection during interaction.

2. to use projection distances within reach between 25 cm (with cur-

rent hardware) and 50 cm (with hardware available in the near

future) to allow for comfortable touch interaction and to achieve a

sufficient luminance of the projection even in uncontrolled light-

ing environments. Even as projector brightness will increase in

the future, so will other display technologies and thereby the ris-

ing expectations of users to the displays they use. Thus we can

assume that this relationwill even hold for the foreseeable future.

3. to leverage affordances in the environment such as tables, paper,

cups, the floor or affordances of the device such as its lid—not

only for output but all the more for new and expressive input

modalities.

Looking at related work on settled and out-of-reach projection, regard-

ing the deficiencies of current nomadic informationmanagement (Sub-

section 1.1.1), the projected display bears the following hypothesized

advantages:

1. If it is considerably larger than typical mobile device screens, it

might increase overview and decrease interaction steps and task

completion times (e.g. [W9]).

2. It might enable multi-tasking possibilities such as available on

projected tabletops (e.g. [233]) or in smart rooms using projection

(e.g. [271]).
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3. If it depicts an additional display second to an existing one, it

might enable privacy-respectful interaction using one display for

public and another one for private display (e.g., [62]).

4. Itmight enable newdisplay locations and surfaces leadingMMDEs

and unprecedented user experiences through the use of AR (e.g.,

[104, 129]).

5. It might increase information and privacy awareness in single-

user (e.g. [150]) and multi-user scenarios (e.g. [100]).

The following three case studies investigate this potential by applying

Nomadic Projection Within Reach to nomadic informationmanagement

scenarios. Each case study will explain the addressed deficiencies at

the beginning as well as state them on the right hand margin (blue

color means addressed). Each chapter’s conclusion will relate the find-

ings of the case study to the achievedmitigation of the deficiencies and

the initial research questions (Section 1.2). These findings will later be

summarized and generalized in design guidelines located at the end

of this thesis (Chapter 11).





6
CASE STUDY ON NOMAD IC DUAL-D ISPLAY

PEN+PAPER INTERACT ION

Deficiencies addressed

by this chapter

Output/input size
(D1)

Multi-
tasking (D2)

Collaboration
& Privacy (D3)

Environment (D4)

Related video

This chapter presents thePenbook, a tablet that is extendedwith a built-

in projector and integrated with a wireless pen and that uses real pa-

per on the back of its lid as projection surface. This allows using the

pen to write or sketch digital information with light on the projection

surface while having the distinct tactility of a pen moving over paper.

The touch screen can be used in parallel with the projected informa-

tion turning the tablet into a dual-display device. Without consider-

ably enlarging the device, it provides a larger output/input area (>D1)

that can be leveraged to use multiple applications (such as browsing

and taking notes) or multiple windows (such as different views on pa-

tient data) simultaneously for multi-tasking (>D2). The augmentation

of real paper with projected ink shows a further unique advantage of

a projected mobile interface, allowing to include parts of the environ-

ment into the interaction (>D4).

This chapter is based on the previously published refereed conference paper

[W8] Winkler, C., Seifert, J., Reinartz, C., Krahmer, P., Rukzio, E., “Penbook: bring-

ing pen+paper interaction to a tablet device to facilitate paper-based work-

flows in the hospital domain.” In: Proceedings of the 2013 ACM international

conference on Interactive tabletops and surfaces. ITS ’13, Best Note Award. New

York, NY, USA: ACM, 2013, pp. 283–286

and extends this in particular by providing more details on the design considera-

tions, envisioned usage scenarios, as well as implications of the case study on No-

madic Projection Within Reach.

6.1 introduction

Thinking ofmobile devices that can easily fit a projector, tablets quickly

come to mind. To support Nomadic Projection Within Reach, they re-

quire the ability to stand on their own, for instance on a table. When

work on this case study started, the first tablet cases (like those of Ap-

ple’s iPad) already allowed for placing tablets upright by using a spe-

cial folding mechanism of the screen cover’s iPad. Later, tablets ap-

peared that included a stand in their body, like Microsoft’s Surface RT

and Surface Pro series. A tablet device standing on its own has a quite

87
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large space around it that could be leveraged for projection. When con-

sidering single-user scenarios, the space in front of the tablet seems to

be very suitable as it can easily be reached, is partly shielded against

sunlight both by the device itself as well as the operating user. The

height of the standing tablet allows for a projected display that can

easily double or triple the display area of the device at almost no in-

crease of the size of the device. Projecting a touchable display in front

of the user is possible, for instance by adding a depth or at least infrared

camera to the device (cf. Subsection 2.5.3). However, it would likely not

be able to mirror the accuracy of the tablet’s capacitive touchscreen.

Adding an area for pen and handwriting is another compelling alter-

native, especially since it would provide an additional input modality

and thereby an overall more expressive interaction with the device.

In this regard, it is interesting to note how natural handwriting still

impressively withstands the digital revolution. Even today, pen and

paper are used for its

• flexibility, for instance when taking notes during a presentation

or sketching ideas,

• its input fidelity and resolution that outperforms digital imitations

such that legal bindingness almost exclusively relies on real hand

writing,

• ability of using their personal chirography instead of a keyboard.

Of course, the disadvantages of handwriting in today’s digital world

should not go unmentioned:

• undo using Tippex is a lot harder than in software,

• the content is not immediately digitally available (with all its detri-

ment effects on sharing and remote collaboration),

• and readability depends on the handwriting, to name a few.

Nowadays, ever more tablets and very large smartphones, almost the

size of a tablet (phablets) are equipped with pens and digitizers that

allow for some of the advantages without entailing all of the disadvan-

tages. However, they do not afford the haptic feeling and input fidelity

of natural pen and paper as the thick glass of mobile devices hinders

accurate writing, a comparable fidelity (range of pressure and contact

angles), and comparable resolutions.

Based on these considerations, the EU project "Hospital Engineering"1

sought for a nomadic device that patients, nurses, and doctors use

throughout their day and which affords a large output space and a

multi-modal (including handwriting) input space without sacrificing

mobility. The result of this is thePenbook, the first tablet devicewith in-

tegrated projector. It is a novel multi-display device that besides touch

1 http://www.hospital-engineering.org/, retrieved November 19th, 2015
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interaction provided by the tablet supports hand-written input using

a digital pen on real paper in the lid of the device using augmented

projection (see Figure 6.1). The device is the result of several interviews

and discussionsmy colleague Christian Reinartz undertookwith three

nurses and two doctors within the project that involved about 50 Ger-

man hospitals and companies working in the domain.

The following sections will explain the assessed requirements, the de-

rived design considerations and concept, the implementation of a fully

functional standalone prototype and several applications in the hospi-

tal and private domain together with their evaluation.

6.1.1 Pen + Paper in the Hospital Domain

Especially in the hospital domain, the low cost and flexibility of paper-

based forms helped them to impressively withstand the digital revo-

lution to the greatest extent. Their low cost is the most prominent of

reasons for their persistence, i.e. they can be developed much cheaper

than software. They also provide greater flexibility, i.e. forms can be al-

tered and unplanned annotations can be added, and accommodate an

innate legal bindingness when patients fill and sign these forms. For

instance, patient registration, patient anamnesis, or the signing of pre-

scriptions are just a few use cases that rely on the flexibility and ease

of use of pen-based input. However, information written on paper doc-

uments needs to be transcribed into a digital form for further storage

and quick access. This process is expensive and time consuming. In ad-

dition, paper-based forms are highly limited in terms of interactively

supporting users to fill in the required information in each field. Yet

this is easily possible with digital devices that can display additional

help instructions in any circumstances. Hence, this raises the challenge

of how to bridge the physical and the digital world while preserving

the benefits of both.

6.1.2 Requirements analysis

Semi-structured interviews with three nurses and two doctors led to

the identification of three typical scenarios, which requirements were

assessed and analyzed in a subsequent step. The scenarios are patient

registration, patient anamnesis, andprescription signing, each ofwhich

will be discussed in the following.

6.1.2.1 Patient Registration

In the context of patient registration, experts told us that, for instance,

surgery forms can become very long and complex and many patients
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Figure 6.1: The Penbook setup: a tablet computer with an integrated projec-
tor augments a paper on its lid, transforming it to a display that
supports digital hand-writing with light instead of ink.

need help at least once while filling them out. Often, input space is

too small for more difficult portrayals and together with the lacking

support to undo written text, the final appearance of these forms often

becomes unaesthetic and therefore hard to read for employees. Digital

forms have the potential to resolve all these issues, but would imply

that patients receive digital devices with e.g., soft keyboards that not

all patients know to handle and could thus demand time-consuming

support by the staff and lack support for signature. To combine the ad-

vantages of both worlds, we assessed that the registration form should

still behave and feel like real paper, but with the added possibilities of

undoing actions, optional space enlargement, and in-situ help through

a connected device.

6.1.2.2 Patient Anamnesis

Patient anamnesis is in principal well suited for digitalization. Many

parts of anamnesis forms carry simple information, e.g. aching in left

knee, and can hence be mapped to check- and radio-boxes. However,

they usually require the doctor to mark impairments or changes on x-

rays or organ schemata. This demands very precise and flexible hand-

writing which cannot be supported on digital mobile devices with the

same fidelity as on paper. Even devices that support digital pens still

suffer from the missing haptics, the optical misalignment, and reflec-

tions introduced by the thick screen glass, and usually sensor precision

lyingmuch below 600dpi.We assessed that handwriting precisionwas

a critical supporting feature.
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6.1.2.3 Signing of Prescription Forms

Finally, the process of signing prescription forms depicts a big disad-

vantage of the physicality of paper. In hospitals, patients often have

to wait a long time for their prescription because the doctor does not

have time to retrieve the prescription forms from the printer and sign

them. A personal digital device of the doctor could address this prob-

lem by alerting to and presenting prescription forms to be signed. But

as the unique signature of the doctor is key to prevent malicious usage

of prescription forms, support for precise handwritten input is indis-

pensable.

6.1.3 Specific Related Work

In themedical domain,many systems employed pen interaction to pro-

vide intuitive interaction to physicians [200], but did not try to mimic

real paper and did not employ multiple displays. Research prototypes

such as Hinckley et al.’s Codex explored the design space of mobile

dual-screen deviceswith pen and touch input [112], yetwithout includ-

ing real paper or a projected display that benefits haptics and the de-

vice’s form factor. Research on pen and touchmodalities was extended

by Hinckley et al. by considering the combination of both modalities

which yields new interaction techniques [115]. Many works have fur-

ther dealt with the support of information gathering e.g. [111], while

our work focused on the support of existing paper-based workflows.

6.2 concept of the penbook

From the requirements assessed with experts, we developed the Pen-

book. It consists of two main components: an upright standing touch-

screen tablet with amounting support and an integrated pico projector

Figure 6.2: Interacting with the Penbook: (left) touch on the upright screen
as well as pen-based input on the paper-based projection screen;
(middle) pen-based input by using the rear side of the pen; (right)
bi-manual interaction enables interaction with pen and touch si-
multaneously.
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at its top, and a paper canvas, layered by anAnoto pattern and attached

to the Penbook’s cover that is used as a projection screen and for input

via a digital pen (see Figure 6.1). This setup retains the mobility of a

tablet device, yet enables different new options for interaction. In the

following, we detail interaction techniques and illustrate their applica-

tion using the aforementioned application scenarios.

6.2.1 Options for Interacting with Penbook

Penbook enables user input in four different configurations:

1. Pen-based handwriting. Unlike conventional digital pens thatwrite

with ink and additionally store a digital version of the user’s

handwriting, Penbook’s pen leverages the projection towrite with

light instead of ink (see Figure 6.1). That is, the pen does not cre-

ate permanent drawings on the paper canvas; rather the system

traces the pen’smovements and projects the paths onto the paper

canvas. It is thereby not bound to conventional limitations of dig-

ital paper pens. For instance, drawing parameters such as color

and stroke thickness can be changed. Also, the user can scroll

within the drawing area by moving the pen over a scrollbar at

the side of the paper, and further, drawings can be undone. At

the same time, it keeps the haptic affordances of working with

real pen and paper. For instance, this interaction is well suited

for annotating content on the paper or the touch-screen (through

annotation links) with hand-written notes. When real ink is de-

sired, techniques such as PhotoScription [108] could be added in

the future to make drawings permanent.

2. Touch-based input. The touch screen allows users to performmulti-

touch operations (see Figure 6.2 (left)).

3. Pen-touch input. The rear side of the pen allows for touch input on

the upright touch screen (see Figure 6.2 (middle)). Hence, users

are not obligated to put aside the penwhen operating the system

with only one hand available.

4. Bi-manual input. When using Penbook while sitting, users can

interact bi-manuallywith the system. That is,while using the pen

for input on the projected screen, the other hand is available for

touch-based input on the touch screen (see Figure 6.2 (right)).

The flexible coupling of the displays allows for seamlessly transition-

ing the Penbook between a dual-display laptop-like posture and a stan-

dard single-display touch screen posture by folding the cover behind

the device (see second of left image in Figure 6.4). These distinct pos-

tures cover a large amount of interactions and usage scenarios.
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6.2.2 Application Scenarios

In the following, we describe how Penbook solves many issues of the

analog workflows in the aforementioned hospital scenarios without

constricting their flexibility. We further describe applications for pri-

vate nomadic usage.

6.2.2.1 Patient Registration

Penbookpresents patientswith a paper-like formon the projected screen,

whichdoes not lookmuchdifferent from traditional paper forms. There-

fore, patients should know how to fill in the form without prior train-

ing, as the changing of colors and tip sizes is not required in this sce-

nario. Deleting strokes by crossing them out is detected by the system

automatically. The touch screen further informs the user about an avail-

able interactive help feature which is triggered by touching informa-

tion circles next to the corresponding input field. Touching the informa-

tion circle brings up a large and thorough explanation regarding the

corresponding input field and possible input examples on the touch-

screen (see Figure 6.3 (left)). Further, the digital input allows for opti-

cal character recognition (OCR) and digital storage in the background,

without the user noticing it or having to deal with its implications, e.g.

correcting writing errors. The patient’s signature whose penmanship

fits the rest of the form’s content assures the same legal bindingness

as traditional paper forms. Thus, Penbook does not constrain the exist-

ing advantages of patient registration forms, but augments the experi-

encewith useful features such as undo, interactive help, and additional

space because forms can also be scrolled horizontally to reveal space

beside the paper boundaries.

6.2.2.2 Patient Anamnesis

Penbook offers a digital version of typical anamnesis forms. Instead of

shuffling paper stacks to find the correct form, doctors choose from a

list of available forms. Most parts of the form consist of check- or select-

boxes. But as in traditional paper forms, every digital form also has

a schematic organ view that is shown on the projected screen when

a form is selected (see Figure 6.1 (right)). Doctors use it to precisely

annotate impairments or changes to the medical condition on the pa-

per, also using different colors and brush sizes. Here, the process is

changed more radically, but retains and surmounts the level of preci-

sion and flexibility provided by paper, as required in the annotation

context.
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Figure 6.3: Penbook supporting diverse tasks in the hospital context: interac-
tive patient registration (left); the issuing of prescriptions (right).

6.2.2.3 Issuing Prescriptions

Prescription signing requires a hand-written signature for authoriza-

tion purposes. Using the Penbook enables natural signing of prescrip-

tions as the prescription form and area for signing can be projected

onto the paper (see Figure 6.3 (right)). When finished, the complete

signed form is digitally available and can be encrypted and transmit-

ted to the front desk to be printed automatically. As the Penbook is

highly mobile, doctors can sign prescriptions directly after treatment.

6.2.2.4 Scratchpad for Semantic Notes

Apart from applications for the hospital domain, an obvious function-

ality of the paper-area is to provide semantic note taking, i.e. notes that

are linked to their origin. As one example, we have implemented a

scratchpad browser addon that links any taken note to the currently

opened website. While doing an online research, for instance, to com-

pare different tour, hotel, or flight operators for an upcoming trip, ex-

cessive amounts of open websites and information quickly pile up and

are oftentimes difficult to overview in the end. With the scratchpad ap-

plication, the user maintains a shared notepad area on the paper that

works across all websites, but links any taken note to the currently

opened website. After all options have been explored and correspond-

ing notes taken, a simple tap on the note brings the user back to the

corresponding website, eventually allowing more overview and a bet-

ter comparison and decision at the end.

Instead of a shared scratchpad between multiple documents, another

obvious functionality is to provide a per-item notepad to an applica-

tion. A note taking facilities of PDF viewers, for instance, could easily

be integratedwith thePenbook to allowper slide annotations on the pa-

per area. Here again, we see the advantage of the larger display space
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Figure 6.4: Hardware and software components of the Penbook protoype.
The tablet and pen are both connected to the smartphone behind
the tablet, which acts as server and source of the projector.

such that even large notes not longer interfere with the slide (as they

do in current PDF viewers) but can be taken and viewed alongside the

slide. Visual lines would link the note and the point of reference be-

tween the displays.

6.3 implementation

In the following, first the custom-built hardware setup and its compo-

nents will be explained. Afterwards, the software architecture will be

detailed.

6.3.1 Hardware Design

As there neither was a tablet device with built-in projector nor a case

with a paper-like cover available at the time of implementation, such

a system was designed and built. It consists of four main components,

depicted by Figure 6.4, which are described in the following.
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1. A tablet computer (Motorola Zoom 2) that serves as the upright

touch screen.

2. A smartphone (Samsung Galaxy SII) connected to a laser pico

projector (Microvision SHOWWX+HDMI) in order to control the

projected screen and its content. The optical path of the projec-

tion passes two mirrors in order to increase its overall length to

about 25 cm. Despite the low brightness of the projector, the pro-

jection can be seen very well in standard indoor lighting due to

the short distance to the projection surface and the innate sharp

focus of the laser projector (cf. Section 3.3). These two devices are

powered by an external USB battery (that is enabled by the but-

ton at the top of the device) to ensure a sufficient runtime of the

device.

3. An Anoto pen, which supports hand-written input on paper that

is equipped with a specific pattern. The pen does not dispense

ink; instead, strokes made with the pen are projected onto the

paper. The pen tracks the Anoto pattern on the paper to track its

position on the projection screen using a built-in infrared camera.

The information is sent via Bluetooth to the mobile phone. The

communication protocol of the pen was reverse-engineered and

a driver written to connect the digital pen to Android that allows

fine-grained control over its features. Additionally, a capacitive

capwas added to the tail of the pen and the penwrappedwith ca-

pacitive seam to enable pen-touch input on the touch screen. The

abovementioned components are integrated into an aluminum

case with a flexible stand and a foldable cover that contains the

projection screen.

The commercial availability of projector phones (e.g. Samsung Galaxy

Beam) indicated that the device could be built in a form factor sim-

ilar to standard tablet devices. Recently, several tablet devices with

integrated projector appeared on the market (Aiptek ProjectorPad P70,

Lenovo Yoga Tablet 2 Pro, YF- X9 7,0, Isonic Protab 7 HD) whose devel-

opment may have been motivated by the Penbook.

6.3.2 Software

The Penbook software components are jointly distributed between the

devices.

The server component executed on the mobile phone is connected to

the digital pen. As soon as the pen is activated (by taking it out of its

holder that is fixed to the case), the connection is initialized and the

pen continuously sends location data. Depending on the current set-

ting for pen color and stroke thickness, new strokes are added to the

projected image. The image is pre-warped to appear correctly on the
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projection screen (which is not orthogonal to the projector) after pass-

ing through the optical path that includes two mirrors. The necessary

onetime calibration is facilitated by an interactive application that de-

fines pre-warping and mapping of the reference system/position of

the pen to the projection area. Pre-warping consists of mapping the

projection corners to the corners of the paper’s surface, and correcting

the lens and perspective distortion of the projector. All algorithms are

implemented as OpenGLES shaders, thus do not introduce noticeable

delay.

Further, themobile phone runs aWi-Fi hotspot which allows the tablet

computer to connect and communicate via an Application Program-

ming Interface (API) to set or get various parameters of the current

system state. These include changing pen features, setting or getting

the projected image, attaching or deleting meta-information from any

place on the projection screen, and storing and loading calibration data.

The client component running on the tablet computer controls the user

applications. It leverages the API of the server to trigger the calibration

procedure, change pen or paper (such as graph and ruled paper) prop-

erties, set or retrieve the projected output. The client is written as an

Android fragment view that can be added to any Android application.

It adds an expandable control bar at the bottom of the application that

provides access to all system features.

6.4 initial user feedback

Before the hardware can be studied in a longer field trial (see Conclu-

sion), we conducted an initial usability studywith 10 non-professional

participants (5 female) of average an age of 29 years (25-33 years). The

objective was to understand how users interact with the device when

coping with a task requiring parallel usage of touchscreen and pen for

creating annotations.

Initially,we demonstrated all interaction features of the Penbook to par-

ticipants and they had the opportunity to make themselves familiar

with the prototype. Then we introduced them to a task, which was to

browse awebsite and search for items (i.e., products)matching specific

criteria (e.g., price)while taking notes using the scratchpad application

described in Subsection 6.2.2.4. The goalwas to decidewhich is the best

available option by the help of the overview and backlink features of

the scratchpad.

After the practical part, we interviewed participants about their usage

experiences. 9 of 10 participants emphasized that they would buy and

use the Penbook if it was commercially available. Many of them stated

it would be perfect for taking notes on the slides during a lecture. One
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stated that he did not like his handwriting and that he wasmuch faster

with a hardware keyboard. 5 participants highlighted the interconnec-

tion between tablet and projection, i.e. the backlink feature, as useful.

9 participants expressed that they very much appreciate the haptic af-

fordance of real paper for writing (including one person who owns a

high-class convertible laptop with a digital pen).

These results show a generally very positive opinion of participants to-

wards the Penbook, andmost participants cherished the benefits of the

Penbook over traditional tablet computers. As part of the Hospital En-

gineering project, the Penbook is part of a model hospital that allows to

gain in-depth insights to how patients and physicians take advantage

of multi-modal interaction in a real world setting.

6.5 conclusion

This case study has presented the Penbook, a nomadic multi-display

device that supports writing with light on a built-in real sheet of pa-

per without significantly enlarging the device’s form factor. It bridges

the gap between the digital world and paper-based workflows as it

combines the benefits of both characteristics in one device. Based on a

domain-specific design process, a first hardware and software solution

with example applications has been presented which especially in the

hospital domain that still relies heavily on paper-based records may

aid the shift towards digital devices. Results of the presented prelimi-

nary user study indicate that users highly appreciate the concept and

find it easy to understand and use. Further, as the tablet’s built-in cam-

erawatches the projection area through the secondmirror, futurework

may explore use cases that include object and paper tracking above the

projection area.

More generally, the Penbook addresses existing mobile deficiencies in

the following ways:

output/input size At almost no cost to the size of the device, the

Penbook provides a second display, doubling its in- and output area.

This is mainly achieved because the projection is able to leverage an ex-

isting surface—the lid of the case—which the majority of tablets bring

anyway.

multi-tasking The Penbook supports using different applications

(the note taking application allowed creating and accessing noteswhile

surfing the web) and multiple parts of the same application (such as

forms and organ schemata in themedical applications) simultaneously.
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environment The augmentation of real paper provides for an alter-

native input modality currently not possible with other display tech-

nologies. Further augmentations may include existing paper forms or

the own hands to be tracked by the tablet’s camera and be integrated

into the interaction. This seems promising as the projector could aug-

ment the handswith context-aware control options (such as a pen color

on eachfinger) and feedback ongesture recognition. Regarding research > R2

page 8question R2 we can add pen-based input on in reality occurring sur-

faces as well as hand augmentations to the list of enabled input modal-

ities.

Smartphones even support nomadicity considerably better than tablets

and the next chapter will explore how advantages of the Penbook can

be transferred to smartphones and advanced to support multi-user in-

teraction as well.
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Theprevious chapter explored increasingdisplay and input size/moda-

lities of a tablet device. The setup of the device supported specific single-

user scenarios but not yet collaboration betweenmultiple users. In Sub-

section 1.1.1.3 we have already seen how current nomadic devices, es-

pecially smartphones, lack support for (privacy-respectful) collabora-

tion. This chapter will thus extend the previous idea to support ad-hoc

collaboration (>D3) using projected interfaces. To support themobility

of the user even further, this time a smartphone instead of a tablet will

be equipped with a projector. Instead of the support for pen-based in-

put, the projections of individual devices allow to be merged to larger

shared interactive surfaces, allowing to leverage furniture in the envi-

ronment (>D4) for an AR experience impossible with screen-based dis-

plays. Nonetheless, as with the Penbook device, the projected interface

is also useful for the single user, for instance to multi-task showing the

active browser tab on the projected display and other open tabs on the

phone.

The next sections will introduce the concept of the SurfacePhone and

fully functional prototypes togetherwith their evaluations in user stud-

ies.

This chapter is based on the previously published refereed conference paper

[W5] Winkler, C., Löchtefeld, M., Dobbelstein, D., Krüger, A., Rukzio, E., “Sur-

facePhone: A Mobile Projection Device for Single- and Multiuser Every-

where Tabletop Interaction.” In: Proceedings of the 32nd Annual ACM Confer-

ence on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’14. New York, NY, USA:

ACM, 2014, pp. 3513–3522

and extends this in particular by providing more detailed results of the first user

study, more iterations and an explanation of the tracking pipeline of the (high-

fidelity) technical prototype, and the implications of the case study on Nomadic

Projection Within Reach.

In addition, the following partially related thesis was supervised by the author:

• "Entwicklung von Anwendungsszenarien und kamerabasierter Finger-

erkennung für ein iPhone mit integrierter Pico-Projektion". Pascal Spengler.

Bachelor’s thesis. 2012

101
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(a) External controls (b) Picture presentation

Figure 7.1: Initial concept sketches showing externalization of game controls
to address the fat-finger problem and privacy-respectful picture
presentation.

7.1 introduction

Personal computingmore andmore transitions tomobile devices. Some-

times, this involves more complex tasks involving multiple or multi-

windowed applications for which mobile devices do not offer enough

screen space. But users should not be forced to use (and own) com-

pletely different devices for these scenarios that demand bigger dis-

plays. An increasing number of devices tries to address this through

multi-display solutions. Besides devices based onmultiple screens such

as theNintendoDS orHinckley’s Codex [112], projector phones set out

to enable the exploration of large-scale content and support collabora-

tion in a mobile setting.

Figure 7.2: Two users merge their
projections for a larger shared sur-
face.

MMDEs like the aforementioned ones

that consist of multiple screens, still

are limited by the maximum size

of the device. Hence, their possible

increase in display estate is compa-

rably low, usually not more than

twice the single display size (cf. Nin-

tendo DS, Kyocera Echo). In contrast,

MMDEs including a projected display

allow for a much higher increase

in display estate, especially as com-

pared to the small display size of a

smartphone, while still keeping its

small form-factor. However the display setup of current projector
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phones such as the Samsung Galaxy Beam is often characterized by

two displays being visually separated, i.e. not in the same field of view

(e.g., one on the phone the other one on the wall). This setup precludes

many of the prevalent sharing and collaboration techniques that are

well known and investigated for example in multi-device interaction

on today’s multi-touch tabletop systems (cf. [229]).

In contrast, the setup of the SurfacePhone allows to recreate such table-

top-like interactions in mobile scenarios with the added benefit of pro-

viding a private and a public display. Similar to thePenbook—only this

time for a smartphone—the SurfacePhone can be placed on a surface

to augment it with a second (or multiple) projected display(s), only

this time right behind itself (see Figure 7.1). Because both displays are

in the same field of view—different to existing projector phones or

other works on MMDEs like [133]—they are well suited for all kinds

of extended single-user scenarios as well as sharing and collaboration

between multiple-users. The projected display is not only touch- and

gesture-enabled, but additionally orientation aware,which allowsmul-

tiple projected displays to be optically combined and merged to a sin-

gle shared display (see Figure 7.2).

After reviewing some related work specific to MMDEs, the design pro-

cess of the SurfacePhone will be presented. Starting with the consid-

erations for such a system and the envisioned usage concepts, two

prototypes will be presented that have been evaluated in user studies.

The initial concept prototype allowed for easy evaluation of the con-

cepts and ideas. The technical smartphone case prototype was devel-

oped to show and evaluate the technical feasibility of the SurfacePhone

concept. The chapter concludes with design guidelines derived from

the results of the studies and their implications on Nomadic Projection

Within Reach in general.

7.2 specific related work

Some aspects of MMDE devices have already been explored in research

[72, 112, 133, 168]. With Codex, Hinckley et al. [112] created a dual-

display device that allows for re-orientation of two physical hinged

displays. Besides, they also explored various application scenarios for

different configurations as well as novel interaction techniques. Nev-

ertheless the display arrangement of the here presented SurfacePhone

has not been mentioned nor explored in the related work, probably be-

cause the arrangement would not provide much merit with multiple

small screen displays but only with projected interfaces.

Kane et al. exploredwith Bonfire a laptop equippedwith a pico-project-

or that allows to create a secondary display right next to the notebook
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[133]. Even though theSurfacePhone alsomakes use of a similar config-

uration, one of its main aspects is to explore collaboration on a poten-

tially mutual interactive surface with multiple devices. This requires

new sharing techniques between displays and devices and dynamic

merging of their projections, which will be presented and enable new

public/private interaction scenarios. Furthermore, the SurfacePhone

improves on touch accuracy and portability and evaluates touch and

gesture recognition which could not have been carried out before.

Mergingmultiple displays to a single one has been shown before using

screens [114, 136, 161]. However, the thick bezels between the devices

hinder the experience of a single display, both output and input-wise.

Further on, the brightness of the image is optimized towards orthogo-

nal view-angles and quickly declines towards lateral ones. Most of all,

supporting a configuration like the SurfacePhone that provides a pri-

vate view for each user and a large combined one to the group would

require every user to carry a smartphone and a tablet device, whereas

the SurfacePhone requires a projector phone only.

Finally, with the PlayAnywhere system, Wilson [270] had presented

the idea of a mobile tabletop system that uses projection. The Surface-

Phone extends this idea by providing a truly mobile and nomadic de-

vice that further provides an additional personal display to facilitate

private content management and decision making as well exemplified

by Schmidt et al. [229] or Seifert et al. [233].

7.3 SurfacePhone concept

The design of the SurfacePhone concept encompasses the position of

the projected surface in relation to the phone, the position and orien-

tation of one SurfacePhone to other SurfacePhones in the environment,

and the modalities to interact with screen and projected display in ei-

ther scenarios. Further, we distinguish between application scenarios

for single device / single user (SDSU), single device / multi user (SDMU),

and multi device / multi user (MDMU). All of these will be discussed in

the following.

7.3.1 Position and size of projection

Hinckley et al. [112] showed that a range of very private to very public

and collaborative application scenarios can be supported, depending

on the spatial relation of dual-screen postures. The projection in front

of the mobile device would resemble the laptop or Penbook posture,

thus a rather private setup. This is because the projection is mainly

visible to the user facing the device. A projection to either sides of the
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Figure 7.3: First implementation of the real prototype for an iPhone 4. Im-
provable is the rather small projection size (only 4"), the not very
robust stand, and the device requiring external power and an ex-
ternal video connection between iPhone and projector.

phone would imitate the setup of Bonfire [133], where the projected

surface is still within easy reach of the user, but more public than in

the laptop scenario. Still they do not necessarily invite other people to

interact with the projection.

Whereas these two configurations have been explored intensively, a

projection behind an upright standing phone has been neglected so

far. The latter—the configuration of the SurfacePhone—consists of a

public projected display and a private display (as can be seen in Fig-

ure 7.4b) and presents a more collaboration-oriented setup. To some

extent, it resembles the Battleship setup of Codex [112], albeit the dif-

ference that the primary user (usually the owner of the device) is able

to see both the phone display and the projected display. In this setup,

there is a clear separation between the private phone and the public

projection that is visible andwithin reach to people in the near vicinity.

This comes at the expense of a slightly more difficult interaction with

the projection by the primary user who has to circumvent the phone

to touch the projection.

Additionally, this MMDE setup follows the recommendations of [68] to

diminish visual separation between displays. When the user is sitting

in front of the upright standing phone, the phone’s display as well as

the projection are in the same field of view. This allows the Surface-

Phone to split the information between these two displayswithout risk-

ing visual separation effects.

Details of our technical prototype can be found in Section 7.5. But to

give an idea of the size and position of the projection early-on: through

several iterations of the prototype (cf. Figure 7.3) an optimal (undis-

torted) projection behind the phonewas found tomeasure around 17 cm

× 14, cm in size (8.7" diagonal) and to lie 14 cm behind the phone and

4 cm to the left of the center of the device. The latter accounts for the

offset of the phone camera sitting at the very side of the phone. The
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projection, thus, adds a more than four times bigger display to the 4"

screen of the iPhone 5 for which the latest iteration was designed.

7.3.2 Configurations

TheSurfacePhone can be used alone (single device / single user – SDSU),

or bymultiple users using one (single device /multiple users – SDMU)

or multiple SurfacePhones (multi-device / multi-user – MDMU). This

section describes the application and interaction space of these config-

urations.

7.3.2.1 Single-device, single-user interaction (SDSU)

This configuration can be used, for instance, to overcome the fat-finger

problemonmobile devices by outsourcing e.g. controls of a game (com-

pare Figure 7.4a) to the projection or showing the main view of the

game on the projection. Apart from that, the projected display could

be used as general secondary display, for instance, showing a taskman-

ager or notifications of applications currently running on the device. Fi-

nally, phone screens are very useful for augmenting the reality of the

user, but cannot serve publicly visible augmentation. The projection

on the other hand could be used to augment a real playboard with

projected tokens. For example it could project chess tokens on a real

board to play against the computer or a human opponent.

7.3.2.2 Single-device, multi-user interaction (SDMU)

Leveraging the inherent differences in publicity of the displays, theSur-

facePhone can be used for several sharing tasks in small groups (com-

pare Figure 7.4b). For instance, the projection of the phone can be used

to present pictures or slides to a small group of people. The screen of

the SurfacePhone can be used to browse the content and decide which

content should be shown on the projection. Advantages of using Sur-

facePhone in this scenario include that users do not have to give out

their phone to other people; that the content can be presented to all

people simultaneously; and that only specific pictures or slides for pre-

sentation can be selected to address time or privacy constraints. Finally,

the projection can also be touch- or gesture enabled, giving the view-

ers the possibility to interact with the pictures or slides. Similarly, the

setup is also suitable for games such as blackjack: The person playing

the bank controls the game from the screen. Other players sit in front

of the projection and use touch interaction.
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(a) SDSU (b) SDMU

(c) MDMU facing front (d) MDMU facing side (e) MDMU same side

Figure 7.4: (a) SDSU: a single user increases their display estate fivefold to
support multitasking or externalization of controls. (b) SDMU:
One user is presenting pictures to another user. MDMU: (c) Two
users sitting face to face with the projections merged at the long
side. (d) Two users sitting face to face with the projection merged
at the short side. (e) Sitting next to each other on the same side
with the projections merged at the short side.

7.3.2.3 Multi-device, multi-user interaction (MDMU)

Finally, when more than one user brings their SurfacePhone to the ta-

ble, projections can be merged at different sides forming larger shared

surfaces. These can be used for collaboration, e.g. data sharing, as well

as competitive scenarios such as gaming. Depending on the scenario

and the familiarity of the participants, different setups support differ-

ent degrees of collaboration.

Sitting next to each other on the same side (Figure 7.4e) is the most in-

timate setup as both the projections as well as the phone screens are

visible to both users. This setup, for example, could be useful to collab-

oratively search for holiday trips. Users can first explore offers on their

personal devices, then share it to the surface. Being able to also see

other users’ phone screens may significantly improve communication

in collaborative planning.

On the opposite, sitting face to face (Figure 7.4c)merging the long side

of the projections is the most distant setup. It suits users unfamiliar

with each other, as well as competing opponents in a game for instance.

In both cases, users have private interaction on their mobile display,

using it to selectively share content on the projected surface. Also, the

own projected display is likely not within easy reach of other parties

making it more personal for each user.
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Sitting face to face, but at the same time next to each other (Figure 7.4d)

combines properties of both aforementioned setups. In this setup, users

keep their private view on their mobile screens, but expose their pro-

jected surface to be easily reachable by the other party. Therefore, the

setup particularly emphasizes familiar use cases of interactive surfaces,

encouraging participants to manipulate all objects on the surface. Two

users may also sit round the corner of the table which is in general

equivalent to the previous case, but allows more easily to come round

and take a look on the other user’s private display when both users

desire so.

Finally, groups> 2merge projections at arbitrary sides in their center.

Obviously, no general rule for the visibility of phone screens or reacha-

bility of projections can be determined. However, like people do when

playing games involving hand cards, users can arrange to ensure the

required visibility and privacy.

7.3.3 Interaction Techniques

In the following required interaction techniques for the SurfacePhone

will be discussed that suit aforementioned application and usage sce-

narios.Herewedraw fromusers’ experience and familiaritywith smart-

phones and tabletop systems to find intuitive and still technically fea-

sible interaction techniques. The technical feasibility will be discussed

in the implementation section of the technical prototype (Section 7.4).

With today’s prevalence ofmulti-touch interaction, userswould expect

to be able to interact with the projected content using direct touchwhich

is in line with the Nomadic Projection Within Reach concept anyway.

This includes long touches and double-touches, to allow for a richer in-

put set through different touch modalities. Furthermore, gestures like

directional swipes are common on tabletops and should be supported

aswell. As the phone camera iswatching the scene from above,mid-air

gestures above the projection could also be considered.

Another interesting space of interaction lies around the projection. As

the phone camera is seeing an up to ten times larger space around the

projection, invisible buttons around the projection are possible. Simi-

larly, gestures that cross the edges of the projection could be supported,

for example, to move content to another user’s projection that is cur-

rently not merged.

Concept-wise, it seems interesting to explore if and how the invisi-

ble space in the center of such a ring of projections—dead space by

its own—can be leveraged for interaction. During a card game, for in-

stance, cards played by the players could be animated towards the in-

visible center and eventually from there to the player receiving the

trick. If each played card was visualized on each player’s projection,
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seeing the trick in-betweenwouldnot be necessary. Still the spacewould

be leveraged to mimic spatial relations of real game play. When play-

ing roulette with many users, the play field could run across the ring

and additionally a portion of the roulette wheel with everything inside

beyond the number compartments be visually hidden (see Figure 7.5).

Findings from [W10] further suggest that users embrace hidden parts

in an application that are not revealed by the projection as challenging

part of the game.

Figure 7.5: Illustration of 4 users
merging their projections to play
roulette, utilizing the projection-
lacking center aswheel. The phone
display would show the current
credit in form of chips that can be
placed using a transfer technique,

e.g. swipe.

This could, for instance, come in

handy when many SurfacePhones

merge so that they form a ring

rather than a central space. Then,

not all other projections are inside

the camera viewport. In this scenario

the phone camera’s flash LED could

come to the aid. Research from Shir-

mohammadi & Taylor [236] and our

own exploration suggest that the en-

abled flash LED of one phone can be

clearly identified in the camera im-

age of another phone and used to in-

fer each other’s orientation and dis-

tance using Lambertian reflectance.

When there is a continuous surface

between the devices, the flash LED

can be easily identified up to 10

meters in normal lighting environ-

ments. By letting each device blink a

unique pattern every now and then,

devices could possibly be uniquely and spatially detected. However,

this requires further research and evaluation.

As the SurfacePhone is a mobile device, movement of the device can

be measured using the built-in motion sensors and the optical flow

of the camera’s video stream. The projection could, for example, be

changed from showing display-fixed content that moves with the de-

vice to showing a dynamic peephole into world-fixed content (para-

graph Spotlight metaphor, Subsection 2.5.4). Any table could thus be-

come the personal virtual desktop that is explorable by moving the

SurfacePhone across the table, from notes to documents, to reminders,

to pictures of beloved ones, etc.
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7.3.3.1 Transfer Techniques

A regularly occurring task when using the SurfacePhone is to trans-

fer content from the screen to the projection and vice-versa. Following

on [34] we can distinguish between three main categories of transfer-

techniques that can be supported: direct, binned, and mediated transfer.

(a) Direct transfer: Placing a scrabble
piece at a precise position on the board
through simultaneous touch.

(b) Binned transfer: Elements from the
bin element (here the bench) on the
phone are placed on the projection us-
ing touch-swipe.

(c) Mediated transfer: The presenter
drags another picture on the proxy el-
ement at the top of the phone.

Figure 7.6: The explored techniques
for content transfer between displays.

• Direct transfer is used to

transfer an item from a spe-

cific position on the phone

to a specific position on

the projection or vice-versa.

For this interaction cate-

gory, Human Link is pro-

posed to be used. The body

of the user is conceptu-

ally used as a medium

to transfer the content be-

tween the two displays (cf.

[271]). The user touches the

content that they want to

transfer on the phone and

then, simultaneously or in

quick succession, touches

the point in the projection

where they want to place it

or vice versa (Figure 7.6a).

• Binned transfer uses a bin el-

ement on one or either dis-

plays that is used to place

content items in the bin

that then can be transferred

using a form of direct trans-

fer. For instance, to place a

whole word in the scrabble

game, users can position

the letters on the bench (the

bin) on their phone screen

in correct order and then transfer them altogether by swiping

over the target positions on the projection (Figure 7.6b). Similarly,

users could select pictures on their phone to a bin and then fan

them out on the projection with a finger swipe.

• Mediated transfer uses a proxy or gate element throughwhich con-

tent is transfered. To transfer an object it is simply dragged &
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dropped on the proxy to appear close to the proxy element on

the other display (Figure 7.6c).

7.4 concept prototype

To explore and evaluate theSurfacePhone concept, a concept prototype

was built to validate that the proposed display configuration is actu-

ally desirable and usable. Through the placement of a standardmobile

phone on a multi-touch surface it is easily possible to simulate the pro-

jection behind the phone (see Figure 7.7). This allows to test users’ ex-

periences providing a more robust, responsive, and clearer multitouch

surface than would have been possible through developing a technical

prototype (which is presented later on) in the same time. The following

will discuss the implementation of the concept prototype, its applica-

tions, and a qualitative user study using the concept prototype.

7.4.1 Implementation

The hardware setup consists of a Samsung PixelSense table running

Microsoft’s Windows 7 and Surface SDK; further two HTC HD 7 (run-

ning Windows Phone 7.5) which offer a stand to arrange the phone

on a table more easily. Markers placed below the phones allow them

to be tracked by the table. Our software framework creates a 23cm×

18.5cm sized virtual projection 9cm behind and 3cm to the left of the

phone. This size exceeds the projection size that is supported by our

technical prototype by 33%. As phone manufacturers are able to build

devices that support projections of these dimensions by using short-

throw lenses or curved mirrors (e.g. LG PF1000U), it can be assumed

that the projection size fits a realistic usage scenario. The devices com-

municate over Wi-Fi. As soon as phones are moved such that projec-

tions intersect, a merged projection is created. This merged projection

can either be a graphically highlighted union of the individual projec-

tions (as in Figure 7.7c), or something different like a shared playboard

within the concave hull of the projections’ corners (as in Figure 7.6a).

7.4.2 Applications

7.4.2.1 Single-user game “escape” (SDSU)

The “escape” game represents the SDSU category by supporting exter-

nal controls on the projection in a single-user game. The task of the

game is to escape monsters by moving the character horizontally and
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(a) Single-user “Escape” game: The
game controls are “outsourced”
to address the fat-finger problem
with on-screen controls.

(b) Multi-user sharing from projec-
tion: the presenter selects images
to be displayed on the phone
screen.

(c) Multi-device: The users merge
their projections to share images
from and to their private display
and with the other parties.

(d) Multi-device: Both users have
pieces for a collaborative puzzle
they are supposed to solve on the
merged projection.

Figure 7.7: Four of the five apps used in the concept study in different con-
figurations (see Figure 7.6 for the remaining scrabble app).

vertically on a play field without other obstacles. When playing the

game on the mobile phone, the on-screen controls and finger of the

user cover parts of the play field on the phone. By “outsourcing” the

controls to the projection behind the phone, thus providing free sight

on the whole play field, presumably users will perform better in the

projected mode (Figure 7.7a).

7.4.2.2 Multi-user presentation (SDMU)

In this application theSurfacePhone is used to present pictures or slides

to a small group of people in two different ways: Either the user pub-

lishes thumbnails to the projection by dragging the thumbnail on the

proxy at the top of the phone screen. The audience can then use stan-

dard multi-touch techniques for rotating and enlarging the pictures to

their will (Figure 7.6c). The other possibility is that users browse their

content on the projection and present items fullscreen on the phone by

double tapping them (Figure 7.7b). Different to the first way, the user

gives up their privacy for the benefit of having a larger space them-

selves that can be explored more quickly.
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7.4.2.3 Multi-device picture sharing (MDMU)

The exemplary picture sharing—whichwould similarlyworkwith other

content types—is very similar to the SDMU presentation application.

Users publish their thumbnails to the surface by using the proxy or

Human Link techniques as in the presentation application. As soon as

more than one device and user merge their projections by intersecting

them, the merged space can be used to share all sorts of personal data.

Thumbnails then belong to the joint surface, allowing all participants

to explore pictures through multitouch operations and transfer them

to their phone using one of the aforementioned techniques. When one

of the participating userswithdraws from themerged state themerged

view is split and the separate projections retain prior items and posi-

tions on their side. If items have not been moved to the phone, these

items are moved back to the projection of the owner. This feature shall

give users a simplemeans of privacy control as they canwithdrawwith

items that they only want to present but not give away.

7.4.2.4 Multi-device scrabble game (MDMU)

The scrabble application (Figures 7.6a and 7.6b) particularly empha-

sizes the private display on the mobile phones. It shows a standard

scrabble playboard on themergedprojections. The phone screens show

the letters available to the users and a virtual bench on the bottom

where words can be arranged with the letters using drag&drop. On

their turn, users either use the Human Link technique to place any let-

ter, no matter if on the bench or not, by touching the letter and the tar-

get position on the playboard. Alternatively, they first put the letters

to place in correct order on the bench and then swipe over the empty

fields on the board to place these letters. Depending on whose turn

currently is, the board changes its orientation to face the correspond-

ing user. Letters can be taken back to a precise position on the phone

using Human Link or to a random position by double tapping them.

7.4.3 User Study

With the first user study the quality in terms of usefulness, applicabil-

ity, and usability of the overall SurfacePhone concept and its several

components is assessed using the presented concept prototype. Using

the four aforementioned applications we assess input techniques (e.g.

Human Link and proxy), output (e.g. size and visibility of displays) and

possibly occurring problems such as undesired occlusions of the pro-

jection and physical demands of the MMDE.

A qualitative approach is employed, using the think aloud method,

structured interviews, and video analysis as no similar system is avail-
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able for comparison. 16 participants took part in pairs to create a more

realistic collaborative environment. Their average agewas 26 years (rang-

ing from 23 to 31 years) and six of them were female. All participants

except one owned a mobile touchscreen phone and three of the partic-

ipants had prior experience with multi-touch tables.

7.4.3.1 Procedure

First we explained the concept of the SurfacePhone by showing them a

concept design (similar to Figure 7.10a) of the technical prototype and

to convince them that similar devices can be built we demonstrated

a Samsung Galaxy Beam projector phone. Finally, the experimenter

briefly explained the prototype, how it works, and the different config-

urations (SDSU, SDMU, MDMU) which also represented the different

phases of the study.

After that, both participants tried all four applications (one each for

SDSU and SDMU, two for MDMU) for approximately eight minutes

each. Before each application participants were given time to test the

concepts relevant in that phase, for instance, merging of projections

and different transfer techniques, until they had no further questions.

In single-device applications they took turns in acting as user or audi-

ence/spectator. In multi-device applications both users operated their

own device simultaneously. To ensure a constant learning curve, the

order of applications was always the same, going from single-device

and single-user to multi-device and multi-user applications, thereby

constantly gaining in complexity. Before each multi-user application,

users were allowed to choose device positions (seeMDMUbefore) that

fit the task according to their opinion.

For the study the participants had to use all aforementioned applica-

tions. For the picture presentation applications (SDMU) both partici-

pants acted as presenter and observer in turns. For the picture presen-

tation in MDMU mode we added two tasks. One task was to share

pictures that contained Waldo with your partner and the other was

to solve a 3 × 3 puzzle collaboratively on the merged projection space

(Figure 7.7d).

While participants were continuously motivated to share their expe-

riences aloud, after each configuration (SDSU, SDMU, MDMU) they

filled out a questionnaire regarding the configuration and contained

tasks. The questionnaire asked for experience with the applications as

well as physical demand, fatigue, visibility of content, feelings regard-

ing privacy, etc. After the study we let participants fill out the Post-

Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ [126]). The study was

video captured and later qualitatively analyzed. The textual answers

were later analyzed using Grounded Theory and axial coding.
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MDMU overall

MDMU: Scrabble game

MDMU: Picture sharing

SDMU overall

SDMU: Picture presentation

SDSU overall

SDSU: Escape game
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Figure 7.8: Partici-
pants’ ratings on the
usefulness of the differ-
ent configuration and
application scenarios
in nomadic everyday
computing scenarios
after the first study.

7.4.3.2 Results

In terms of preferred interaction technique, to transfer information be-

tween the two screens, most participants favored touch-swipe (see Fig-

ure 7.9). Comparing touch-swipe and Human Link in the scrabble game,

15 of the 16 participants preferred touch-swipe. When comparing touch-

swipe, Human Link and proxy, nine participants preferred touch-swipe

and five would rather use the proxy technique. This is also reflected in

the physical demand. Ten participants stated that Human Link has the

highest physical demand and four found proxy to have the highest de-

mand. The samewas reflected in their rating of success, 12 participants

said they were most successful with the touch-swipe and two thought

they would be better with eitherHuman Link or proxy. Their comments

revealed that for the majority (9 out of 16) when using Human Link

they faced the problem that when they touched the phone’s screen

and tried to touch the projection at the same time the phone would

slide away. The absence of bi-manual control was especially seen as an

advantage of touch-swipe.

We asked the participants whether they developed a strategy to solve

the puzzle and image tasks. All participants agreed that they followed

a certain strategy. From the video analysis and the comments two strate-

gies were particular promising. Three couples would actually change

their original sitting position so that they would sit next to each other,

Figure 7.9: Partici-
pants’ final ranking of
the transfer techniques
at the end of the first
study.

Techniques

Touch
Swipe

ProxyHuman
Link

1 5

1 0

5

0

Rank 3
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allowing both participants to view each other’s phone displays, help-

ing them to identify the correct pictures before putting them on the

surface. Three other couples divided the work between in each other

so that one participant would move the pictures from the phone to the

projection and the other would arrange the puzzle parts in the projec-

tion.

To evaluate a possible adoption of such a device we asked the partic-

ipants whether they would recommend such a device to their friends

and if so what would be the necessary circumstances. All but one par-

ticipant answered that they would recommend it. Most of the partici-

pants found fulfillment of hardware constrains such as reasonable size

and battery life to be mandatory.

Asked openly for advantages of the SurfacePhone, all but two partici-

pants brought up the advantage of the private display on their own. In

the words of P15: "Everybody owns their private area and everybody

can push something towards the shared table center. Everyone can in-

teract with their phone and the table area (nobody must watch only)

and moving data between devices is easy"; or similarly in the words of

P1: "shared and public space, everyone decides what to share and has

no control [over] or access [to the private area] unless I grant it". As a

follow-up, we asked users about which of their data they have privacy

concerns and if they see these addressed by theSurfacePhone. All users

mentioned pictures as their main privacy concern, but some also men-

tioned documents and games. Several people stressed that not only the

type of content but also the people you are sharingwith are a key factor

and that the SurfacePhone should provide default configurations like

“family sharing” or “work sharing” where copying of pictures was by

default allowed or disallowed, respectively. The existingmeans of copy

protection by quickly withdrawing with the projection was regarded

as useful but not forceful enough to cover every situation. Overall, par-

ticipants seemed very aware of the collaboration and privacy deficiencies

of current nomadic computing and saw these for the most addressed

by the SurfacePhone. Ten participants further stated that they liked

that they do not need to pass their device around when presenting to

groups. Regarding privacy and the conditions in the study that com-

pared two privacy-preserving picture presentation techniques—one

where the picture was selected on the phone screen and the projec-

tion used to present it and the other the other way round—the former

seemed more reasonable to the majority of participants.

The preferred combination of devices anduserswasMDMU(Figure 7.8

depicts participants’ preferences regarding application scenarios). Par-

ticipants found the possibilities that arise from having a mobile device

that is able to create ad-hoc complex mobile multi-display environ-

ments very attracting. Besides games such as Battle Ships, Poker, and

Black Jack, the collaborative editing of documents, e.g. layouts of news-
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papers, was seen as possible application scenarios. Two participants

mentioned the case of ad-hoc meetings for example to collaboratively

investigate construction plans on a construction site.

The results of the PSSUQ are underlining these results. In the overall

usability rating the SurfacePhone scored 84.8% as a mean of system

usefulness (87.3%) and interface quality (81.9%)1. Overall, the results

of the PSSUQ indicate that the SurfacePhone is a useful new device to

extend screen space in single- and multi-user applications.

Negative comments included that for themerging functionality, a suffi-

cientmarket penetration is required tomake the feature applicable and

useful in nomadic scenarios. While this is true and shared with screen

stitching approaches that require the same software to run on all de-

vices, it is noteworthy that the other scenario groups (SDSU, SDMU)

work on their own and with only one device.

7.5 technical prototype

The positive results of the first study were motivation enough to build

a technical SurfacePhone prototype that can support aforementioned

interactions. The aim with this prototype is twofold: Firstly, the techni-

cal requirements and challenges for such a device shall be investigated

and corresponding solutions found. Secondly, it shall serve as proto-

type for another user study that delivers quantitative measures how

well touches and gestures can be performed by users and detected by

the system.

7.5.1 Hardware Design

As no similar device configuration has been presented so far, the au-

thor started from scratch. The iPhone platform was chosen, since it

was the only mobile platform that allowed two different outputs on

screen and projection at the time of investigation. After several differ-

ent projection engines (e.g. TI DLP 2 or Microvision PicoP) attached

to the backside of the device had been tested, it became obvious that

without a fitting short-throw lens that was not available, the size of the

projectionwould become too small. The problem could be solved by at-

taching a mirror to the top of the phone and the projector to its bottom.

This way the distance from projector to surface is more than doubled

and sufficient to create a projection much larger than the phone screen.

The first explorations resulted in a custom-made case for an iPhone 4

that already demonstrated the concept well but which provided only

1 Documentation quality was not applicable and thus left out.
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(a) The technical prototype design (dimensions in mm).

(b) The implemented proto-
type that tracks finger touches
using in-built camera and ac-
celerometer. The red border
(for illustration) is the relic of
perspective counter distortion.
The phone shows raw camera
image (top-left), background-
image (bottom-left) and finger
tracking with green dot at rec-
ognized fingertip (top-right).

Figure 7.10: Design and implementation of the prototype

a 4" projected display, was not standing robustly, and was not work-

ing standalone, yet (the inclined reader might take another look at Fig-

ure 7.3).

After further iterations that tried to include a separate battery, maxi-

mize the distance between projection and mirror, and steepen the pro-

jection angle further, the final design resulted in the projector case as

depicted in Figure 7.10a. Besides the changes to the projector’s light

path, it uses an iPhone 5 for better performance. Both projector and

mirror are 4cm to the right of the iPhone camera which is the mini-

mum distance required for projector and mirror not to appear in the

wide-angle view of the phone camera. In the camera image that is sam-

pled at 640× 480 the projection appears between PTopLeft{183, 238},
PBottomRight{590, 316}, thus takes up 407px in X and 78px in Y direc-

tion (Figure 7.10b). Obviously, specifically the resolution in Y direction

is quite small and the projection is not centered in the image. Nonethe-

less, this is the best compromise that was found between maximizing

the size of the projection and still completely seeing the projection in

the camera and also regarding overall performance of the standalone

system.
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7.5.2 Implementation

Following our previous design considerations, the prototype should

support direct touch on the projection, different touch modalities, ges-

tures, and tracking of other nearby SurfacePhones.

The software of the SurfacePhone is implemented in Objective-C and

C++ on iOS with the help of OpenCV and openFrameworks modules.

First, intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters need to be calibrated

using printed chessboard and projected chessboard patterns respec-

tively. Having these parameters we can map the projected area from

object space to an interpolated orthogonal view of the projected region

(see Figure 7.11a) and use this for tracking. In a final sturdy Surface-

Phone device this would only have to be performed once.

For the tracking to work robustly at arbitrary locations we must make

sure that different lighting conditions are handled.We can let the iPhone

automatically adjust exposure and focus of the camera to the center of

the image to adapt to different conditions. However, we need the user’s

finger for a correct estimation. Therefore, in step 3, we ask the user to

present their finger for 2 seconds to the center of the camera while we

lock correct exposure and focus for future interaction. This step will be

automated in the future when the phone API allowed to measure focus

and exposure at the center of the projected display, which, for instance,

modern Android-based phones already do.

7.5.2.1 Finger Position

In step 4, we capture a still frame (Figure 7.12c) for subsequent back-

ground subtraction. As the background of interaction can be arbitrary

we use background subtraction to separate moving fingers from the

background (Figure 7.12d). This step is automatically performedwhen-

ever the device comes to rest on a plain surface. Since we constantly

measure the accelerometer at 100Hz we can quickly recognize when-

ever the user starts and stops moving the device.

Our following tracking pipeline (see Figure 7.12 on page 121) runs at 22

FPS. To eliminate shadows as best as possible we first convert the cam-

era image to the HSV space and then work on the saturation channel

(Figure 7.12e). The literature recommends working on the hue chan-

nel to eliminate shadows, but we found that table colors are often very

similar to skin colors which is why we use the saturation channel that

works more reliably in our scenario. After background subtraction we

find blobs using openCV’s contour finding algorithm (Figure 7.12g).

Because of the steep camera angle in our setup, blob area sizes can

range from a few pixels to sizes that fill half of the image. This makes

the classification of correct blobsmore difficult. Further, we cannot rely

on standard CV techniques like convexity defects for finding fingertips
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as often there is only one finger plus parts of the thumb in our image

which do not provide the defects information (Figure 7.12h). Instead,

the algorithm we developed first computes the convex hull of the con-

tour and its normalized approximation. Then, for each point on this

new contour that has a tangential slope of less than 15deg with its sur-

rounding points, it calculates a probability that this point is the finger-

tip by minimizing equation:

P (Fingertip) =
(SCD ∗WSCD −DCP ∗WDCP + SA)

AREA
(7.1)

• where SCD (Figure 7.12k) is the second closest distance of the

point to the corners of the bounding box. A finger should create

a very rectangular bounding box where the fingertip lies almost

at the center of the smaller side of the rectangle yielding small

distances to the two closest corner points;

• where DCP (Figure 7.12i) is the summed distances between the

point and corner points of the bounding box that lie on or outside

of the edge of the camera frame. A correct fingertip of a pointing

finger will always havemaximumdistance to the hand center. As

we do not see the hand the corner point is only an average guess;

• whereSA (Figure 7.12j) is the estimated area of the fingertip above

the current point. This is calculated as the sum of distances be-

tween up to 15 surrounding points on the contour to both sides.

Correct fingertips should yield smaller results than arbitrarily

shaped blobs with peak endpoints;

• where AREA is the size of the blob;

• and where WSCD and WDCP are weights found by experiment

set to 10 and 5 respectively.

Finally we have to decide which blob represents the primary finger,

which one is a possible second finger andwhich ones are not of interest.

Our blob sorting and filtering algorithm favors blobswith fingers, high

finger probabilities, less circular shape (to filter out hand areas) and

lower Y position (to filter out shadows appearing below fingers which

survived the shadow filtering).

7.5.2.2 Finger Touch and Touch Modalities

To support different touch modalities we cannot rely on the 2D cam-

era image as small changes in depth are indistinguishable from small

changes in height for touch recognition. Kane et al. in their Bonfire

system used a combination of position tracking using the camera and

touch recognition using an accelerometer that measures the touch vi-

bration on the table [133]. This approach seems the most promising as

the hardware is readily available in most (projector) phones—in con-

trast to e.g. Harrison et al. [104] and Wilson [270]. However, their cam-
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(a) Calibration proof mode: The projec-
tor projects a chessboard, the screen
shows different proof views.
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(b) First a strong, then a light
touch, logged on the Sur-

facePhone.

Figure 7.11: Implementation details

(a) Scene (b) Camera image (c) BG capture

(d) BG subtraction (e) Shadow removal (f ) Hand segmentation

(g) Contour finding (h) Possible fingertips (i) Heuristic DCP

(j) Heuristic SA (k) Heuristic SCD (l) Same as (k) but with
non-optimal guess

Figure 7.12: Computer vision pipeline to recognize the user’s fingertip. As
only very little of the user’s hand is visible to the recognition al-
gorithm, standard algorithms like convexity defects do not yield
reliable results (h) so that several heuristics (i-k) are required to
decide between possible fingertips (h).
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era angle was almost orthogonal which simplified finger tracking. Fur-

ther, they used the accelerometer of a laptop that shares a much larger

space with the surface than our prototype and therefore allowed to

work with simple thresholds. Correctly classifying touches with the

SurfacePhone seems like a bigger challenge.

Furthermore, when relying on surface vibrations for touch detection

we cannot distinguish between touch down and up events, for exam-

ple, to classify a touch as “long touch”. Similarly, double taps cannot be

recognized as successive events since the second vibration could over-

lay the first one. We can, however, recognize the intensity of the touch

quite well since light and strong touches create distinct vibration pat-

terns (see Figure 7.11b). These two modalities, light and strong, can,

for instance, be used to start dragging of an item using a strong touch.

For the touch detection we measure the current acceleration in X di-

rection every 10ms. Then we compute the touch vibration as the dif-

ference between the averaged sum of the absolute amplitudes of the

recent 150ms (15 values) and the previously calibrated sensor noise.

Based on thresholds we then decide whether the measured vibration

corresponds to a strong, a light, or no touch at all. The default strong

threshold is twice the default light threshold. As not all surfaces trans-

port vibrations equally, we also implemented a detection procedure

that vibrates the SurfacePhone with a constant pulse and measures

the resulting phone vibration. Based on our tests with different tables,

lightweight tables will be goodmediums resulting in low phone vibra-

tions (down to 0.1m/s2) and good touch recognition whereas strong

tables will not pass on the vibration verywell, resulting in phone vibra-

tions up to 0.5m/s2. Through this procedure we can adjust the default

thresholds to increase touch accuracy on different tables.

7.5.2.3 Gesture Recognition

Since in our setup we only see small parts of the user’s hand, gesture

support of hand postures does not makemuch sense. However, we can

well recognize gestures that are based on a trajectory ofmovement such

as directional gestures (left, right, top, down swipes) or more complex

gestures like a circle. Finger trajectories that do not end in touches are

simply analyzed for long directional movements or otherwise handed

to the 1$ gesture recognizer by Wobbrock et al. [278], for instance, to

recognize a circle gesture.
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(a) Touch task (b) Gesture task

Figure 7.13: Tasks performed in the second user study. (a) Touching small
(shown in figure) and large targets, with light and strong
touches, at different positions. (b) performing one of five ges-
tures above the projection.

7.5.2.4 Detection of other SurfacePhones

Figure 7.14: Test using Qualcomm’s
Vuforia to recognize image markers
(up to 1/50 of the projection’s size)
on the projection of another surface

phone.

Although not fully integrated

into the prototype yet, we eval-

uated the use of Qualcomm’s

Vuforia on the SurfacePhone us-

ing projected frame- and image

markers. Our interest was to see

how the steep camera angle and

the much lower resolution of

the projected image compared to

printedmarkers affects the recog-

nition algorithm. Fortunately, the

recognition worked better than

expected. Frame markers of a

size of 1/8 of the projection size

are perfectly recognized as soon

as they are completely visible in

the scene. Image targets are recognized even up to a 1/50 of the projec-

tion (see Figure 7.14).

7.5.3 Technical evaluation

For the technical evaluation we recruited 15 untrained right-handed

participants (5 female) of an average age of 27 years (ranging from 22

to 65 years).
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7.5.3.1 Evaluation procedure

In the first part of the study, we assess multi-modal finger touch. The

projection shows circles the user has to touch. There are three different

sets of circle radius (30, 50, 70 px respectively 1.36, 2.2, 3.16 cm physical

diameter) that each are arranged in a grid of 3× 4 circles (Figure 7.16

shows the grid and target sizes in relation) that span the projection area.

Additionally, each target exists once for light and once for strong touch,

marked with a big L or S (see Figure 7.13a). Thus, in total there are 3×

12× 2 = 72 different targets split across three circle groups. After a test

round, each participant performs 2 successive study rounds (resulting

in 2160 touches overall). The order of circle size sets is counterbalanced

and the display order of targets randomized. Participants can take as

much time as they need to perform the touch as the focus of the study

lies on gathering a best case estimate of touch accuracy.

In the second part of the study participants performed the gesture (cir-

cle, swipe left, right, top, down) that was written on the projection (see

Figure 7.13b). Again, users performed one test and two study rounds

of 4× 5 gestures in random order (resulting in 500 recorded gestures

overall).

7.5.3.2 Results and Discussion

Overall, 93% of touches were recognized (7% have been performed too

light to be recognized), 71% of these were hit with the right intensity

and 77% of targets at the right position (see Figure 7.15a). Furthermore,

wemeasured that clearly misclassified fingertips (δ > 300px off the tar-

get center) have been responsible for about 12% of false position recog-

nition.

Factorial repeated-measures ANOVA on the touch data reported sig-

nificant main effects of circle radius, target position in Y direction, but

not target touch intensity at the p < .05 level (Greenhouse-Geisser cor-

rected) on positional accuracy. Post-hoc analysis using Bonferroni cor-

rected pairwise comparison of means revealed significant differences

(p < .05) between small and middle and small and large sized circles

as well as target heights 140 px / 340 px and 240 px / 340 px. Thus, the

larger targets have been and the further they have been away from the

device, the better they have been hit in terms of position. Touch inten-

sity recognition is statistically independent of both target position and

circle radius.

Left and right gestures yielded recognition rates around 90%, down

and circle gestures around 80%. Only the up gesture performed signif-

icantly worse than all others with only 43% (Figure 7.15b). The reason

for this is that the tracker confused 44% of up gestures with the circle

gesture. Thismay be due to the fact that after performing the correct up
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Figure 7.15: Results of the second user study.

gesture participants moved their hand down and to the right to their

default position, which the recognizer that evaluates the gesture after

the hand has left the frame may have misinterpreted.

We alsowanted to know if userswould show a similar over- and under-

shooting behavior as they do on touchscreens (cf. [110]). Figure 7.16 de-

picts all performed touches except for the far outliers (δ > 300px). From

the touch distribution and their mean marked by the crossing of the fit

lines (based on least mean squares deviation) we can conclude that the

target position indeed has an effect on over-/undershooting in both X

and Y direction. Targets to the lower-right are more overshot than tar-

gets to the upper left. However, overshooting is only compensated for

more distant targets without transforming into obvious undershoot-

ing as on touchscreens [110]. We assume the reason for this is that due

to the steep viewing angle of the user on the projection the fat-finger

problem only exists close to the device and decreases with increasing

distance from the device. Also, perspective misjudgment may counter-

balance overshooting. The issue of overshooting may thus also explain

the significant effect of Y direction on touch accuracy mentioned be-

fore.

Regarding personal experiences, all participants thought that the de-

vice is already usable in many scenarios but maybe not for tasks like

text entry (3 participants). Similarly, 10 participants stated that the dif-

ference between light and strong touches was difficult to learn, main-

tain (especially after performing the same intensity multiple times be-

fore switching), or to perform. For three female users the threshold for

strong touch was set too high, for two male users rather too low. Over-

all, light touches have been slightly but significantly better (p < .05)

recognized than strong touches (75% vs. 68%).

Overall, the results of the exploration and study of the second proto-

type reveal that a working SurfacePhone featuring touch, drag&drop

(with the help of strong touches), and gesture interaction as well as

merging of projections can be built with today’s mobile phone hard-

ware. At the same time, there is room for the improvement of the sys-
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Figure 7.16: Participants’ touches visualized by target position and tar-
get radius. The orange fit lines (calculated by least means
squares regression) and their intersection indicate general
under-/overshooting.

tem’s accuracy. The following guidelines that are either specific to the

SurfacePhone or related toNomadic Projection Within Reach in general

have the potential to improve the accuracy of the system inmanyways.

7.6 lessons learned and guidelines

From the explorations and studies conducted with the SurfacePhone

concrete guidelines can be derived for the design and usage of de-

vices following the SurfacePhone concept. Further on we gained new

insights about Nomadic Projection Within Reach in general. Guidelines

specific to the SurfacePhone include the following:

1. As no haptic system feedback is available, users should receive

a visual feedback about their recognized touch intensity (e.g., a

color meter around their touch) to support their mental model of

touch intensity. Further, touch thresholds should be personally

adaptable to account for anatomic differences.

2. Specific to our implementation (size and angle of the projection

and tracking algorithm), interactive elements should have a ra-
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dius of at least the size of a large fingertip (radius of 50 pixels or

11 mm respectively) to ensure an accuracy above 80%.

3. Multi-modal touch decreases the accuracy of touch recognition

as sometimes users touch too light while they try to keep the in-

tensity below the threshold for strong touches. Thusmulti-modal

touch should be disabled whenever the interface gets by with

single touch plus gestures to increase the accuracy of touch de-

tection to at least 93%.

4. The proposed automatic calibration of touch thresholds is only

meaningful up to the physical limits of surface vibrations. For

thicker surfaces this especially means that light and strong touch

thresholdsmove closer together, possibly resulting inmore falsely

recognized strong touches. Thus, strong surface materials (e.g.

stone) should be avoided.

Guidelines that extend to Nomadic Projection Within Reach in general,

which all happen to be related to R2, are the following: > R2

page 8
1. We have seen that, in theory, new bi-manual interaction tech-

niques like Human Link (Subsection 7.3.3.1) are enabled because

both displays are simultaneously within reach and the hands of

the user are free because the device is put down for interaction. In

practice, however, the user study revealed that the bi-manual in-

teraction leads to accidental device movement, because the user

has no hand available to keep the phone in place. Thus interac-

tion techniques should be used that do not require simultaneous

interaction on both displays or a very robust standing of the de-

vice must be ensured.

2. Different to out-of-reach interaction, the device and the projec-

tion share a common surfacewhich enables new types of around-

device-interaction techniques. Subsection 7.3.3 already assessed

many future opportunities (crossing edge-interaction and a new

way of spotlight interaction) andwith the merging of projections

(and withdrawing to maintain privacy) we have seen two imple-

mented example interactions.

3. Regarding transfer techniques (cf. Subsection 7.3.3.1) between the

displays, the proxy was seen as an advantage in the SDMU case

where the screens are divided between the users and nobody

wanted to intervene on the display of the other. Nonetheless, in

multi-device scenarios with merged and thus larger displays,

transfer techniques that supported precise placement (like touch

swipe andHuman Link)were favored.Hence, interaction techniques

for Nomadic Projection Within Reach should consider the “inti-

macy” of users with the projected display which, with projec-

tions, seems to depend more on size and position (the spatial re-
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lation to the user) than on thematter of property like with device

screens.

4. Interacting with touchable displays usually involves under- and

overshooting because humans have a dynamic (inaccurate) men-

tal model of their finger contact areawhich depends onmany fac-

tors like approach angle, approach distance, view on the finger,

etc. (see [117] for "understanding touch"). Henze et al. [110] had

shown that a correction function which takes shooting behavior

into account can significantly improve touch accuracy and mo-

bile operating systemsmake already use of that. For instance, we

can apply a simple offset function to the resulting touch points of

the second SurfacePhone study: by moving all touches per target

by the vector between the best fit of these touches (interaction of

the orange fit lines in Figure 7.16) to the center of the target, we

already achieve an improvement of 3.7% over all target sizes, and

7.5% for the smallest targets. As most systems supporting touch

interaction on projections do this by applying computer vision,

they are usually able to infer the direction of interaction by look-

ing at the intersection of fingers, hands, or arms with the camera

frame. Because of that, they will also be able to adapt the offset

function to the direction of the interacting user or even multiple

ones at once.

5. Following on the previous point, if the projection is oriented to-

wards the public, as it is in the case of the SurfacePhone, inter-

action may happen from different sides. As the pointing analysis

depicted by Figure 7.16 has revealed, users pointed very precisely

when they had a goodviewbelow their finger (top left target) and

scored significantly worse when they were forced to a top-down

view inducing the fat-finger problem (bottom right target). Ap-

plication designers should thus think about the directions from

which the interaction will most likely occur, force users through

the orientation of typography and other material to take certain

positions, or make targets big enough that they can be accurately

hit despite occurring under- or overshooting (in our scenario in-

crease the radius by at least 50 px).

7.7 conclusion

This chapter presented the SurfacePhone, a novel configuration of a

physical display and a projector that are aligned to allow ad-hoc table-

top interaction on almost any horizontal surface found in nomadic en-

vironments.We explored its design space and identified new single- as

well as multi-user application scenarios with tailored interaction tech-

niques.
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The evaluation of the concept prototype (Section 7.4) indicates that the

device is suited for a variety of nomadic everyday scenarios, ranging

from personal and collaborative information management to personal

and collaborative gaming. The results of the first study further revealed

that users are very aware of the collaboration and privacy deficiencies

of current nomadic computing where “only one user can interact at

a time” (P1), “the device has to be handed off” (P7), “the device is

too small for multiple people to see it” (P16) and no private display

exists. All participants acknowledged that these deficiencies are well

mitigated by the SurfacePhone. Regarding the mobile deficiencies, the

first study revealed:

output/input size The projection that ismore than 4 times the size

of the phone display allows content like websites to be viewed at a

glance. Furthermore, regarding R3, we have seen that large shared dis- > R3

page 8plays can be created by merging projections in a unique AR experience

thatmitigates typical drawbacks of stitching approaches [114, 136, 161].

These include (1) usually different screen sizes, which complicate their

alignment, (2) the fact that even in the stitched display each device re-

mains the property of only one user, which may influence the manner

of interaction of non-owners, and (3) that no private display remains

available unless each party brings two devices to the table. All of these

drawbacks are solved by projections, which do not inhibit the same

notion of property.

multi-tasking Different to thePenbook, the displays of the Surface-

Phone have very dissimilar sizes. This can make them less suited for

multi-tasking between different applications. However, they seemvery

suitable for multi-taskingwithin the same application like showing the

main content on the projection and an overview, e.g. of other open

documents or websites, on the phone. Several transfer techniques be-

tween the displays and user’s preference towards binning techniques

that support precise placement (such as the Swipe technique did) have

been shown.

The notion of primary and secondary display can also be switched to

aid awareness (see upcoming paragraph about awareness).

collaboration & privacy The SDMU, MDMU setups and their

configurations, i.e. the purpose of the private/small and public/large

displays in the SDSU and SDMU setups andmerging of long and short

sides in the MDMU setup, have shown the breadth of new opportuni-

ties for collaboration enabled by Nomadic Projection Within Reach in

form of the SurfacePhone.

Regarding R4, all privacy concerns—besides some minor suggested > R4

page 8
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improvements—of users were found to be mitigated by the Surface-

Phone’s capabilities. Whilst the main contributor to privacy naturally

seems to be the MMDE configuration, smaller features have been men-

tioned by study participants as well. One such is the rich support for

interaction on the public display that renders many interactions on the

private phone screen unnecessary. Another is the support for arbitrary

sitting configurations that allow very variable levels of trust and inti-

macy, exceeding the fixed set of setups provided by solutions based on

multiple screens such as the Codex [112]. Lastly, this enables device

movement as a physical handle for maintaining privacy while enter-

ing or leaving sharing that is more quicker and more intuitive than

maintaining software privacy settings.

environment As it was before nomadic computing, tables serve as

perfect places for sharing information. Current nomadic devices do not

leverage their space and properties at all. Through themerging of mul-

tiple projections on tables, large existing spaces for collaboration can be

leveraged and included into the interaction between multiple users. In

single-user scenarios, the purpose of the displays can also be switched

to use the space behind the phone as ambient display in the user’s pe-

riphery (e.g. to subtly alert to new notifications) while focusing on a

task on the phone display.

This chapter later presented a fully functional prototype that demon-

strated how the SurfacePhone can be built with only today’s commod-

ity phone hardware and the help of a specialized case and customized

algorithms based on state-of-the art techniques for finger tracking and

multi-modal touch recognition (Section 7.5). Results of a quantitative

user study on touch and gesture tracking accuracy revealed that the

present prototype would already be applicable to many single- and

multi-user scenarios andhow it could be further improved, for instance,

by counterfeiting typical overshooting behavior and personal adapta-

tion of touch intensity. To spark further research onNomadic Projection

Within Reach-deviceswithMMDEs, the components of the technical pro-

totype, i.e. the SurfacePhone software, STL print files of the hardware,

and assembly instructions, have been made available for download at

http://uulm.de?SurfacePhone.

The case study on theSurfacePhone focused on colocated collaboration.

However, one of the most important qualities of mobile devices in no-

madic environments is their ability to connect remotely located people.

The next case study will investigate possible collaboration and privacy

support of Nomadic Projection Within Reach exactly for the case of re-

motely connected people, namelywhile being in a phone call with each

other.
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While the previous case study investigated colocated collaboration sup-

port through Nomadic Projection Within Reach, many nomadic scenar-

ios involve remote communication (phone calls, messaging) and should

support remote collaboration all the same.Mobile phones currently only

offer some support for asynchronous collaboration through sharing

and editing files or online documents, but no support for synchronous

remote collaboration. The SurfacePhone could come to aid by project-

ing a space shared between the remote users that on the sides of both

parties allows to copy and share content between the shared space and

the owndevice screen.However, thiswould require the phone to be op-

erated in loudspeaker mode or through a headset, which in nomadic

scenarios is oftentimes not socially acceptable or available. This con-

straint is shared with current mobile phones, which held at the ear

during a call do not provide any access to their data.

Figure 8.1: The idea of the interactive phone call (IPC). A projector at the bot-
tom of the phone projects a touch-enabled desktop-like interface
while the phone is held at the ear during a call (IPC Projection
mode on the left). When no surface for projection is available, the
interface can be used on the phone with loudspeaker mode en-
abled, more limited by display space though (IPC Screen mode
on the right)

This case study therefore investigates howby applyingNomadic Projec-

tion Within Reach andwith the phone held at the user’s ear, unhindered

phone access and collaboration with the calling party can be enabled

131
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during a call (>D2). Starting from the concepts of theSurfacePhone, the

hardware design and the interaction techniques for sharing and copy-

ing content aswell as tomaintain privacy have to be adapted (>D3). An

important issue in such remote collaboration further is to create aware-

ness (>D4) for each other’s actions which does not come naturally as

it does in colocated collaboration. The following describes the design

considerations, the implementation of the Interactive Phone Call (IPC)

prototype and an evaluation study with 14 participants. The study re-

veals the very positive impact of the large projected display (>D1) on

awareness and privacy deficiencies that are apparent without the pro-

jected display.

This chapter is based on the previously published refereed conference paper

[W11] Winkler, C., Reinartz, C., Nowacka, D., Rukzio, E., “Interactive phone call:

synchronous remote collaboration and projected interactive surfaces.” In:

Proceedings of the 2011 ACM international conference on Interactive tabletops and

surfaces. ITS ’11. New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2011, pp. 61–70

and extends this by relating it to the SurfacePhone of the previous chapter, to No-

madic Projection Within Reachmore generally and providing more details in many

sections.

In addition, the following related thesis was supervised by the author:

• "Interactive Phone Call—Synchroner Datenaustauch während eines Tele-

fongesprächsmit derHilfe vonProjektionshandys". ChristianReinartz.Mas-

ter’s thesis. 2011

8.1 introduction

Mobile phones are nowadays used as pervasive interaction devices

supporting a large variety of communication means, services and ap-

plications. Surprisingly, the original function of mobile phones, voice

communication, did not benefit from the services and features added

to those devices in the last decade. We make frequent phone calls but

while doing so it is difficult to use other applications available on mo-

bile phones or to collaborate with the other party. As Gunaratne et al.

[98] pointed out, there are many situations, when synchronous collab-

oration is desired during the synchronous voice conversation, such as

sharing pictures or directions and scheduling appointments. Currently,

the only availablemeans for remote collaboration are the usage of asyn-

chronous file exchange protocols (e.g., sending of pictures via What-

sApp or e-mail) or through the usage of central servers (e.g., using

Facebook for sharing pictures). Moreover, it has been shown that peo-

ple feel more comfortable sharing private information during a phone

call than when sharing to the public, e.g. on Facebook, because of the

innate intimacy and limited time span (or lifetime) of a phone call [98].
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In this chapterwe are going to explore the design space of synchronous

remote collaboration between two parties during a phone call. Differ-

ent from previous research on that topic [98], the user is not required

to use additional hardware like a computer or headset or to enable

loudspeaker mode which are oftentimes not available or socially not

acceptable. Instead of placing the device on a surface (like in previous

case studies and chapters), the phone is held at the ear as usual and a

projector at the bottom projects a touch- and gesture enabled display

on a nearby surface within reach as on the left side of Figure 8.1 (this

can be a table but all the same any horizontal or vertical surface of suffi-

cient size and reflectance). Three differences to theSurfacePhonephone

follow from this configuration: firstly, only one display remains avail-

able for interaction (although with a diagonal of 21-25" it is still way

bigger (≈25 times) than typical phone screens). Thus the separation of

shared and private display must be artificially created on a single dis-

play. Secondly, the projection device cannot be moved explicitly but is

coupled to the user’s implicit head movements which presumably are

rather disadvantageous to the interaction and must be compensated

for in software. Lastly, only one hand remains free for interaction on

the projection.

To support two or more calling parties in synchronous ad-hoc collab-

oration and data exchange during a phone call, the IPC must support

some of the application types that the SurfacePhone supported, such

as sharing pictures and websites. Moreover, it also has to support use

cases more oriented towards remotely located parties like sharing lo-

cations, directions, presentations, and scheduling appointments. For

reasons that will be explained in the design considerations, IPC uses

a desktop metaphor split up into two adjacent spaces (the inclined

reader might want to take a look at Figure 8.2), which can be resized in

favor of one or the other, in order to leverage the larger space to provide

amore pleasant collaboration experience. The left side of the projection

is used for a private view displaying personal data and applications

available on the mobile phone. The right side is used for displaying a

shared space, which is synchronized in real-time between both users.

This allows instant sharing and interactive discussion of files and appli-

cations bymoving files and applications from the private to the shared

space. As all interaction happens synchronously, any annoying meta-

conversations regarding the state of sharing become unnecessary.

Apart from the (IPC Projection mode, Figure 8.1 left), the system also

supports a screenmodewithout projection that can be used on any con-

ventional smartphone (IPC Screen mode, Figure 8.1 right). This seems

reasonable to support for the moment when the user is forced to move

and the projection surface becomes unavailable during a sharing ses-

sion that should not be forced to end as long as the call continues.

Due to the smaller available display size in IPC Screen mode the user

only sees the private or the shared space at a time, though, and moves
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between spaces with a horizontal swipe gesture. Besides, the under-

lying approach of the private and shared space of IPC is extended,

among others, through concepts like color based ownership coding, show-

ing which object belongs to which user, and copy permission control

defining whether the other person can only see or can also copy and

manipulate data from shared space.

After discussing specific related work, the IPC concept and underlying

design considerations will be presented in more detail as well as their

implementation in a prototype. Later on, the two different IPCmodes

(IPC Projection, IPC Screen) will be contrasted with another mobile in-

call collaboration tool (Screen Sharing) that supportsmobile screen shar-

ing between calling parties with native phone software but without

support for projection. Through a comparative study between IPC Pro-

jection, IPC Screen, and Screen Sharing, the configurationswith/without

projection and with/without IPC concept will be compared and in-

sights on Nomadic Projection Within Reach for remote collaboration

derived.

8.2 specific related work

Being an Nomadic Projection Within Reach concept, the IPC applies di-

rect touch interaction and therefore relates to works already described

in Subsection 2.5.3.Apart from that, IPC relates toworks on synchronous

remote collaboration, collaboration via mobile devices, and privacy

management during sharing.

8.2.1 Synchronous remote collaboration

Synchronous remote collaboration that goes beyond phone calls has

already been investigated in the 1970s’ by Chapanis et al. and it has

been shown that visual collaboration improves task completion mea-

surably [70]. Since then we have seen a very large body of research

and commercial products in the area that often involves the usage of

an audio / video link and live sharing of applications, documents and

the desktop. Nowadays a multitude of applications such as Microsoft

Lync,WindowsLiveMessenger, AdobeConnect, or Skype (with screen

sharing) are commonly used.

8.2.2 Collaboration via mobile devices

Most research concerning collaboration with mobile devices focuses

on colocated collaboration. Here several users interact directly with
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each other, e.g., via a short-range network connecting their mobile de-

vices to exchange files [19], by using a public display as a mediator for

the collaboration [178], or by sharing their location information with

others [40]. Of course, the SurfacePhone has also been a representative

of this category.

There exists relatively little research on synchronous remote collabo-

ration between two users calling each other with their mobile phones,

though. The PlayByPlay system supports collaborative browsing be-

tween two users whereby one is using amobile device (e.g. calling and

asking for directions) and the other one is using a desktop PC [273],

which both are synchronized. The Newport system also supports col-

laboration between calling parties of which at least one person is close

to a computer [98]. The users are able to send each other maps, photos,

or notes that can be annotated but no live screen sharing is supported

unless both persons sit in front of a computer. The commercial system

Thrutu1 enabled in-call collaboration between smartphones but was

designed for being used with loudspeaker mode on the mobile dis-

play. In contrast, bothNewport and IPC support collaboration during a

phone call on a large shared display, but only IPC supports completely

nomadic usage as no desktop computer is required.

8.2.3 Privacy while Sharing

Mobile phones are considered as very private devices as they often

contain information about personal communication (e.g. phone calls,

SMS or email) and store private media. This has e.g. been addressed

by the work of Garriss et al., which showed the importance of user pri-

vacy during mobile interactions with public kiosks [91]. MobShare is a

photo sharing system for mobile devices, which considers privacy as-

pects carefully as it allows users to define explicitly with whomwhich

pictures should be shared [222]. Ahern et al. [19] confirm that people

are in particular concerned about the pictures stored on their mobile

phones when considering personal security and social disclosure. IPC

addresses this aspect via the private and public space. If the userwants

to share a file then the user has to move it explicitly from the private

into the public space.

8.3 interactive phone call (ipc)

The IPC concept enables users to browse, share, and copy personal

data and collaborate in real-time during phone calls. We added a syn-

1 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.thrutu.client (Thrutu

website (http://thrutu.com) has become unavailable)
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chronous collaboration channel to the voice communication to resem-

ble colocated collaboration as closely as possible. In this context, the

three most important qualities of colocated collaboration seem to be

that collaboration happens synchronously, i.e. actions of one personhave

an immediate effect on the perception of other nearby persons, bidirec-

tionally, i.e. all persons can manipulate the same objects at (almost) the

same time, and happens in the periphery, i.e. even actions that are out-

side the area of interest of the user can be subtly perceived through

peripheral awareness.

When the research was conducted in 2011, no solely mobile bidirec-

tional collaboration systemexisted. Therefore existing systems that sup-

port remote collaboration and data sharing with the help of desktop

computers, such asNewport [98], Skype,WindowsMeeting Space,Win-

dowsCommunicator,AdobeConnect, andCisco orVNCproductswere

investigated as a starting point. These systems were found to build

upon quite similar user interface concepts for sharing. Themost promi-

nent of these is that users have to choose between sharing their desktop

/ application andwatching another user’s desktop/ application, some-

times with the option to take input control of the remote desktop. An-

other commonly found concept is sharing files asynchronously, peer to

peer by means of Drag & Drop of iconic file representations. We were

surprised how few existing systems supported synchronous and bidi-

rectional communication at the same time. Yet, surely enough the syn-

chronous nature of calls demands for a fitting synchronous sharing ex-

perience. Otherwise the phone conversation would likely be cluttered

with phrases like "Have you already sent the file? I didn’t receive it.",

"Have you already opened my file and seen ...", or "I have the file here,

come and watch my screen". While this may be tolerable in traditional

remote collaboration, mobile phone calls are often likely to happen on

the go and last a relatively short time. Therefore, communication and

collaboration has to happen as efficiently and effectively as possible.

Apart from how sharing is supported, in-call collaboration on mobile

devices entails somemore challenges specific tomobile phones.Among

those are the stored very personal data that is likely to raise privacy

concerns during collaboration; and that mobile phones do not have a

desktop interface like PCs but follow the single-application-focus de-

sign pattern. The IPC should as well support user’s mobility during

phone calls, like when being at home, on the go, being able to project

or being able to activate the loudspeaker, respectively.

The following will present the IPC and its concepts, each starting with

underlying design considerations and how they got reflected in the

implementation. The last subsection will then present some apparent

use cases supported by the specific implementation of the IPC.
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8.3.1 IPC Concepts

8.3.1.1 Surface vs. Phone Metaphor

Computer and phone user interfaces developed quite differently in

the past according to their diverse usage requirements and the avail-

able screen space. While the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menu, Pointer)

metaphor, including Drag & Drop, became very widespread on com-

puter operating systems, modern mobile OS at least abandoned the

Windows, Pointer, and sometimes as well the Drag & Drop concepts.

This holds true for projected interfaces of available projector phones

at the time the research was conducted, which just mirrored the mo-

bile interface andwhich is still widespread today. As themobile phone

offers more and more desktop PC functionalities, concepts for data,

file, and object manipulation regain importance. An example was the

Webtop framework on the Motorola ATRIX™ phone that resembled a

standard WIMP desktop interface when connected to a bigger HDMI

display [273].

Since users are more familiar with concepts for data sharing stemming

from traditional computer operating systems, it was decided to build

on these by using a desktop-like interface that shows a status bar, ap-

plication icons, and title-less windows for every opened object or appli-

cation (see Figure 8.2). Every window can be moved, scaled, or rotated

with Drag & Drop, Pinch to Zoom or two-finger rotate gestures. Con-

tent inside windows is mostly manipulated with single finger touches.

Thus the interface builds on modified WIMP concepts as they are also

used in current applicationsmulti-touch tabletop computers. Different

from existing tabletop applications, the IPC further allows the user to

interact with the surface by just hovering over it. This is for example

used to display a close button onwindows or hints on certain elements

only when the user’s finger is close to it (see Figure 8.2 right middle).

8.3.1.2 Share and Copy between Private and Shared Space

The desktop space is further divided into a private and a shared space,

which can be resized in favor of one or the other space with the di-

vider in the middle (Figure 8.3 left) to account for changing space re-

quirements. The shared space is seen by all other call participants and

synced in real-time, including windowmovement and content manip-

ulation. Each participant can share windows bymeans of Drag &Drop

from the private to the shared space, and copy windows in the oppo-

site direction, if permitted by the window’s owner (Figure 8.3 right).

The original window returns to its former place after it was shared

or copied and an identical copy is created at the place where it was

dragged.
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Figure 8.3: Resizable private & mirrored shared space. Sharing and copying
is performed via drag & drop.

The shared space on the right, mirrored between all call participants,

makes it obvious, which windows are currently shared and how, even

at which size-level, all participants currently view them. If permitted

by the owner, content can be manipulated collaboratively in shared

space and copied to the private space at any time at everybody’s dis-

cretion.

The real-time synchronization further enables people to add visual

communication like gestures to their spoken words as they would do

with physical objects when colocated. If someone talks about a certain

picture for example, they might point to it, grab and move it, or even

point to certain positions in the image. Consequently, the concept of

private andmirrored shared space avoids all asynchronous interaction

during the synchronous phone call.

8.3.1.3 Ownership color coding

Giving the user feedback about which of the shown information be-

longs to them, the other calling party, or both is critical in sharing pri-

vate data.
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Figure 8.4: Ownership color coding

Different window border col-

ors are used to show the ori-

gin and ownership of win-

dows/objects. The own color

is always the same, i.e. dark

blue, whereas calling parties

have different colors. Each

windowborder can thus carry

a number of different colors up to the total of call participants. When

windows are dragged from private to shared space they receive a bor-

der in the owner’s color (Figure 8.4). When windows are copied from

shared to private space, the border color of the person copying thewin-

dow is added to the shared object, giving feedback to the former object

owner(s) that the item has been copied (Figure 8.4 right).
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8.3.1.4 Supporting Copy Rights and Privacy
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Figure 8.5: Default and individual copy
permissions

Mobile phones store a lot

of very personal data, e.g.,

e-mails, SMS, pictures, con-

tacts, appointments. Making

this data available for sharing

is likely to raise privacy con-

cerns. Thus giving users con-

trol over copy permissions

and the granularity of shar-

ing is important.

For IPC we differentiate mainly between three different types of shar-

ing: not shared, view-only and manipulate & copy. The concept of private

and shared space already serves the not shared type, as nothing is

shared that is not explicitly dragged into the shared space by the user.

The user can further toggle between view-only and manipulate & copy

by opening or closing a lock button at the window’s corner. The lock

button is added to any window that may present private information

when the window is dragged from private to shared space across the

divider, inheriting the state of the default lock button that sits on the

divider as initial state (Figure 8.5). As the names suggest, the window

can only be moved and changed in size and rotation as long as the lock

is closed and freely manipulated, including content, and copied when

the lock is open.

Unfortunately, the spaces and the lock concepts cannot serve every situ-

ation adequately. A calendar for example has to showmany individual

appointments in one window at the same time, which means they can

only be shared all together or not at all. Presumably, these cases are

best to be solved individually from one content type to another. A cal-

endar window, for instance, can have an additional details button that

can be toggled in private space to influence shared space. When the

button is off, only free/busy is shown in shared space without any fur-

ther details about the appointments (see Figure 8.2 left again). In fact,

a details button is able to solve a lot of privacy issues, but probably not

all of them.

8.3.1.5 Supporting Freehand Annotations (The Pencil)

Despite support for real-time mirroring of the shared space, some in-

formation can be much better visualized with the help of freehand-

sketched annotations. Therefore, all call participants can activate a pen-

cil to draw on top of the whole shared space in their respective color

(bottom right in Figure 8.2). This way content such as maps and pic-
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tures can be annotated or freehand drawings can be painted on the

shared space.

8.3.1.6 Phone and Call Status

Figure 8.6: The call can be ended
by first hovering and then touch-

ing the call status widget

The IPC software supports features

similar to the standard call applica-

tion. It shows the phone’s status bar

(battery, signal strength, etc.) at the

top of the private space and all call

participants by gender-aware icons,

names and contact pictures. Starting

calls from the contact list within the

application is supported as well as

ending calls by clicking on the red

receiver icon on top of the other call-

ing party, which is revealed as soon

as the finger hovers over it (Figure 8.6).

8.3.1.7 Stateful space

Mobile Phone calls are inherently fragile. The connection candropwhen

one party moves, loses network coverage, or a phone runs out of bat-

tery. Social circumstances can disallow continuing the conversation.

During a conversation supported by IPC, lots of data and annotations

can be created in the shared space that must not be lost by accident.

Therefore, if a dropped session is reopened, the participants are asked

whether they want to continue their old sharing session or start a new

one. Without another connection however, the shared space cannot be

accessed not to undermine the privacy rules of other call participants,

who intended showing their content only for the time of the call. In

consequence, content users want to store persistently has to be copied

to the private space before the end of the call.

8.3.2 Switching IPC Modes and States

An IPC can be in one of several states (sharing or not sharing), modes

(IPC Projection, IPC Screen, or Non-IPC ) and configurations, which re-

sult from multiple users collaborating in different modes.

8.3.2.1 IPC States

Apart from call support, the IPC software can also be used without an

ongoing call to use the larger projected touch surface to interact with
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personal content. When a call is coming in (Figure 8.7, 1), it is visu-

alized on the projection and can be answered from there (2). Once an-

swered, the iconic representation of the other calling party is placed on

the shared space of both users. However, the shared space is grayed out

since sharing content may not be the intention of any call participant.

To enable content sharing, one calling party must click the large "Start

common space" button that covers the shared space (3). When clicked,

other parties receive a unique notification (vibration or audio) (4) to

indicate that they must take action to either accept or deny the shar-

ing request that is presented on the shared space; this might require

switching to IPC Projection or IPC Screen mode (4a). This initial hand-

shake about sharing prevents unknown callers from presenting inade-

quate content without prior consent. Once the request is accepted (5)

the shared space is established (6) and participants can share content

until the end of the call.

8.3.2.2 IPC modes

Today, most people still telephone by holding the phone close to their

ear. Despite alternative options as loudspeaker mode or the usage of

hands-free accessories, the advantage of the original telephone behav-

ior is that it does not require additional hardware like a headset, which

may not be available at themoment or has run out of battery. Further it

is much more unobtrusive than loudspeaker mode and can be used in

relatively noisy environments. We think a projection can serve many

circumstances where loudspeaker mode is no considerable alternative.

However, there may be situations where this is vice versa. Therefore,

IPC supports both Projection and Screen mode and seamless switching

in between. Since the current mode affects the available space for shar-

ing, these state changes have to be accounted for during calls as well

(see next section).

In total IPC knows three differentmodes it can operate in as depicted in

Figure 8.8. The user can cycle throughmodes by pressing the projector

hard button on the side of the phone, which current projector phones

such as the Samsung Beam offer.

Figure 8.7: IPC states. Handshake before sharing starts.
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Figure 8.8: IPCmodes, changed bydifferent presses of the phone’s projection
button.

In Non-IPC mode, the IPC software runs in background, only, and lis-

tens for button presses and sharing requests. The IPC Projection mode

shows the IPC user interface described earlier on the projected display.

The user holds the phone to their ear and interacts with the projection

with their free hand. For the IPC Screen version, where the phone is

held in front of the user, we considered whether we wanted to use the

very same desktop UI on the much smaller phone screen or develop

an alternative UI that resembles more the UI of standard phone soft-

ware. Since we did not want to have completely different UIs for the

same application not to overstrain users, we only slightly adapted the

projected version to the mobile screen. Due to the smaller space on

the mobile screen, we decided that private and shared spaces are ex-

clusively visible, only. The user can move between spaces manually by

performing a horizontal swipe gesture on the screen or automatically

by dragging objects between space borders. Since views are separate,

the mobile version does not allow resizing spaces.

8.3.2.3 IPC size configurations

As mentioned earlier, our goal is to support seamless switching be-

tween IPC Projection and IPC Screen mode. When a user switches from

Projector to Screen mode, the size of their private and shared spaces

shrink considerably. If the other calling party is in projected mode, the

shared space sizes that are synced 1:1 are not equal any more. To ac-

count for that, the space available on the mobile screen is highlighted

on the shared space of the user in Projector mode and remaining space

is grayed out.

8.3.3 Group sharing and collaboration

During the design phase of IPC care was taken not to limit the con-

cepts to a two-person setup, but find solutions that would scale to con-

ference calls withmultiple users. The presented concepts, in particular

the shared space with iconic representations of all participating users,
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color coding, lock, and pencil work equally well for a conference call

with multiple participants.

8.3.4 IPC Use Cases

8.3.4.1 Calendar

The calendar application allows for dragging the own calendar to the

shared space and stacking calendars of different persons on top of each

other to merge them and see all appointments together with corre-

sponding color coding for each day and appointment (Figure 8.9). If

new appointments are added in shared space, they are added auto-

matically as shared events for all call participants that own the merged

calendar, i.e. all persons that dragged their private calendar on top of

the shared instance before. The calendar widget shows all information

when being displayed in the private area but only information about

free and occupied slots is visualized when shown in the public area.

This helps to preserve private information. If needed all details can

be revealed in the shared space by toggling the “details on” button in

one’s private space.

Figure 8.9: Merge calendars by stacking them in the shared space to quickly
see free spots to meet.

8.3.4.2 Maps

Map windows include a Google Maps browser window, a search field

and zoom and navigation controls. They can be used to bring a certain

location into view and then share it, or to collaboratively explore the

map in shared space. Annotations can be used to mark users’ current

locations, as well as spots to meet, or park the car (Figure 8.10). This

widget is in particular beneficial when discussing places to see or visit,

when discussing routes or when planning a trip.
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Figure 8.10: The maps application allows sharing of a map selection, that
can be further panned and zoomed in the shared space and an-
notated using the pencil tool.

Figure 8.11: Sharing pictures and videos with the other party by moving
them across the border. Multi-touch gestures allow for scaling
and rotation.

8.3.4.3 Pictures and Videos

Similar to the native phone gallery software, media files can be opened

from a list of available gallery albums and their windows can be re-

sized, rotated, or shared. This allows collaborative discussion and shar-

ing of pictures and videos which we envision as one of the central us-

ages of IPC (see Figure 8.11).

8.3.4.4 Presentations

Figure 8.12: Slides can be presented (or a talk given). Controls in the shared
space allow (both parties) to switch between slides.

Sharing a presentation can be used to discuss revisions before the ac-

tual presentation is conducted. Furthermore, if the intended audience

is not colocated, the presentation can be moved to and conducted in
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the shared space during a conference call. The IPC software supports

sharing presentations, moving between slides in the shared space and

annotations by means of the pencil (see Figure 8.12).

8.3.4.5 Live Camera Image

A live stream from the camera capturing the area in front of the user

can be shared if the mobile phone’s camera is located on the same side

as the projector. Anything in the view of the user that is relevant to the

conversation, such as hand gestures, a sight of a beautiful landscape,

items of interest while shopping or pictures on traditional paper, can

easily be brought into the collaboration session.

8.4 prototype

The following presents the system’s setup, which was designed to fit

the targets of the subsequent user study. A brief summary of these tar-

gets is that participants should be able to engage in a real phone call

while performing some collaboration tasks on the projected and the

screen interface and experience the system as fully functional.

Thus a “projectorphone” prototype was to be developed that projects

a rectangular surface in front of the user whilst held at the ear; further

a system that tracks the user’s fingers and maps it to the projected sur-

face, independent of the surface’s position; the IPC software with its

underlying concepts and support for some content types (pictures, cal-

endars, maps, presentations); finally the integration of the aforemen-

tioned to achieve the IPC Projection and IPC Screen modes. Moreover,

the system setup had to be doubled and both systems connected to

each other in order to achieve a realistic call scenario between two per-

sons.

The resulting overall system setup for the IPC is depicted in Figure 8.13.

For reasons described later, the IPC software runs on computers that

are via LAN connected to each other, that are connected to the system

that manages finger tracking, and additionally to respective projector

phones via VNC. The audio connection between calling parties is over

standard cellular line from one phone to the other.

8.4.1 Projector Phone Prototype

Because no suitable projector phonewas on sale, a projector phone pro-

totype was built that consists of a SamsungNexus S Android phone at-

tached to a Microvision SHOWWX+ laser pico-projector (Figure 8.14).
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Figure 8.13: System setup. Two synchronized PCs running the IPC software
receive input events from the tracking system and deliver their
output via VGA to phone projectors and via VNC to phone
screens.

In order that the projector phone can be held as usual, i.e. to the ear

and parallel to the face, the devices had to be attached orthogonally,

to project a landscape image in front of the user. Additionally, retro re-

flective markers were attached to the projector, in order to track it with

the 6DOF infrared-based tracking systemOptiTrack fromNaturalPoint.

The usage of a laser projector further allows the user to change height

and angle of the projection without the image losing focus (cf. Subsec-

tion 2.3.1). At a typical distance of about 50 cm between ear and center

of the projection on the table, the SHOWWX+, thanks to its throw ratio,

projects a bright 46 × 26 cm-sized image with a resolution of 848× 480

pixels illuminating the surface with 125.8 lx. The projection distance

is farther away than in previous systems and therefore the illuminated

surface less bright, but it is still short and bright enough that even small

text (> 11pt) could be easily read in the slightly dimmed room during

the user study. Another advantage of the projector-at-ear setup is that

any jitter of the projection is almost unnoticeable to the user since head

and projectormove simultaneously. In theory, jittermight only become

a problem when the user tried to touch the surface, but was hardly an

issue in our tests and studies.

Figure 8.14: The IPC hardware pro-
totype. A SHOWWX+ Pico Projec-
tor is equipped with retro reflective
markers and by two aluminum an-
gles and Velcro tape orthogonally
and with height offset (for better
handling and larger projection) at-
tached to a Nexus S phone.
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Obviously, phone and projector are only attached but not directly con-

nected to each other. Nevertheless, the good integration between the

components made the separation unnoticeable to study participants.

For instance, the phone was bidirectionally connected to the PC such

that calls were visualized on the phone and the projection and tog-

gling the on/off button on the side of the Nexus S, cycled through

different IPC modes as desired. The connection between the phones

ran over real cellular line and could be started and ended from either

displays. Furthermore, geometric compensation of the projection was

implemented and display-fixed finger tracking in order that users can

independently move, rotate, or change the height of the projector dur-

ing a call to support their comfortableness. In this case, the 3D support

of the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) has been used to ren-

der the projected image from the position of the projector that was

made available by the OptiTrack system to project a counter-distorted

image (see Subsection 2.4.3 for the mathematical background). How-

ever, users were bound to the calibrated frame of the tracking system

which does not let them stand up or move away from the table in front

of them.

8.4.2 IPC Software

The IPC software (Figure 8.2 on page 138) was built with C# and Mi-

crosoft’sWindowsPresentation Foundation (WPF) andWindowsTouch

frameworks, because current mobile phone UI frameworks are neither

designed nor suited for tabletop interaction and the much larger dis-

play space. The projected version is therefore served from a PC via

VGA to our projector phone.

The IPC Screen version runs on Android OS and builds upon Android

VNC Viewer to display and control the same IPC software via VNC,

showing one space at a time as described earlier. The VNC connection

introduces a small latency, but which is almost unnoticeable from a

user standpoint. Furthermore, the Android application runs a service

in the background that communicates phone state (calling, ringing, off

the hook) to the PC and receives control commands like "start call to x"

or “end call with x” from the PC. The PC uses RealVNC for transmit-

ting the IPC output to the mobile phone.

Our chosen setup has the advantage that it presents the user with the

same user interface on the projection and the screen, while still retain-

ing most affordances of the phone like hard buttons and the touch

screen.
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8.4.3 Real World Deployment Considerations

A real deployment of the system poses two major challenges. First, the

rotation of the projector against the surfacemust be known to be able to

project a counter distorted image. Second, finger touches must be rec-

ognized through some kind of optical tracking system that is on-board

the projector phone. If the system further was to support unplanar pro-

jection surfaces as well, these must be detected through optical surface

estimation as well.

Although there is no standard, ready-to-use method available, recent

research and products showed how such a system could be realized.

The orientation of the device can be sensed with the help of inertial

sensors like accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers already

present on smartphones (cf. Subsection 2.4.3). If the phone featured

a camera looking in the same direction of the projection, the camera

could capture small visual markers in the corners of the projection to

estimate spatial relation and distance between projector and surface

without calibration. Of course, a depth camera would further simplify

finger tracking. Available approaches have been discussed in Subsec-

tion 2.5.3.

In regard to the real-time synchronization, recent advances in mobile

data networks (4G and later), and the already available support formo-

bile video-teleconferencing indicate that the realization of IPC’s shared

space is feasible today.

8.5 evaluation

An initial evaluationwas conducted to receive user feedback on the IPC

system. This was to analyze and distinguish (a) the effect of projecting

the interface during the call instead of using the mobile screen and

(b) the extend to which the IPC concepts enhance in-call collaboration

compared to standard phone software. For the sake of (a) we treated

the IPC Projection (C1) and IPC Screen (C2)modes as two separate study

configurations, which only differed in using the projection or screen.

For the sake of (b) we introduced another mobile in-call collaboration

system, the Screen Sharing system, as third study configuration (C3),

which will be described by the next subsection.

8.5.1 Screen Sharing Prototype

Configuration 3 (Screen Sharing) adds support for screen sharing and

remote pointing to standard smartphones. The software consists of a
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Figure 8.15: The Screen
Sharing widget that runs as
background service and lies
on top of all other applica-
tions. It allows to be placed
in one of four corners (1),
supports non-verbal point-
ing gestures (2), sharing the
own screen (3) andwatching
the other party’s screen (4).
More detailed explanations
are found in the text.

small widget of four buttons (Figure 8.15) that lie on the topmost layer

of the Android view stack and remain therefore always visible. With

the lower buttons (3 and 4) the user can control screen sharing. At the

same time they serve as indicator for the current state. (a) shows the

initial state where the user has not shared their own space (left icon)

and neither has the other call participant (right icon).With a long press

on (3) the user can allow (or prohibit again) sharing their own screen.

(b) shows the state after both participants allowed screen sharing. The

user can invite the other participant to start watching their screen with

a normal press on button (3). This may result in state (c), which indi-

cates to the user that the other participant is currently watching the

own screen. By pressing (4) while the other participant allows sharing,

the user starts watching the other participant’s screen (d). Pressing (4)

in (d) stops watching again. Moreover, (4) can be pressed in (c) or (3) in

(d) to directly switch between watching jointly the own or the other’s

screen. With (1) the whole widget can be moved to the next screen cor-

ner to give free sight on the area below. With the pointer hand (2) both

users can bidirectionally visualize their screen touches with separate

colors to each other while viewing the same screen.

The support for screen sharing and pointing was added to build a sys-

tem that only uses standard phone software and at the same time al-

lows solving the tasks of the user study. Content can be shared view-

only through screen sharing and annotated by means of the pointing

hand. But content can only be copied/shared by e-mail, MMS or social

networks, as is the current state of the art.

8.5.2 Study Participants and Setup

For the user study 14 students (6 female, age 20-25) were recruitedwho

all were experienced smartphone users. Participants were explained

all configurations at the beginning and participants could explore the

three configurations on their own.
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During the study one experimenter stayed with the participant to give

instructions on the tasks to perform and to assist if a participant would

get stuck in solving a task.Another experimenter in another roomacted

like a close friend of the participant and engaged with participants in

a real conversation over the phone. We chose this setup to mimic a real

scenario while at the same time assuring that all conversations and

actions took almost the same course. We employed a within-subjects

design to compare IPC Projection, IPC Screen, and Screen Sharing. The or-

der in that participantswere exposed to the configurationswas counter-

balanced; the order of the tasks was always the same. Moreover, both

experimenters followed a detailed script to synchronize their interac-

tion and to ensure that all interaction with participants was very simi-

lar across all study sessions.

After each configuration participants were asked 12 questions, which

could be answered from “strong disagree” to “strong agree” (5-point

Likert scale). Further theywere asked about perceived advantages and

disadvantages of the system. After finishing the third configuration

and questionnaire participants were asked to compare and rate the

configurations in terms of performance and personal liking and to tell

when, where, and why they would use such systems. One study ses-

sion lasted approximately 80 minutes.

8.5.3 Study Procedure

Participants had to fulfill a series of tasks with each configuration. The

firstwas to call the experimenter and to establish the collaborationwith

the means provided by the present configuration. Similarly, the last

taskwas to end the call. In between, users had to perform the following

four tasks:

1. Open the gallery application, select and share own pictures and

copy pictures from the other party. One own picture was consid-

ered private and therefore the participant had to ensure that the

other calling party was not allowed to copy it.

2. Recommend a place to meet for coffee to the other calling party,

which pretended not to know the place. Here the user had to

open the Maps application, look up the address by entering a

search phrase, optionally pan and zoom, and then share the map

centered on the destination. Further it was to be annotated (with

the pencil) based on questions asked by the experimenter on the

phone.

3. Participants had to open the calendar application, merge their

calendar in shared spacewith the calendar shared from the other

party, and find a free slot for an appointment in the merged cal-

endar. The other party added the appointment to the merged cal-
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Count

1 41 21 086420

I could solve the assigned tasks
quickly.

The system supported me a lot
in communicating non-verbally.

I did not experience any
problems giving input to the
system (e.g., touching the
surface or screen).
The available graphical space
was more than enough for
solving the tasks.

Private information I could hide
from the other party.

At any time I surely knew which
items belonged to me and which
were stored on my phone.

At any time I surely knew which
content items the other
participant could see.
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Figure 8.16: Selected questions/answers from the questionnaire participants
filled in after each configuration.

endar and instructed the participant to check the appointment in

their own calendar in private space.

4. Finally, participants were requested to open and share a lecture

presentation they had on their phone in order that the other party

could look up a specific slide.

During the Screen Sharing configuration, pictures, maps, and presen-

tations were presented through screen sharing. Pictures and presenta-

tions were exchanged via e-mail. Calendar entries were viewed sep-

arately with turn taking screen watching and the appointment was

added by both calling parties separately.

8.6 results

Overall, participants gave very positive feedback about all three sys-

tems. In regard to the question if and where they would use such sys-

tems they reported they would use them in almost every location and

situation. In the case of IPC Projection answers included "I would use it

only in private areas, like at home or at work", but more feedback was

like "everywhere I amwhere I have a large projection surface" and even
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"I would use it in public transport if space allowed". One participant

highlighted the fact that not projection or loudspeaker must be used,

but that projection and loudspeaker can be used together for an easy

to set up teleconferencing system between remotely located groups (of

which at least one per group has an IPC-enabled phone to create the

projection shared by everybody else in the group).

8.6.1 Input and Output

In the final comparison of the configurations, 12 of 14 participantsmen-

tioned the bigger space as advantage of the projected interface on their

own, and similarly 5 that the phone can still be held at the ear. Further

answers from the questionnaire are depicted in Figure 8.16. Unfortu-

nately, the IPC configurations could not provide the very same input

experience as the native Android applications did in the Screen Sharing

configuration (Figure 8.16, Q3). In IPC Projection this was due to the

tracking system sometimes not recognizing a user’s finger accurately

for clicking or the click was recognized with a slight offset when the

projector was tilted beyond a certain angle. No user complained about

the projection jittering. In IPC Screen there was a small noticeable lag

in interacting with objects due to constraints of the VNC connection.

Responses to Q4 further show the desktop metaphor was the right de-

cision for the projected interface but it does not perform so well when

used on a mobile screen.

8.6.2 Collaboration and Privacy

Regarding R3, answers to Q1 and Q2 indicate that the three configu- > R3

page 8rations facilitated collaboration and that all tasks could be solved in a

reasonable time. With more robust input in IPC configurations, we ex-

pect IPC approaches to perform at least as fast as Screen Sharing. One

problem that participants had with the IPC Screen and all the more

with the Screen Sharing configuration was that because they could only

see one space (private or shared) at a time, they sometimes missed an

action the other participant performed in shared space. As such they

were not as aware of the other party (R5) as in the mode utilizing pro- > R5

page 8jection.

The biggest difference however, we found in the perceived support

of users’ privacy R4). Answers to Q5, Q6, Q7 indicate that IPC con- > R4

page 8figurations performed better in supporting the user’s privacy. In the

Screen Sharing configuration, users could only share their entire screen

or nothing at all whereas the IPC configurations allowed a much more

fine-grained control. Because the given tasks required several switches

between the own and the other calling party’s screen, participants told
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us they were not always too sure whose content they were currently

looking during Screen Sharing. Further they felt uneasy with the fact,

that they could not be sure when exactly the other person started to

watch their screen (again)—at least if they had permitted access in gen-

eral before. Although the permission could be revoked at any time,

users obviously did not feel the same control as with the concept of

private and shared space.Moreover, users did not knowwhich content

belonged to whom and which they had already shared (Q6). Interest-

ingly enough, the smaller space available in IPC Screen mode has had

a measurable negative impact on privacy (differences in Q5-Q7) as it

did not provide for the same awareness (R5) although beyond the size> R5

page 8 difference both systems were identical.

Finally users were asked to rank the three tested configurations de-

pending onwhich configurationprovided the fastest experience in solv-

ing the tasks and which configuration they preferred overall. The re-

ceived answers are interesting since although most users (6) felt the

fastest with the Screen Sharing configuration (compared to 4 and 4),

11 participants in contrast favored one of the IPC configurations (6 IPC

Screen and 5 IPC Projection). This can speak for the aforementioned ad-

vantages of the IPC concept.

Lastly, the positive user feedback across all three configurations shows

that three equally sophisticated systems with similar functionalities

but opposite qualities have been compared—aprerequisite for any com-

parative study. The results further indicate that the IPC improves in-

call remote collaboration in a variety of use cases, even better than re-

mote collaboration could be implemented on top of standard phone

software. The evaluation also revealed that IPC concepts like the desk-

top interface and the private and shared space reveal their full poten-

tial only with the projected interface, which also has the advantages

that it does not require activating the loudspeaker and may be used to

integrate nearby persons in the call with help of the projection.

8.7 conclusion

This chapter presented the IPC and its concepts that facilitate synchro-

nous collaboration during a phone call. Previous research proposed

the use of additional hardware like PCs [98] while this case study ex-

plored the possibilities and requirements for a system that solely relies

onmobile phones. The presented system supports projector phones as

well as conventional phones through the IPC Projection and IPC Screen

modes, which can be seamlessly switched to serve different mobile sit-

uations. The evaluation of the IPC, also against another likewise novel

system called Screen Sharing, indicates that the IPC concepts, e.g., pri-

vate and shared spaces, color coding, copy permissions, and the pro-
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jected interface highly improve the user experience in synchronous re-

mote collaboration in terms of visual communication and user control

over sharing and privacy.

More importantly, the study has shown that these concepts adequately

address current mobile deficiencies, starting from the

output/input size deficiency, to which regard IPC allows a single

user to explore phone content on a large projected display of the size

of a desktop monitor. Presumably, it would be considered awkward to

hold a projector in the air to create this display or to hold a projector

at one’s ear—but for a projector phone this seems perfectly fine and no

user mentioned any awkwardness during the evaluation.

collaboration & privacy More importantly, in case of the IPCwe

have seen that it is not an MMDE that enables collaboration and privacy

as has been in previous case studies, but the large size of the projected

display that allows for a private and adjacent shared space on a single

display.

environment As the other party is not part of the real environment

as in colocated sharing, awareness has to be created artificially. There-

fore the concept allows either side of the split display to serve as view

in the periphery that aids awareness about the own information aswell

as actions undertaken by the other participating party. The evaluation

revealed that this awareness was missing without the projected dis-

play.

This chapter concludes the part on Nomadic Projection Within Reach.

The case studies presented so far enabledmulti-modal single- andmulti-

user interaction and collaboration in nomadic scenarios but shared a

single requirement: a suitable horizontal2 surface, usually a table with

one or multiple chairs. On the other hand, all applied Nomadic Projec-

tion Within Reach in a narrow sense and thus shared the advantage of

a short projection distance that yielded bright projected displays and

devices that could be commercialized today.

In contrast, the next part will take a look at an even higher level of no-

madicity. So far we have only looked at the "moving from one place to

another" part of nomadicity as it was defined in Chapter 1, exclud-

ing the time of “moving”. The next part will explicitly concentrate on

these on-the-go scenarios and how their deficiencies can be addressed

through an adapted or extended form of Nomadic Projection Within

Reach.

2 or also vertical in the case of IPC
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introduction to nomadic projection within

extended reach

On-the-go scenarios pose quite a challenge for projected interfaces since

only very few surfaces—actually, only the floor and the user’s hands1—

are constantly available for projection and interaction.At the same time,

projected interfaces entail a huge opportunity to increase the user’s

awareness (R5, >D4) and decrease the lead time to interaction (R6) in > R5

> R6

page 8
nomadic on-the-go scenarios, because of their unique advantage of be-

ing able to create persistent displays in the visual periphery.

Beginning from that, this and the subsequent chapter will explore the

design space of applying Nomadic Projection Within Reach (NPWR) to

floor and hand surfaces while moving. The NPWR concept needs to

be slightly extended, though, since the floor is rather “out of” than

“within” reach as demanded by NPWR. It would be within reach for

foot and toe interaction as has been presented in paragraphHands and

Feet (Subsection 2.5.3), but does not seem suitable since it would pre-

clude simultaneous movement and interaction which is our primary

focus. When aiming for interaction with arms, hands, and fingers, we

are faced with a cross-distance interaction space ranging from the out-

of-reach floor to the within-reach hand. The cross-distance interaction

space was alreadymentioned in Subsection 3.3.3 and the taxonomy on

page 44. As we remember, the cross-distance space is not just a defini-

tion of a certain distance in the middle of out-of and within-reach dis-

tances, but describes an interaction space that reaches across various

interaction distances and adapts to those. As the taxonomy depicted,

almost no works so far have dealt with varying interaction distances in

nomadic projection scenarios.Whenwe take thewithin-reach distance

a little more figuratively, we can extend NPWR to allow out-of-reach ob-

jects to cross the distance and be brought into reach. In the following

AMP-D case study, for instance, objects on the floor can be pointed at to

be brought into reach on the user’s hand for NPWR interaction, to even-

tually be put back out of reach again. Analogously, the extended frame-

1 except for gloves in winter but which could be chosen white. Other body parts do

not provide the same angle and distance to a worn projector and are therefore less

suitable.

159
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work is called Nomadic Projection Within Extended Reach (NPWER).

As Subsection 2.4.1 has explained, though, a disadvantage of current

projector technology regarding NPWER is that it cannot support a good

contrast for out of reach projections. However, it can be argued that it

will (now or in the near future) still be bright enough to create the re-

quired awareness in the user’s periphery (e.g., through attention grab-

bing animations) and provide aminimal lead time to interaction as the

display is always available. As soon as objects are brought into within-

reach distance for active interaction, they provide the required contrast

as previous case studies did.

The following two case studies both try to support typical informa-

tion management tasks that occur on-the-go without the help of other

mobile devices. These tasks include notification management, reading

and writing messages, navigation, to name but a few. The first sys-

tem (AMP-D) presented in this chapter is more advanced and provides

a persistent pervasive display in front of the user but is also more

cumbersome to wear, yet. The system presented in the next chapter

(SpiderLight) is much smaller and comfortable to wear, but sacrifices

some of the functionalities of the former.
Related video
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9.1 introduction
Deficiencies addressed

by this chapter

Output/input size
(D1)

Multi-
tasking (D2)

Collaboration
& Privacy (D3)

Environment (D4)

Today, we observe an ever increasing interest of mobile users towards

pervasive information access and serendipitously discovering new in-

formation. This is currently achieved by means of smartphones and

public displays in the environment. Public displays will likely never be

widespread enough to fulfill this desire alone. Inversely, smartphones

can only contribute to this vision when they are held in hand and are

actively operated. This becomes a challenge especially when the user

is on the go as the device distracts the user’s focus and connection to

the environment (>D4). The idea of wearing a location-aware perva-

sive display that alerts to new relevant information and provides quick
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(a) Vision
(b) AMP-D Pervasive Dis-

play

Figure 9.1: The vision (a): small wearable projectors reveal serendipitous in-
formation and its implementation (b) in the AMP-D prototype.

access to deal with it, is very compelling. It could provide access to a

great variety of information, ranging from public content (e.g. station-

ary pictures from Flickr) to personalized content (e.g. personalized ad-

vertisements in front of shopping windows (Figure 9.1)), and personal

content (e.g. notifications about new textmessages). Previousworks on

mobile speech interfaces, head-mounted displays, public-display net-

works, and mobile projectors attended to this vision one way or the

other. One crucial requirement for such a wearable pervasive display

is that the display is always available. Another is that the display is

located in the user’s periphery and uses ambient presentation to mini-

mize the risk of annoying other people and distracting them from their

primary tasks.

This chapter investigates the use of constant personal projection as a

novel display technology for personal pervasive displays that supports

the aforementioned use cases (pro and contra of a peripheral projec-

tion compared to other display technologies, e.g. HWDs, have already

been discussed in Section 2.2). The Ambient Mobile Pervasive Display

(AMP-D) integrates awearable projecteddisplay that accompanies users

on the floor in front of themwith a projected hand display and a smart-

phone to a continuous interaction space. The floor display is a con-

stant pervasivewindow into the user’s digital world, lying in the user’s

visual periphery (Figure 9.1b), meant to integrate digital information

into the environment to increase the user’s awareness (>D4). As such it

allows for subtle user alerts without occupying the user’s hands or vi-

sual field and can be consumed and interacted with during other tasks

(>D2) such as walking. The hand display allows to deal with informa-

tion instantly without having to reach to a physical device. The smart-

phone supports exploring and sharing content from and to the virtual

world. Users interact with AMP-D entirely through hand gestures. For
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(a) Floor interaction (b) Hand interaction

Figure 9.2: The user has received a text message and picks it up from the
floor (a) and reads the scrolling message text in the own hand.

instance, when a new text message is received, a message notification

box rolls into the user’s view on the floor (Figure 9.2a). Users can then

pick the box up and read the message instantly in their hand (Fig-

ure 9.2b). Optionally, they can answer the message using their smart-

phone.

In addition to the wearable mobile multi-display environment (MMDE),

AMP-D uses a consistent information space for typical public and per-

sonal mobile content that augments users’ virtual world through Spa-

tial Augmented Reality (SAR), giving users a natural means of discov-

ering new information.

After discussing specific related work, the AMP-D concept of constant

personal projection and its interaction techniques will be described.

Further on, their implementation in a fully functional prototype and

various implemented application examples that explore and highlight

the applicability of AMP-D to typical mobile scenarios. The chapter

concludes with the lessons learned from a small user evaluation and

its implications on Nomadic Projection Within (Extended) Reach.

9.2 specific related work

The ideas of using the floor or hand for projection are not new as Chap-

ter 3 has presented.However, using constant personal projection on the

floor or combining floor and hand display to a continuous interaction

space are. Constant projection had so far only been used by Leung et

al. [157] who demonstrated a system that constantly projects a repre-

sentation of the wearer’s online social identity to the ceiling above. As

its intended audience are spectators it is not designed to be interactive,

though, and limited to indoor scenarios by design.

Further related work is in the domain of mobile or head-mounted pe-

ripheral displays which try to increase awareness of the mobile user
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as AMP-D does. Wearable augmented reality displays date back to

the works of Feiner et al. [86, 87] who developed head-mounted see-

through displays for spatial augmented reality. This display type con-

stantly overlays the user’s foveal view making it less suitable for ev-

eryday scenarios. Apart from that, head-mounted displays to date en-

tail unsolved challenges such as perceptual issues (e.g. different focus

planes and narrow FOV); security issues (e.g. they may distract from

or obstruct an approaching danger), and social issues (e.g. collocutors

having no means of knowing what I am looking at).

A mobile peripheral display is the eye-q system [75] that uses a low-

resolution LED display embedded in a pair of eyeglasses to provide

a small set of notifications. An advanced display version is provided

by Google Glass [93] (and the like), whose display lies slightly to the

top of the foveal field of view, also qualifying it for ambient display.

Unfortunately, at the same time, its position and small size make it

less suitable for complex visual output, augmented reality, or direct

interaction.

Works on mobile projected displays so far dealt with within-reach and

out-of-reach projections separately whereas AMP-D presents a contin-

uous interaction and information space across these display types. Sim-

ilar continuous interaction spaces have only been presented in static

smart-space setups. AMP-D aims to bring this compelling vision to the

mobile user in everyday use cases. In these nomadic scenarios, ambient

display properties are much more important, which so far have been

neglected in works on mobile projections as well.

9.3 concept and design of amp-d

The AMP-D is a wearable multi-display system that provides a perva-

sive window into the user’s virtual world on the floor. Unlike smart-

phones which have to be taken out to be operated, the AMP-D display

is constantly available. Therefore it is suited for ambient alerting to

many kinds of public or personal information that is available via the

user’s connected smartphone. Among others, these information types

include location-aware notifications, communication, reminders, and

navigational instructions. Additionally, information is not only visual-

ized, but can be handled through gestures in the user’s hand which is

used as on-demand secondary display.

The concept of AMP-Dwill be illustrated by first discussing each of its

basic concepts. Following on that various use-cases will be presented

that highlight the applicability of AMP-D. All of these use cases have

been implemented in the AMP-D prototype which is presented later.
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9.3.1 Basic Concepts

9.3.1.1 Pervasive and Ambient Floor Display

To provide an always-available display, the floor is well suited since it

is the only space that is always existent in our current life. Further, it

“must” be looked at regularly, at least while moving which is a benefit

for notifications that must not be missed for too long. Besides, it is easy

to glance at quickly. Thus AMP-D projects the permanently available

display on the floor, yet content is only displayed when required. The

floor display lies outside the foveal visual field of the user, therefore it

is qualified for peripheral display. Research on peripheral vision and

cognitive psychology offers evidence that peripheral vision supports

a separate cognitive channel, thereby reducing overall cognitive load

[252]. More importantly, the effect of tunnel vision supports users in ef-

fectively blending out unnecessary information in the periphery when

their cognitive load is high [75]. Inversely, when users’ cognitive load

is low, the display supports the serendipitous discovery of new infor-

mation.

Figure 9.3: The virtual window follows the user’s (implicit) body movement
(left) and orientation (right)2.

As the peripheral vision is much more sensitive to movement than to

color or detail [75], we adapt the degree of animation on the display

to the priority of the shown content and let the user’s cognition outbal-

ance load and priority. This functioningwas testedwith AMP-D in a pi-

lot study and the effect can be described as similar to the sudden recog-

nition of a nearby small animal such as a mouse on the ground that is

only detectedwhen it startsmoving, even though it was present before.

Pousman et al. provide a thorough definition of key characteristics of

ambient systems [202]. Based on this definition, to make AMP-Dmore

environmentally appropriate, it "focus[es] on tangible representations

in the environment" [202] by refraining from including any typical GUI

elements such as windows or buttons on the display. Instead, the pro-

jection only shows a projected window into the user’s virtual world,

i.e. invariably, all projected content is clearly located in the worldwide

coordinate system. This concept builds on the Spotlightmetaphor (Sub-

2 All concept images depict user movement through red arrows and system animation

via blue arrows. Concept images in this section are courtesy of Julian Seifert.
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Figure 9.4: 2D World Graffiti (left), navigation paths (middle), and spheres
and boxes as interactive elements (right)

section 2.5.4), SAR [48] andworld-fixed presentation [86], as opposed to

the standard display-fixed presentation. As in case of AMP-D the spot-

light is worn, a wearable lantern makes for a better metaphor, though.

The system tracks users’ movement and orientation to provide the cor-

responding illusion (Figure 9.3). As all content is only revealed on a

fixed location on top of the real world, the projection blends with the

environment, for the user as well as for spectators. The publicity of the

projection might also lead to interesting new behaviors. For instance,

seeing a person uncover public content such as a sign or advertisement

with the projection may lead spectators to explore the item themselves

with their own AMP-D (or similar AR) devices. Thus the public floor

projection also provides a newway of blending real and virtual worlds

between users and spectators.

9.3.1.2 Information Space: World Graffiti, Boxes, and Spheres

The virtual world of AMP-D consists of only two distinct types of visu-

alizations: two-dimensional World Graffiti and two three-dimensional

objects: boxes and spheres (Figure 9.4).

The two-dimensional graffiti is a stationary texture on the ground, such

as a navigation path or personalized advertisement. Its flatness indi-

cates that it is not meant to be interacted with. In contrast, the three-

dimensional box and sphere items indicate that they are supposed to

be interactedwith.We choose and limit the system to these two shapes,

as it enforces consistency for the user who can approach items from

arbitrary angles and they still look familiar. Of course, both visualiza-

tions can be combined to create interactive World Graffiti by placing

virtual items on top of it.

Spheres are always rolling, accompanying the user wherever they go

until they interact with it, or until the sphere is no longer required. For

instance, an incoming phone call is represented as sphere item that

accompanies the user until the call is taken, declined, or eventually

missed. As opposed to spheres, boxes typically lie at static places. How-

ever if they are new and supposed to have an ambient alerting impact

on the user (e.g. a notification), they roll into the user’s field of view.
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Figure 9.5: The information space concept splits applications into urgent
(spheres) and non-urgent information (boxes). The latter is pre-
sented to the user differently depending on its nature (explained
in the text). The type of information can be quickly recognized at
a glance and also whether it is new, indicated by a yellow border.

If the user is currently moving, they further accompany the user for

several seconds before coming to rest.

Boxes and spheres havedefined content typeswhich the user can quickly

recognize from their different textures as seen in Figure 9.5. Addition-

ally, new boxes the user has not yet interacted with, carry a yellow bor-

der. In this manner, unlike with the use of ambient vibration alerts in

smartphones, the user can quickly discern the type and novelty of new

notifications by just glancing at the projection. To further interact with

the box or sphere, users use their bare hands which are tracked by the

system. By reaching out with their splayed hand towards the object,

a green selection disk appears in the projection. It acts as hand exten-

sion that can be moved beneath the object of interest that is out of reach.

As long as the selection disk remains beneath the object, it performs

a subtle bouncing animation to indicate its pre-selection. By closing

their fingers, the user selects the object (picks it up) and the object per-

forms a jump animation into the user’s hand (see Figure 9.6), thereby

transitions towithin reach interaction. Tomake the selection of a newob-

ject that rolls into view even easier, the rolling object can be picked up

instantly by directly moving the closed hand into the projection path,

skipping the selection step for the rolling object. This further simplifies

interacting with new content while walking.

Figure 9.6: Object selection (left) and pick-up of objects bymoving the fingers
of the hand together (right).

Initially a lot of different hand gestures have been experimented with,

especially for picking up objects and releasing them again. Up and

down gestures come to mind quickly, but, as other commonly used

gestures, do not work well because they inhibit movement themselves.
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As the user is moving anyway, we found that gestures based on hand

postures work best, followed by gestures that only inhibit horizontal

movement.

9.3.1.3 Private Hand Display

Previous works [104, 106, 240] have demonstrated that various interac-

tions can be performed in people’s hands. The hand display perfectly

fits our envisioned interaction scenarios, as many actions can be per-

formedwithout a separate device. In contrast to the floor display, AMP-

D’s hand display supports two-dimensional, display-fixed content.

Figure 9.7: Private content
is only revealed in the user’s
hand or on the user’s phone.

As soon as content has beenpickedup to

the user’s hand, the focus of the projec-

tion changes to follow the user’s hand,

showing a focused image within the

hand’s boundaries. Consequently, the

floor projection becomes blurry. This

provides the user with a very suitable

means of knowing which interaction

zone is currently active.

The hand provides a more private dis-

play than the public floor projection (see

Figure 9.7), comparable to a phone dis-

play. When picked up, many objects can

disclose more sensitive information. Message boxes, for example, can

show a picture of the sender of the message. Hand gestures allow

the user to interact further with the content. By turning the hand 90

degrees towards the center of the body, the user switches to reading

mode. The box held in the hand shrinks and a preview of the content

is displayed. For instance, a text message or the subject of an email

as scrolling text, or a preview of a picture can be displayed (see Fig-

ure 9.8). Of course, touch interactions similar to [104] could be sup-

ported as well, but required bi-manual input which was not the focus

of this work.

Figure 9.8: By turning the hand 90 degrees a preview (scrolling text, thumb-
nail, etc.) of the content in hand is displayed.
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Instead, binary decisions (e.g. accept a call with or without loudspeak-

ers activated) can be supported by uni-manual interaction. Users tog-

gle between binary options by flipping their hands so that the thumb

points inwards or outwards and select the option by performing a click

gesture by briefly moving the thumb to the palm and back (see Fig-

ure 9.9).

Figure 9.9: Binary decision gestures.

As long as the user holds the box in hand, it moves with them. This

way, users can reposition any three-dimensional item in their virtual

world. Finally, users have two options how to proceed with the object:

By splaying out their fingers and/or moving their hand outside of the

projected area, the item falls down back to the floor in front of them.

Or, by performing a gesture as if to throw the item over one’s own

shoulder, the item is removed from the virtual world (see Figure 9.10).

The meaning of these gestures depends on the content type (use case)

and is explained later.

Figure 9.10: By unfolding the fingers the object falls back to the ground (for
notifications this is equivalent to “snoozing” the alert). By throw-
ing the object over the shoulder it is removed from the virtual
world.

9.3.1.4 Continuous Interaction Space: Floor / Hand / Smartphone

In situations when the hand display is not sufficient to adequately deal

with content (e.g. to answer a text message), interaction can continue

on the smartphone. When a user picks up an object, the smartphone is

notified of the selected item. For as long as the user holds the item in

hand and a short grace period after that, the smartphone is automati-

cally unlocked and presents the full representation (e.g. the full email
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view) either immediately, or as soon as it is taken out fromwhere it was

stowed (see Figure 9.11).When users are in a private environment or to

support collaboration, they may also want to show full content repre-

sentations on the large floor display. AMP-D could easily support this

through an additional gesture. Alsomore complex interactions such as

text-entry could be supported on the floor projection but are outside

the scope of the presented concept for information visualization and

management.

Another usage of the smartphone is to add content from the smart-

phone to the virtual world. Despite auto-generated items, the usermay

want to share content at specific locations. For a personal purpose, for

example, a reminder such as “don’t forget to put the bins out” can

be placed on the threshold. Moreover, pictures, for instance, can be

dropped to theworldwhere theywere taken to share themwith friends

or the public (explained in a moment). The smartphone provides an al-

ways available “share service” that allows supported content on the

smartphone to be dropped into the environment as virtual boxes of

the corresponding type (see Figure 9.11).

Figure 9.11: Content in hand can be further explored in detail on the phone
(left) and arbitrary content from the phone (notes, pictures, etc.)
can be placed as box item in the virtual world (right).

Thus, the three interconnected displays form a continuous interaction

space providing different levels of details to the user’s requirements at

that time.

9.3.1.5 Public Content And Collaboration

Besides personal content of the user, the constant availability of the pro-

jection invites friends, advertisers, or even the local administration to

create public content in the virtual world similar to physical signs, ban-

ners, etc. The virtual content has the advantage that it is much cheaper

to create and can be personalized for the user. Its disadvantage is that

the projection is smaller than a person’s visual field, therefore it may

not reach the same audience. The intrinsic publicity of the projection

also invites many colocated multi-user scenarios. For instance, colo-

cated AMP-D users can overlap and “merge” their floor projections

very similar to the SurfacePhone (Chapter 7) to drop content from the
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smartphone to the shared floor display, to then be picked up on the

other side by another user.

9.3.1.6 Privacy

When using AMP-D, users neither exclusively select the projected con-

tent, nor do they monitor the projection all the time as is the case with

existing projected displays. Furthermore, the surrounding audience of

the projection is rather random. Projected content may be appropriate

in the current context, but not in another. Thus, users require effective

means to protect sensitive information and ensure that only appropri-

ate information is disclosed. A first means is already given through

the concept of SAR. When a user wants to hide information on the floor

display quickly and for a short moment only, a small movement or ro-

tation along any axis is often enough to move the window in order to

hide previously disclosed items. If this is not sufficient, AMP-D sup-

ports a simple horizontal swipe gesture in front of the projector to en-

able/disable the projection entirely (see Figure 9.12).

9.3.1.7 History and Overview

The SAR concept entails another advantagewithin the context ofAMP-D.

The implicit revealing or hiding of information using bodymotion can

also be used to look up upcoming content or to revisit past content.

For instance, when a user recognizes content on the floor projection too

late,walking a few steps back or just turning aroundwill bring the item

back into the projected window. Similarly, when users share their foot

trails asWorld Graffiti, they can revisit them later, e.g. to find their way

back to their car. As opposed to that, for instance, tilting the projection

far ahead during navigation tasks allows users to preview directions

further ahead (the inclined reader may also look at NaviBeam [W12]

where this was investigated first). Results from a study by Billinghurst

et al. [48] indicate that people can easily navigate and relocate spatially

augmented information as they are used to the interaction from real

life. Therefore, the SAR (or lantern/spotlight) concept should be able

to provide a natural interaction with the information space of AMP-D.

DespiteAMP-D’s support in changing the FOV in all directions, no con-

temporary display technology can compete with the overview (visual

field and resolution) of a person’s real view into the distance. Thus,

searching for virtual content on the ground can require significantly

more effort than searching for real objects. Therefore, the system pro-

vides vertical swipe gestures to change between AMP-D’s standard

view and an elevated third-person perspective. This acts like a map

on a scale of 1:10 to spot nearby objects of interest without having to

actually go there or search for them (see Figure 9.12).
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Figure 9.12: Enable/disable the projection entirely with a horizontal gesture
(left). Change from a real to an elevated perspective to get an
overview of content around (right).

9.3.2 AMP-D Use Cases

AMP-D is meant as a general mobile companion and the following im-

plemented use cases highlight how AMP-D supports typical mobile

scenarios.

9.3.2.1 Context- and Location Awareness

Context- and especially location-aware information such as friends be-

ing nearby, or interesting offers in the vicinity are increasingly available

to users. With AMP-D being constantly active and capable of display-

ing visual context information, it is well-suited to provide such infor-

mation to users on the go. People on a shopping stroll, for instance,

see additional offers as World Graffiti and box items (textured with a

t-shirt icon) on the ground in front of the shoppingwindows they pass.

By picking up the box and reading its contents, a personalized adver-

tisement appears in the user’s hand (Figure 9.13a).

The system further supports persuasive hints. They have been shown

to be able to motivate users to change their behavior in a positive way

[250]. For instance, when users walk close to an elevator, the system re-

minds them of their activated fitness plan by showing a red line lead-

ing to the elevator and a green line leading to the staircase as World

Graffiti beneath the users’ feet (Figure 9.13b).

(a) Personalized Advertisements (b) Persuasive Computing

Figure 9.13: Two location-aware use cases
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9.3.2.2 Data sharing

Data sharing via the smartphone is used to create new virtual items

in the virtual world. Currently, we support two data sharing applica-

tions on the smartphone. The first allows the user to create note boxes

with text content at world-fixed positions. This can be used to place

location-dependent reminders or messages for oneself, or, for exam-

ple, a colleague or family member in the own environment who will

literally stumble over the information (Figure 9.14a), and can read the

contained message in their hand. The second application supports the

sharing of pictures from the smartphone’s gallery. The boxes are cre-

ated right in front of the user (Figure 9.14b) and are textured with the

contained image (in a gray inset, identifying them as boxes of the type

"picture"). Given the small size of the boxes, it is not possible to recog-

nize the actual image on the floor projection, but it is already useful

to distinguish between different items in a pile of pictures. Once users

pick up an image box they are interested in, the image is revealed in the

user’s hand when entering reading mode. This presentation already

delivers a much better impression of the picture than the floor projec-

tion. As with other content types, the picture can further be viewed on

the phone.

Once boxes are created, they can also be easily repositioned by taking

them by hand, moving with the box to the desired location, and releas-

ing them again.

(a) Node Sharing (b) Picture Sharing

Figure 9.14: a) A note is found in front of an office door ("Meet me at coffee
place"). b) A picture box transfered from phone to virtual world.

9.3.2.3 Notifications: Communication, Reminders, News Feeds

The most frequent tasks performed on smartphones - especially while

the user is on the go - are related to communication, and management

of notifications. Calendar and task reminders, for instance, have be-

come very popular on smartphones. The most important aspect is to

actually read them, be reminded at regular intervals if the notification

was missed in the first place, and perhaps perform some simple inter-

action such as snoozing or dismissing the notification. For the user on

the go reading the notification on a smartphone often involves a signif-
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icant overhead. The user must stop or at least slow down, take out the

device, possibly unlock it, only to read a few words of text.

AMP-D uses its box items to visualize new notifications regarding text

messages, emails, calendar reminders, and news feed updates. As de-

scribed earlier, the user can quickly discern the type of the notification

from their appearance prior to any interaction (see figures 9.5 and 9.2a).

When a message box is picked up, a picture of the sender is displayed

on the upper face of the box. The first 160 characters of the item’s con-

tent are displayed as scrolling text in the user’s hand when turned to

reading mode (see Figure Figure 9.2b). Otherwise, only a teaser is dis-

played, or the subject in case of an email, and the whole message can

then be read, for instance, on the smartphone. Similarly, news feed up-

dates appear as feed boxes that show their source (publisher) as a tex-

ture on the box, reveal their subject in the user’s hand, and can be con-

tinued to be read on the user’s smartphone. They particularly demon-

strate the usefulness of serendipitously stumbling over new informa-

tion when the cognitive load is low.

The visualization of dynamic notifications using the world-fixed SAR

concept is not straightforward as the information is time- and context-

dependent instead of location-dependent. A solution is to multiplex

the information in the time and location domain. For instance, when

users receive a new notification, it is created at the user’s current lo-

cation and rolled into their projected window. Shortly after the user

passes by the notification without picking it up, it is removed from

the old position and inserted in the same animated way at the user’s

current location. Once the notification box has been picked up (thus no-

ticed), users decide whether they want to return the box to their world

to either “snooze” (cf. Figure 9.10 left) the notification or dismiss it by

throwing it over their shoulder (cf. Figure 9.10 right). In the former

case, the box will continue to regularly appear across the user’s way

but without any type of animation (these intervals can be defined on

the corresponding smartphone app, Figure 9.19b). In the latter case,

the notification—not the content—is deleted.

Incoming calls, in contrast, are presented as a sphere that accompanies

the user for the time of the call. It can be picked up to show the caller’s

picture—if available—as texture on the sphere and to reveal the name

or phone number in the reading mode. In this scenario, taking out the

smartphone after having picked up the sphere will automatically un-

lock the smartphone and accept the call; releasing it to the world will

keep it ringing; and throwing the sphere over the shoulder will decline

the call.
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(a) Path navigation (b) Signs

Figure 9.15: Path navigation with additional turn-by-turn instructions and
signs that help ahead-way planning

9.3.2.4 Navigation

AMP-D supports augmented reality navigation where the user follows

a path as a virtual line overlaying the ground. The path approach fits

the concept of World Graffiti on the floor display, since it gets by with-

out time-based instructions the user could miss. Instead, whenever

the user pays attention to the projected navigation, directions can be

grasped at a glance (Figure 9.15a). Additionally, to provide the neces-

sary context for users to plan their way upfront, turn-by-turn naviga-

tional instructions (e.g. turn left in 50 meters) and location-dependent

help (e.g. take the stairs up, not down) are overlaid right next to the

path similarly to road signs (Figure 9.15b).

9.4 prototype

The AMP-D concepts were implemented in a prototype in order to in-

vestigate the technical challenges involved in building such a system

and explore possible interaction designs for aforementioned use cases.

9.4.1 Hardware design

The AMP-D prototype (see Figure 9.16) consists of a ProCamS unit, a

backpack, a laptop, and two batteries (one for the projector, one to in-

crease battery time of the laptop). Part of the overall system is also a

wirelessly connected Android smartphone running a corresponding

service software.

The ProCamSunit (Figure 9.16b) is attached to the backpack (Figure 9.16a)

that positions it approximately 25 cm to the side and 15 cm to the top

away from the user’s eyes (no offset in the forwarddirection).We found

this position to yield a good trade-off between the large size of the pro-
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(a) System setup (b) ProCam unit

Figure 9.16: The AMP-D prototype. a) A backpack holds the ProCam unit,
laptop, and battery (left). The ProCam unit appears as worn on
the shoulder (right). b) Close-up of the ProCam unit.

jection on the ground (≈ 2m× 1.25m (≈93" diagonal), 2 meters away)

and the positioning of the hand in order for the user to comfortably

reach into the projection for the selection of objects and the hand dis-

play.

The projector is a Dell M110 providing 300 Lumens and a resolution of

1280 px × 800 px. On top of the projector sits an ASUS Xtion Pro Live

depth and RGB camera (640 × 480 px @ 30 FPS), which was chosen

for its very small size, low power consumption, and well-suited depth

range (0.5 m to 3.5 m). Finally, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) by

x-io technologies is part of the ProCamS unit and delivers precise and

robust 9DOF orientation and acceleration data of the user. The system

is controlled by a Dell M11x laptopwith i7 CPU, 1.7 GHz runningWin-

dows 7 and the prototype software that performs all computations at

a frame rate of 60 Hz.

The projector and the IMU are powered by batteries and the rest of the

components are powered by the laptop. The system’s power lasts for

5 hours of continuous usage. The system can be worn to both sides,

depending on the primary hand of the user, which should be on the

same side as the projector to lie within the projection path.

9.4.2 Software

The software components (except smartphone service software) are re-

sponsible for computing the graphics and physics of the 3Dworld aug-

mentation, the user’smovement, and the hand and gesture recognition.

The software is written in C# and runs on the laptop.
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9.4.2.1 3D World Augmentation

The virtual user and all projected content are modeled in a 3D scene

using Microsoft’s XNA, the JigLibX [127] physics engine, and a graph-

ics framework [205]. The rendering of this scene delivers the 3D world

augmentation to the projector.

The 3D scene includesWorldGraffiti as 2Dfloor textures, and 3D boxes

and spheres. The skeleton of the virtual user, who moves through this

world, consists of a lower and an upper body entity. The correct per-

spective projection is achieved by attaching the virtual camera to the

user’s torso entity with the exact offset that it has in reality. The en-

gine will then compute the correct off-axis perspective homography

that lets the projection appear as perceived through the user’s virtual

eyes. Moreover, it lets the virtual camera turn around the center of the

user’s body instead of turning around itself. In addition, the virtual

field of view has to be inversely matched to the actual field of view

provided by the projector. Currently, lens distortion of the projector or

the small offset between projector and depth camera are not accounted

for, both of which would further improve registration accuracy.

As we use a fixed physical orientation for the projector independent

of the user’s height, we can automatically calculate this height that is

required by the system, based on the floor distance we receive from

the depth sensor. Thus the system does not require manual calibration.

The accuracy of the optical illusion during tilting or rolling of the torso

can be further improved, though, by providing the exact length of the

torso to the system in order to accurately determine the center of the

body.

(a) Finger tracking (b) Posture tracking (here "reading")

Figure 9.17: Software tracks hands, fingertips, and posture for gesture-based
interaction.
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9.4.2.2 Floor/Hand Tracking and Focus Adjustment

Floor and hand tracking is computed on the depth image from the cam-

era. On every cycle, the algorithmfirst decideswhether the user’s hand

is present in the depth image:

We use computer vision to recognize hand contour, finger gaps and

tips, fingertip direction, the direction of the hand, and the centers of

palm and hand (see Figure 9.17a). The recognition builds on three-

dimensional segmentation of hand-sized clusters and simple heuristics

based on sizes, distances, and changes in the derivation of the contour.

Our particular shoulder-worn setup allows some assumptions that fur-

ther simplify the recognition procedure: valid hands must not be fur-

ther away than 1.5 m (depth culling); must not span a depth range

larger than 0.5 m; and the user’s arm (the cluster) must always reach

into the camera frame from the bottom and/or right edge (for right-

handed users). The recognition is fast and accurate in various environ-

ments. When more than one finger is recognized, we detect the uns-

elected state that allows the user to steer the green selection disk (cf.

Figure 9.6) for object selection. When one or no fingers have been rec-

ognized, we detect the selected state. Further, we recognize the user’s

thumb and compute its relation to the center of the hand to distinguish

between the two states of binary decisions. Comparing hand positions,

hand directions, and finger counts over multiple frames allows us to

recognize the remaining gestures such as reading mode (cf. Figure 9.8

and see Figure 9.17b), click gesture, and the horizontal and vertical

swipe gestures (cf. Figure 9.12).

When the user’s hand is not detected, the surface in front of the user is

analyzed to decide whether it is suitable for showing the floor projec-

tion. The depth image is sampled at several grid-based points across

the image and first averaged individually for each row, then for the

whole image. Based on the depth gradient from individual rows we

can decide whether the projection falls on a floor-like (vertical), mostly

plain (depthdeviation) surface.Additionally, based on the overall depth

average, we can then adjust the projector’s focus to show a sharp image

on the floor.

9.4.2.3 Tracking of Orientation and Movement

In parallel, inertial sensor data is received from the IMU. It is used to

compute the orientation of the user’s torso in all three dimensions to

adjust the virtual user and the attached virtual camera in the 3Dworld

accordingly.

Additionally, we use the acceleration data from the IMU for step detec-

tion. As absolute positioning systems are not always available, partic-

ularly indoors, AMP-D needs a way of detecting the user’s movement
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(a) Optical flow
(b) Fused with inertial measure-

ments for step detection

Figure 9.18: Orientation and step detection

based on dead reckoning.Naturally, thiswill onlywork for a short time

due tomeasurement errors andmust be regularly corrected by reliable

data from an absolute positioning system (e.g. GPS or indoor localiza-

tion systems increasingly becoming deployed). For the sake of testing

the AMP-D concept, we only require short movements for which the

dead reckoning approach is sufficient. Algorithms for robust pedes-

trian navigation usually build on a technique known as zero-velocity-

update that relies on data from an accelerometer attached to the user’s

foot (e.g. [149]). Following our initial vision of a palm-sized form factor

of the system (Figure 9.1), wewant the system to get bywithout further

user instrumentation. With the IMU unit attached to the ProCamS unit,

we cannot rely on the zero-velocity-update method. Instead, we de-

tect steps by finding peaks of vertical and forward acceleration, which

are homogeneous in human walking behavior. Step length is approxi-

mated based on the automatically calculated height of the user. With

the IMU unit alone, we could not reliably detect the user’s walking di-

rection, though.

Aworking solutionwhich increased the reliability of detecting the step

directionwas found in computing the optical flow of the camera’s RGB

image. More precisely, the optical flow is calculated in a 100 px wide

border at the top and left side of the RGB image (for right-handed

users) wherein the user does not interfere while interacting with the

primary hand (see Figure 9.18a). Optical flow towards the user indi-

cates forward movement while optical flow away from the user indi-

cates backward movement. Gyroscope data is used to counterbalance

the effect on the optical flow generated by the up and down swings

caused by the human gait (Figure 9.18b).

Combining these approaches, our system can detect the user’s forward

and backward steps 9 out of 10 times, which is sufficient for our investi-

gation but leaves room for improvement. By decreasing the form factor

of the prototype, for instance, the system can be brought closer to the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 9.19: The smartphone application that belongs to AMP-D. It allows
the service to be enabled/disabled (a), adjust settings for the fre-
quency of notifications (b), and share supported types of content
by sliding down the top bar (c-e).

user’s bodywhichwill benefit amore accurate step detection.Nonethe-

less, a general problem with step detection based on inertial measure-

ments would remain: as the algorithm cannot detect a step until it is

close to being finished, a small computational delay is induced. This

delay counteracts the optical illusion when walking starts or stops and

sometimes leads users to walk one step further than they intended.

9.4.2.4 Smartphone Service

TheAndroid smartphone is connected to the laptop viaWi-Fi and runs

a background service (Figure 9.19a) which starts polling the phone’s

light sensor whenever the user takes a virtual box into their hand and

stops soon after it was released again. Whenever the measured light

significantly increases during this time interval—an indication of the

phone having been taken out of a pocket or bag—the service wakes the

screen, disables the key-guard, and starts the corresponding activity

showing the content related to the box. In addition, access to placing in-

formation in the world from the smartphone is provided through a no-

tification service. By pulling down Android’s notification center from

the phone’s status bar and selecting the AMP-D service (Figure 9.19c),

the user can create notes (Figure 9.19e) and select pictures from the

gallery which are then dropped into the world. The app further allows

the frequency of notifications to be set per app (Figure 9.19b).

9.4.3 Limitations and Improvements

Formost indoor scenarios, the brightness of the displays of the present

prototype is already sufficient. For most outdoor scenarios, only the

hand display is sufficiently visible as it is very close to the projector and

can be shielded against direct sunlight. To the floor projection these rea-
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sons do not apply, hence the prototype is currently limited to twilight

conditions outdoors. As the brightness of pico-projectors constantly in-

creases (cf. Figure 2.3 on page 24), they may reach sufficient brightness

for outdoor conditions someday in the future.

Another limitation is the current size of the system. With pico projec-

tors advancing quickly, anddepth cameras of the size of a finger becom-

ing available, the ProCam unit can likely be shrunken considerably in

the near future. Additionally, the software should soon be able to run

on small on-board systems such as a Raspberry Pi or Intel Compute

Stick or mobile phones with built-in depth cameras such as Google’s

Tango. Power consumption will likely be the most challenging factor

for a much smaller version. This could however be mitigated by intelli-

gent power savingwhich reduces power consumptionwhennodisplay

surface is available.

Finally, the step detection needs to be further improved, e.g., by point-

ing a second camera towards the user’s feet which can immediately

decide whether the user starts moving, thereby eliminating the initial

detection delay of the current system. Further, GPS can be used out-

doors or geo-located image-based pose estimation indoors (cf. [28]) to

correct step detection errors.

9.4.4 Initial Evaluation

As Subsection 1.3.1.3 has pointed out, longitudinal studies that would

be interesting and required to perform on AMP-D, are often not possi-

ble with the current sophistication of projector technology as they are

not bright enough or too bulky in size. An initial investigation, though,

wanted to find out if the most important features of AMP-D work for

untrained users. Thus 6 participants between 25 and 30 years (mean

27 years) were recruited, to identify strengths and weaknesses of the

concept or the current implementation. They have been smartphone

users for 1.5 years on average (min 0.5, max 2 years) and all used their

smartphones at least for messaging, web browsing, calendar, and traf-

fic information. The study lasted between 45 and 60 minutes and was

conducted in a public floor (12 x 7 meters) of the university building

with regular by-passers (to provide users with experiencing their atti-

tude towards public usage).

9.4.4.1 Procedure

First participants were asked (using 5-point Likert-scales from “strong

agree” to "strong disagree") about their regular smartphone usage. All

showed strong agreement that they receive regular updates (notifica-

tions) on their mobile phones. There was further agreement to check
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if notifications have been missed, also while on the go, by all partici-

pants. Finally, there was strong agreement by all participants that they

usually react to new messages immediately. These answers show that

the participants reflected the right target audience that is addressed by

AMP-D.

After that all participants tried out all applications of the prototype.

This includes: receiving boxes rolled into their view while walking,

looking straight ahead, picking up boxes, reading their contents, mov-

ing them, releasing and dismissing them. Further continuing reading

the contents of a box on the phone as well as taking a picture with the

phone and creating a reminder note on the phone and sharing both to

the own virtual world. Finally, they also tried to follow a navigation

path that led them a marked route around obstacles we had set up.

After having tried the AMP-D prototype, participants showed a gener-

ally very positive attitude towards the AMP-D. Again they were asked

using the same 5-point Likert scale. All participants at least agreed that

they recognized new notification items on the floor without looking

at them. Further, all but one assumed the system would not disturb

but enrich their daily life if it was available at a smaller size. Further,

all participants at least agreed that they think they could react to new

information more quickly using AMP-D versus a smartphone. Finally,

all agreed that the prototype worked fine for them, that they enjoyed

using it, and that they could handle its complexity. In contrast, users

were split in their answers to our questions regarding social acceptance

and price/performance ratio—considering AMP-D would double the

costs of the smartphone—both resulting in overall neutral feedback.

In response to open endedquestions participants criticized, for instance,

physical fatigue caused by the high number of interactions tested in the

user study. Two participants were concerned with performing large,

eye-catching gestures in public space. Themajority of users questioned

whether the floor display would be bright enough outside (which had

to be negated at that time). But users also came up with constructive

comments regarding the technical challenges like brightness, battery

life, and size of the system: one participant, for instance, proposed

to show and select between all objects in the vicinity along a virtual

string in the hand when the floor display is not bright enough, which

would be similar to the SpiderLight system presented in the next chap-

ter. Further on, participants suggested several new application scenar-

ios, among those: using AMP-D for navigation and context-aware in-

structions for craftsmen on building sites; remotely placing reminder

boxes for items to buy across the supermarket at the right locations

(like a decentralized shopping list); similarly, using AMP-D as city tour

guide with POIs realized as info boxes to stumble over interesting in-

formation while keeping connected to the primary interest, the envi-

ronment.
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Naturally, this evaluation is only a first step in evaluating the device.

User studies withmore users over longer periods and against ordinary

smartphone usage, for instance, are required.

9.5 conclusion

This chapter introduced the case study on the Ambient Mobile Perva-

sive Display (AMP-D). For the first time it investigated the use of con-

stant personal projection for a personal pervasive display that accom-

panies the user in the visual periphery. AMP-D provides a wearable

MMDEs that combines an ambient out-of-reach floor display, a private

within-reach hand display, and a smartphone into a continuous inter-

action space for mobile everyday scenarios. By following the Nomadic

Projection Within Extended Reach concept, it notifies users about new

information on the less bright display out of reach, to allow objects of

interest to be easily brought within reach to the user’s hand for further

inspection andmanagement on a bright display. The demonstrated use

cases highlight the applicability of AMP-D in mobile scenarios. These

are embedded into a consistent information space concept that uses

Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) together with World Graffiti and vir-

tual boxes and spheres to cover a broad and extensible range of inter-

action scenarios.

Moreover, the complex prototype demonstrated unique technical solu-

tions to the specific challenges of the AMP-D concept like:

• automatically changing the projector’s lens focus to the user’s

zone of interaction,

• stepdetection fusing inertial and opticalmovementmeasurements,

• and tracking of novel hand gestures in a truly mobile environ-

ment.

These components have been integrated to a standalonemobile system

that does not require instrumentation of the environment or the user

(despite wearing the system), and runs for several hours. The concep-

tual and technical solutions have been the result of a two-year long

evolution, starting from similar ideas that had originally been investi-

gated and tested with users for indoor shopping malls and handheld

projection in the NaviBeam project (cf. Winkler et al. [W12]). The posi-

tive user feedback during our evolution of AMP-D has been the conse-

quence of this evolution.
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Mobile Deficiencies

multi-tasking The concept further presents a newapproach to seren-

dipitous access to digital information (by stumbling over it) that can be

applied to our physical world, thereby likely reducing the individual’s

effort to receive and deal with information. In particular, the system

can both be perceived as well as operated partly hands-free (through

body movement), allowing for other tasks such as walking or working

in large spaces (as was recently presented by Audi [29]). the simple se-

lect and pick-up gestures (or just pick-up if information is brand new),

make for a really short lead-time to interaction compared to smart-

phones, which first have to be taken out ofwhere they are stowed. Even

compared to smart watches, whose display is about 62 times3 smaller

than that of AMP-D, AMP-D is likely able to deliver a quicker informa-

tion overview duringwalking. Thus, regarding R6, the large size of the > R6

page 8projection and its characteristic of being always ready-to-use, enables

a short lead-time to interaction, maybe even allows for peripheral in-

teraction on-the-go (cf. Winkler [W6]). As such, it depicts a future di-

rection towards the original vision of pervasive computing.

environment Although the sample size has been smaller in this

study than it was in previous case studies, not less than all of the partic-

ipants indicated that they think they would be both “more aware” of

their personal information, as well as quicker than with a smartphone

in accessing and managing it. These results at least indicate that re-

garding R5, the projected floor display increases awareness unlike all > R5

page 8carried or worn displays that are not persistently in the user’s periph-

ery are able to do (speaking only of visual capabilities).

Hopefully, further advancements in projection technology will enable

larger user studies that assess how the display can blend into the fab-

ric of everyday life and investigate how well AMP-D would perform

in crowded places. In western societies, we recently got used to au-

dio pollution—people making phone calls on the street, during pub-

lic transport, and even sometimes in restaurants has become more or

less acceptable. Maybe, the visual pollution created by worn projec-

tors would eventually experience a similar acceptance, especially if the

amount of fixed pervasive display space and its pollution of the envi-

ronment could in turn decrease.

3 based on the 1.49" display of the AppleWatch. The resolution is only 8.4 times smaller,

though.
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This chapter is based on the previously published refereed book chapter:

[W1] Gugenheimer, J., Winkler, C., Wolf, D., Rukzio, E., “Interaction with Adap-

tive and Ubiquitous User Interfaces.” In: Companion Technology - A Paradigm

Shift in Human-Technology Interaction. Ed. by S. Biundo, A. Wendemuth, and

A. Bundy. Red. by J. Carbonell, M. Pinkal, H. Uszkoreit, M. M. Veloso, W.

Wahlster, and M. J. Wooldridge. Cognitive Technologies. Springer, 2016, to

appear

In addition, the following partially related thesis was supervised by the author:

• "Development and evaluation of a wrist-worn projector-camera system en-

abling augmented reality“. Philipp Schleicher. Master’s thesis. 2014

In the previous chapter, we expanded the NPWR to the Nomadic Pro-

jection Within Extended Reach (NPWER) concept to cover the cross-

distance interaction space in on-the-go scenarios. One disadvantage of

the AMP-D setup has been its comparably large size, though. This was

the result of several factors, but mainly of choosing a shoulder-worn

setup, which because of the larger distances to the user’s hand (on av-

erage 60 cm) and to the floor (on average 165 cm) will always require

larger projectors than previous case studies.

As a consequence, in this chapter we are going to investigate how simi-

larly quick micro-interactions that aid multi-tasking (>D2) can be sup-

ported from a device that is closer (again) to the projection surface,

and thus provides a bright projection from a smaller prototype size.

A wrist-worn ProCamS seems to be able to support this goal, but likely

requires changes to the interaction design. In principal, a wrist-worn

projector could also be used to create a smaller version of the floor dis-

play as presented by the previous chapter. Of course, it would be more

limited regarding some of the application scenarios as the floor display

would not maintain a fixed distance to the user. Yet more importantly,

the ProCamS is able to provide the same bright projection onto the (op-

posite) hand (Figure 10.1a) from amuch smaller device size, leveraging

the environment (>D4). As with AMP-D, when projecting on surfaces

other than the hand, a selection interaction can be used to “grab” the

object for within-reach interaction in the hand.

Nevertheless, the primary focus of this case study lies on interaction

happening in the palm. Having said that, it seems crucial to under-
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stand how palm projected interfaces should be designed which nei-

ther the AMP-D study nor other related works have investigated so far.

Consequently, the first part of this chapter presents a user-elicitation

study that investigates the types of information, the visual design, and

the interaction metaphors that users desire when using a wrist-worn

ProCamS for micro-interactions in the palm. Based on these findings, a

standalone wrist-worn prototype that supports interaction in the palm

and on other surfaces using finger and device gestures will be pre-

sented. A second user study evaluates the usability of the device com-

pared to smartphone usage, indicating many situations where partici-

pants would want to use a wrist-worn projection device but also high-

lighting the limitations of using the palm for within-reach interaction.

(a) Pressing middle and ring
finger to the ball of the
hand quickly (de)activates
the projection.

(b) The implementation allows to quickly
look up weather information

(c) Apart from the always available palm, any nearby surface
can be used for better clarity and single-hand interaction.
Finger shadows facilitate button selections.

Figure 10.1: The interaction space of the SpiderLight, which delivers quick
access to context-aware information using a wrist-worn projec-
tor.
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10.1 introduction

Since smartphones became a ubiquitous part of our daily life, the urge

for being up-to-date and accessing context-dependent information is

constantly increasing. By observing smartphone users, we see that of-

tentimes getting hold of the device consumesmore time than the actual

interaction. Most of the time, the phone is used for micro-interactions

such as looking up the time, the bus schedule, or to control a service

like the flashlight or the music player [88]. With the recent emerge of

wearable devices, such as smart watches, users can access these kinds

of information at all times without having to reach to their pockets.

However, most of these wearable devices are merely equipped with a

small screen so that only little amount of content can be displayed and

the user’s finger is occluding most of the display during interaction

(fat-finger problem).

A pico ProCamS integrated into a wrist-worn device might be able to

deliver a larger display that inhibits the same level of quick accessi-

bility, allowing for interactions using the shadow of the fingers (Fig-

ure 10.1c) and movement, especially roll rotation, of the arm. Project-

ing in the opposite hand (Figure 10.1b) that has an average diagonal of

7.74"[32] (yielding about 27 times the display size of the larger Apple

Watch model that has a diagonal of 1.49") or on a nearby wall (Fig-

ure 10.1c) would provide a larger information display that is always

available at the push of a finger (Figure 10.1a). Existing research on

wearable ProCamS usually employed head or shoulder-worn projectors

as in the previous chapter. However, wrist-worn devices are socially

more acceptable at themoment due to their similarity to wrist-watches

and achieve a shorter distance between projector and palm. This comes

at the expense of making it less suitable for traditional touch interac-

tion (cf. Section 2.5, esp. Subsection 2.5.3) as both hands are occupied,

although direct within-reach interaction remains possible as will be

shown later. Interaction with a wrist-worn projector had previously

been explored by Blasko et al. [53] using a mockup prototype and fo-

cusing onwall projection. In contrast, theSpiderLight systempresented

in this chapter is the first (real) standalone wrist-worn projector device

that supports projection in the user’s hand (in addition to nearby sur-

faces).

Further on, previous systems proposing palmprojection [104, 240, 281]

have all been designed by experts. As paragraph User-elicitation (Sub-

section 1.3.1.3) explained, user-elicited approaches often lead to inter-

action metaphors that are easier to learn and more acceptable to new

users. In particular, it seems interesting to elicit which content and in-

teraction metaphors users desire for this new type of device. The next

section will mark out the design space of such a system. Subsequently,
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the user-elicitation study, the derived prototype implementation and

its evaluation in another user study will be presented.

10.2 design space

The purpose of the SpiderLight is to facilitate micro-interactions that

are too short to warrant getting hold of and possibly unlock a smart-

phone. Like smart watches, the SpiderLight is not meant to replace the

user’s smartphone. Instead, it is meant as an accessory to the user’s

mobile phone that has more limited in- and output capabilities in fa-

vor of a much shorter lead-time to operation. Hence, the user-elicited

approach for this new type of device considers the following aspects:

1. the (context-aware) content to be displayed,

2. the interaction design with the displayed content,

3. and the activation gesture for quickly and reliably enabling/dis-

abling the system.

As a starting point we will first assess some typical smartphone use

cases (applications) that involve such little content and interaction that

using SpiderLight seems an advantage. Similarly, we assess the design

space of interactions possible with available hardware.

10.2.1 Applications

The following presents the most common smartphone activities that

have the potential to get accomplishedmore quickly byusingSpiderLight.

Please note that these are not meant to be exhaustive, but to be ex-

tended by participants in subsequent user studies.

location aware overview The LocationAware Overview ismeant

as a counterpart to the lock screen on mobile phones, although with a

stronger focus on context-relevant information. As such it can provide

basic information like time, weather, bus schedules, currently played

music, and notifications about new messages and social network up-

dates. It could show the screen that was last active on the smartphone

or even provide a direct interface to simple smartphone functions. An

advantage of SpiderLight in this regard is that it does not require un-

locking as it is steadily worn and not taken off in public—an advantage

shared with smart watches. The more private nature of the own hand

further allows projecting more sensitive data than, for instance, in the

Sixth Sense scenario [173].
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media player Smartphones are commonly used as media players,

which often require control for a very short time. Headset remotes

partly fulfill this requirement quite well, although more complex com-

mands such as skipping or reversingmultiple tracks or toggling shuffle

or repeat modes often require cumbersome interaction if supported at

all. Further on, smartphones are increasingly used as source for home

entertainment, streaming to wireless loudspeakers or TVs. In this sce-

nario headset remotes are unavailable and quick control from the Spi-

derLightmay be very convenient.

sharing media A huge advantage of the mobile projector is that it

can easily be used to create large displays in mobile nomadic (indoor)

scenarios to share content with other peers. The SpiderLight could pro-

vide a coverflow that contains the most recent pictures taken with the

mobile phone. Older pictures could be selected on the phone and then

shared to the projection of SpiderLight. The high dexterity of the user’s

armwearingSpiderLight allows to target awide range of surfaces, rang-

ing from the floor to tables, walls and the ceiling (similar to handheld

interaction).

10.2.2 Interaction Design

In the next step, suitable interactionmetaphors for awrist-worn ProCamS

to sufficiently support aforementioned applications were identified.

These include:

1. navigation between (hierarchically structured) screens,

2. scrolling,

3. and moving the device in 6 degrees of freedom.

In consequence, as depicted in Figure 10.2, the hardware is supposed

to possibly allow for

1. 6 DoF movement of the projector and shaking of the device;

2. touching and swiping on the projection with the second hand;

3. moving (collapsing and spreading) fingers of the hand of the de-

vice (casting shadows);

4. moving (collapsing and spreading) fingers on the hand of the

projection;

5. around-device-interaction of the second hand;

6. using speech input;

7. pressing buttons on the device.
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Figure 10.2: Overview of available interactions participants could choose
from in the first study

Pros and cons of most of these techniques as related to mobile projec-

tion have already been discussed in Section 2.5 and are irrelevant for

the user-elicitation. Section 10.4 will later discuss technical considera-

tions based on the outcomes of the user-elicitation study and within

the specific context of SpiderLight. The third part of the study consid-

ers the activation gesture.

10.2.3 Activation Gesture

Where AMP-D used a large horizontal swipe gesture for activation /

deactivation of the projection, the SpiderLight case study focuses more

on socially acceptable form factors and interactions. Furthermore, a

very small device dictates a smaller battery that will require the user
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to activate /deactivate the device much more often. An essential as-

pect of supporting a short lead-time to device and a quick information

lookup is thus the design of a quick and easy to perform activation ges-

ture. At the same time, the activation gesture must be robust against

being performed accidentally as an enabled projector that is moved

unconsciously can be very distracting to the environment.

For instance, it was considered to use a certain sound for activation of

the device, such as snapping fingers, but discarded for its lacking ro-

bustness. A particular word or phrase like introduced by Google with

the “Ok, Google” phrase might work, but could still be socially unac-

ceptable in many situations. The device could further be activated by

motion. For instance, a suddenmovement, such as quickly turning left

and right, could be used for turning the projection on. Another con-

sidered approach was to place a button on the back of the wrist that is

simple and reliable. On the other hand, it would require a second hand

for operation. Considering possibilities for an activationwith the same

hand, it became apparent that the creators of the Spiderman comic se-

ries must have faced a similar question: which one-hand gesture is not

performed accidentally, yet easy to perform. Bending back the hand

over and pressing a button in the palm with one or two fingers (Fig-

ure 10.1a) as used by Spiderman to shoot his webs, is such a gesture

and was therefore proposed to participants in the user-elicited study

along the previously mentioned alternatives.

10.3 user-elicited study

Nine participants (two female) of an age between 23 and 29 (x̄ = 26)

were invited to our lab to learn about their preferences towards de-

sired content, interactionwith and placement of awrist-worn projector.

Three of them were left handed and six were right handed.

10.3.1 Procedure

The user study comprised the following steps: First participants got

introduced to the general idea of SpiderLight using application ideas

and possible interaction concepts as previously described. Then they

created two iterations of palm andwall UI designs for the device using

paper prototyping, each time followed by testing the designs using a

projector and answering to semi-structured interview questions after-

wards. The following will explain these steps in detail.
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Figure 10.3: Paper widgets participants used to build their UI

10.3.1.1 Paper Prototyping the SpiderLight UI

After the introduction, participants used paper prototyping to create

UI designs according to their likings. The available screen space was

subdivided into a 8× 4 grid to limit the number of elements on the

screen. Separate grids for palm and wall/surface projection were cre-

ated as they induce different constraints regarding size, visibility, and

interaction affordances. An overview of the user interface elements the

participants could choose from is given by Figure 10.3. This set was in-

spired by typical UI elements as they appear inmobile interfaces. Thus

it included several menu elements such as both horizontal and vertical

cover flow, circular shaped menu, side-bar menu, top-bar menu and

a menu that has arrows on each edge. The remaining elements were

application elements for music player, weather forecast, bus schedule

and message reader. Also a clock was provided. The design was to be

combinedwith the interaction concepts depicted by Figure 10.2. Partic-

ipants were encouraged to put these to creative use and even include

custommade elements although none of the participants availed them-

selves of that offer.

The reason for using paper prototyping was not to provide an already

designed interface, because it would have narrowed down the inter-

action possibilities. For instance, providing a pie menu most probably

would have led the participants to use motion as input technique and

providing a user interface with a larger number of interaction possi-

bilities would presumably have led them to choose a touch interaction.
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Figure 10.4: Two examples of UI’s users finally built for wall (left) and palm
(right).

This way, it could not only be evaluatedwhat interactionwas preferred

but also how much interaction is wanted at all using such a system.

One constraint the participants were given was to use one list element

and at least onemenu element in their two screens. For instance, if they

decided to build a music player they were required to use the play list.

This way the study could draw information which interaction method

is favored when scrolling.

Participants were instructed to start with the wall design first. After

testing their firstwall design (see next section), they continued to create

a design for their palm, which was then again tested and the whole

process repeated as described before. Figure 10.4 shows two examples

of UIs created by participants.

10.3.1.2 Testing and Interview

After each creation of an UI design, a picture of the design was taken

and fed to a Microvision SHOWWX+ HDMI laser projector, velcro-

strapped to the participant’s wrist. The side on which to wear the pro-

jector for the whole study was determined by the arm the user intu-

itively provided when first handed the device.

Given this approach, participants could directly test both the visibility

of their designs as well as reflect on the anticipated usability of the in-

teraction techniques they intended to use. Participants’ feedback was

recorded using a semi-structured interview after each test round. After

the firstwall and palmUI concepts had been tested, they performed an-

other round, being able to revise their designs and chosen interactions.

After all 4 designs had been tested and individual feedback had been

recorded, participants engaged in a final interview regarding their ex-

periences, the differences between palm andwall projection, their pref-

erence for an activation gesture, and further use cases they would con-

sider.
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10.3.2 Results of User-Elicitation Study

Seven out of nine participants wore the device on their ’strong’ hand.

The twopersonswearing it on the other hand explained that theywould

like to use the strong hand to interact by tracking the fingers of the

other hand. The others mainly stated the reason that they would like

to use the fingers on the hand of the device for interaction. Also seven

participants chose to wear the device underneath the wrist, while the

back of the handwas facing upwards. One participant decided to wear

it on top of the back of the hand, similarly to a wristwatch. Another

participant wanted to wear it on top of the wrist, but the back of the

hand facing downwards. Two participants mentioned that wearing the

device sideways would be “more comfortable”.

For both wall and palm designs the chosen interaction elements from

the designs that we had captured before and the chosen interaction

metaphors gathered from the interviews were assessed. The interac-

tion metaphors (cf. Figure 10.2) were divided into scrolling, menu se-

lection, and item selection as atomic interactions required to support

earlier mentioned applications.

There was no clear preference between the chosenmenu concepts (cov-

erflow, pie menu, top menu), neither for wall nor for palm designs. Re-

garding wall designs, using the fingers of the primary hand to cast

shadows into the projection was the most frequent answer with 3 par-

ticipants choosing it for menu selection and scrolling and 5 partici-

pants selecting it for item selection. What participants liked about this

technique was its enabling support for single-handed interaction and

its direct feedback. However, for each metaphor one clear competitor

became apparent, which in the case of menu selection was rolling the

device (3 participants); for scrolling, moving the projector closer or fur-

ther away from the screen (4 answers); and for item selection direct

touching of the projection (3 answers).

Palm designs painted a completely different picture. Here, using the

fingers of the secondary hand, on which the primary hand projects,

was the most common answer in total, with 5 participants mentioning

it for menu selection, 3 participants for scrolling, and 2 for item selec-

tion. Again all other answers were mentioned once at most.

When asked, where participants would prefer displaying content, 8

participants preferred output on the wall, next to 5 participants on the

hand and only 3 participants on floor or table.

Finally, participants were asked to think about possible problems that

might occur when using finger tracking, motion sensors, or a projec-

tion in general. Most participants (6) expressed their concern towards

masking content with their fingers and the moving (unstable) projec-

tion (5) when using motion gestures. Another 3 participants found the
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finger selection difficult to coordinate and two participants were con-

cerned with random movements that could be falsely interpreted as

commands and another two with the interaction becoming exhaust-

ing over a longer period of time. Considering projection in general, 5

participants mentioned the low brightness of mobile projectors. When

thinking about issues specific to wall or palm projection, almost no

problems were reported for wall projection but participants were con-

cerned with the little space available on the palm (7 answers) and the

lower legibility of content (5 answers) mainly stemming from the un-

evenness of the hand (4 answers) and the lower contrast it provides (3

answers).

Regarding the activation gesture, therewas notmuch to learnmuch be-

yond the initial ideas, so the Spider unlock gesture as described before

was chosen that also inspired the name of the system.

10.4 implementation

10.4.1 Hardware Considerations

From the previously described study, we drew the following conclu-

sions that motivated the implementation of the SpiderLight:

1. The system should support shadow interaction with fingers of

the primary (projecting) hand

2. Roll and translation gestures,whichwerementioned secondmost

3. Both wall and palm projection

Given these requirements, the implemented system must be able to

sense finger movements in line of sight of the projection, sense inertial

movements, and project preferablywith awide angle not to excessively

constrain the minimum distance between projecting hand and oppos-

ing palm or wall. In addition, these components were supposed to be

part of a single standalone system, with processing power and power

supply on-board to support a realistic user experience. As projector it

was decided for theMicrovision SHOWWX+HDMI as it was the small-

est LBS projector available on the market, providing the widest projec-

tion angle, too. The decision for a laser projector seemed inevitably to

support quickly changing the projection surface and the projection dis-

tance, which would require constant adjustment of the focus using a

DLP-based solution—and even then could not provide the dynamic fo-

cus range required to project on the uneven human palm.

For the central processing unit different commercially available system-

boards like Raspberry Pi, Beaglebone, or Cupieboard and small smart-

phones that provide video output were considered. However, they all
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Figure 10.5: The interior design
of the SpiderLight system showing
the projector at the bottom, the An-
droid TV stick with the camera
mirror on the right, and the battery
on the left side. Not visible is the x-
IMU which sits behind the projec-
tor on the lower side.

Figure 10.6: The closure of the SpiderLight system (left) and a user wearing
it (right).

seemed too bulky by themselves, considering that projector, camera,

battery, and potentially additional sensors would all add to the over-

all size of the system. The decision thus fell on an Android TV stick

that would provide the same functionality at a much smaller size. In

particular, a system based on the Rockchip GT-S21D was chosen that

in addition to HDMI out and USB host—as all TV sticks offer—also

provides a camera that is originally meant to be used with teleconfer-

encing. Finding suitable cameras of the desired size that work well to-

gether with Android is often a very difficult challenge and by choosing

a system that already integrated the camera, the smallest possible foot-

print of the camera was achieved. However, the decision also implied

two consequences: It was decided against a depth camera, which at the

time of engineering was not available at the required size and with the

required support for mobile platforms like Android. Furthermore, the

default placement of the camera required adding a surface mirror to

the system to make the camera point in the direction of the projector

(more on that in the next section). As the stick did not provide iner-

tial sensors—and inertial sensors of mobile platforms often being not

very accurate anyway—we added the x-IMU by x-io Technologies that

was already used in AMP-D to the overall setup, which would allow

us to accurately measure the device’s orientation and translation for

pre-warping the projected image against distortion and recognizing

rotational device gestures. Finally, a battery supporting two USB ports
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with at least 1A current output on each port was integrated to power

the projector and the TV stick, which in turn powers the x-IMU.

10.4.2 System Integration

All components were fitted into a custom made 3D printed case as

shown in figures 10.5 and 10.6. The projector was taken apart to only

leave over its PicoP engine and its controller board. This was attached

on the bottom side of the case, that is the farthest away from the arm,

to leverage the inherent vertical projection angle in contemporary pro-

jectors that typically is pointing upwards. As the device is worn on

the bottom of the arm—upside down—the projector is mounted the

farthest away from the arm and is pointing away from the hand. This

way the hand does not occlude the projection but it is still easy for fin-

gers to reach into it. Just behind the projector, the x-IMU is placed and

connected to USB power of the TV stick using its GPIO connectors.

The upper side features the TV stick on one and the battery on the

other side. The latter can be charged without opening the case. For the

camera to point in the right direction, a structure had to be built that

allowed to attach the short flexcable of the camera of the Rockchip GT-

S21D rotated 90°upwards and counter-clockwise as far as the flexcable

allowed. Its image is then again mirrored through a surface-mirror sit-

ting on the opposite side of the camera at an angle of 45°.

Figure 10.6 shows the fully assembled device including the outer shell

and carrying band.

10.4.3 Software

The SpiderLight system runs on Android with its UIs created in Java

and rendered through OpenGLES. The computer vision algorithms

and sensor fusion algorithms are written in C++ and integrated using

JNI and Android’s NDK interface. Apart from the decisions that were

already taken regarding the interaction metaphors, a type of menu in-

teraction had to be chosen from the previous alternatives. Since more

users preferred the approach using finger shadows for menu selection,

the topmenu that was designed with finger shadows in mind and sup-

ports absolute pointing (see Figure 10.1c) was selected. Conversely, for

scroll selection, rotational device gestures thatwere answered themost

in the user-elicited study were chosen. For item selection, again, se-

lection by finger shadows is employed, whereby the first of four top

segments returns to the menu selection and the other 2-3 menu items

provide selection commands (cf. Figure 10.1c). The remainder of this
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section describes the required algorithms for finger detection and ges-

ture sensing.

10.4.3.1 Finger Detection

For finger detection, several standard approaches in computer vision

were considered, includingdynamic background subtraction, skin color

segmentation, Haar classifiers, and optical flow detection. Because of

the constant jitter of the primary hand dynamic background subtrac-

tion was abandoned. Skin color segmentation only works well for light

colored skins and is very susceptible to unfavorably lighted environ-

ments. Finally, Haar classifiers showed to be not performing very well,

maybe due to the limited mobile computing power and the small visi-

ble parts of fingers which may not provide enough features. Quite the

contrary, optical flow detection on the motion induced by fingers in

the image worked reasonably well. The flow is sampled on a grid of

32 × 12 points evenly distributed across the upper half of the region of

interest (ROI) as the fingers move vertically starting from the top and

would never cross the lower half of the projection.

As optical flow would naturally detect device movements as move-

ment in the image as well, filters were added that would remove op-

tical flows that did not describe vertical finger movements. The first

filter subtracts device motion measured by inertial sensors from com-

puted optical flow vectors. The second filtering is done by the criteria

that the optical flow vectors require a minimum height which was set

to 1
6 ·ROIheight. Then, by taking the way fingers actually bend towards

the palm into consideration and observing bending fingers from be-

hind, a third filter assumes one common vanishing point Q to which

all fingers point. Through iterative testing this was eventually be de-

fined to

Qx = ROIx +
1.5 ·ROIwidth

3
,

Qy = ROIy + 3 ·ROIheight

and all optical flow vectors that do not point to Q—within a certain

threshold—are being filtered out. The last filter cancels out any finger

interaction during the recognition of rotational gestures (described in

the next section).

Finally, the optical flow vectors which are found to be finger move-

ments are grouped by their location into four segments. The segment

that contains the most optical flow is selected if at least eight vectors

were found in it.
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10.4.3.2 Motion Interaction

The results of the user-elicited study showed that translational move-

ments were not as much appreciated as, for instance, rotational move-

ments. Furthermore, a rolling rotation keeps the projection at the same

place compared to translation movements. Moreover, by counter-rotat-

ing the projected image simultaneously, the image can be kept almost

stable in the former.

Three applications support roll rotation interaction which are weather

forecast, bus schedule, and the music player. Whenever any of these

three fragments are active their respective interaction is triggered by a

roll rotation that exceeds ±20 deg. In the weather and the bus applica-

tions, the rotation controls the scroll view whereas in the music player

application a rotation controls the volume.

The geometric correction of the projection follows the procedure de-

scribed in Subsection 2.4.3 based on the quaternion data received from

the x-IMU. That said, it requires a calibration step to define the angle

of orthogonal projection which is automatically defined whenever the

device is held still for the first time after having been switched on. To

further allow the surface to be changed during interaction, another ges-

ture was defined, which by occluding the camera for a short time (e.g.

by covering the front with a hand), allows to trigger the calibration

manually.

Based on results from the user-elicited study the SpiderLight ideally

would implement the spider unlocking technique, bending the hand

downwards and pressing two fingers to the ball of the hand. However,

the hardware setup was found unsuitable for a reliable introduction of

further bending and touch sensors. Instead, shaking—quick rotations

in opposite directions—for enabling and disabling the projection was

implemented then.

10.4.3.3 Augmented Reality

The prototype further supports marker-based augmented reality, for

instance to display the nutritional values of food next to its respective

markers. By receiving the position and the size of the detectedmarkers,

the respective information can be positioned and scaled accordingly to

always appear correctly aligned next to the targeted object.

10.5 usability study

To evaluate the performance and usability of SpiderLight a further user

study was conducted using the actual prototype. 12 participants (6 fe-
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male) were recruited which were all right handed (since the prototype

was optimized for the right hand) with an average age of 26 (range: 21

to 30). Except for two participants, all have had at least 2 years experi-

ence in using a smartphone.

The goal of the studywas to compare SpiderLightwith a current smart-

phone in terms of access time, and usability in two applications that

depict typical daily activities. Furthermore first impressions of partici-

pants using SpiderLight should be collected.

The first task was to look up either the current weather or at what time

a certain bus is going to the train station. The second task was to scan

an AR code and gather certain information (i.e. nutrition facts). Each

task was executed twice with a slight modification but stayed the same

in terms of complexity (e.g. only the piece of information to look up

changed).

10.5.1 Procedure

The study startedwith the participants being introduced toSpiderLight.

Afterwards they had time to practice and explore the system until they

felt comfortable. Participants were encouraged to think aloud and give

immediate feedback, which was written down. Participants were in-

structed to stand in front of awhitewall and project onto it butwithout

extending the arm to avoid exhaustion. After the introduction partic-

ipants were using the smartphone and SpiderLight to finish the three

tasks (tasks and systemswere both counterbalanced). Every task started

with taking the phone out of the pocket and unlocking it respectively

enabling the projection of the SpiderLight system. Once all tasks were

finished, the userswere asked to complete several questionnaires about

their experiences using SpiderLight.
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10.5.2 Results

task completion time On average it took participants 12.47s (σ =

3.7) for task one and 19.94s (σ = 9.72) for task two, using SpiderLight.

In comparison to 12.00s (σ = 2.46) for task one and 14.80s (σ = 3.25)

for task two, using the smartphone. The high standard deviation of

SpiderLight in task two seems to be the result of miss detections of in-

put, because the SpiderLight system had sometimes problems in de-

tecting a finger correctly (which was recorded manually during the

study). This led to sometimes unusually long interaction using Spi-

derLight. Nevertheless, looking at results of participants when no miss

detection occurred, participants almost exclusively finished the tasks

with times below each smartphone time. Therefore, it can be argued

that with a more robustly functioning finger detection algorithm, Spi-

derLightwould perform faster compared to smartphones.

qualitative feedback In the questionnaires about the usage of Spi-

derLight, participants reported that rotation interaction was easier to

conduct, less physically demanding and had a higher accuracy com-

pared to finger input. This could have partly been influenced by the

miss detection of fingers, but also by the fact that using the shadow of

a finger to interact with a device was more novel and challenging to

participants compared to rolling their arm.

In a last question participantswere asked inwhat scenarios theywould

prefer to use SpiderLight instead of a smartphone. The answers are de-

picted by Figure 10.7. Besides the obvious showcasing content to by-

standers, which is the central advantage of almost any projector sys-

tem, also AR support as well as the short lead time to interaction were

particularly positively recognized by participants.

10.6 conclusion

This chapter presented a first methodological approach to user inter-

faces for micro-interactions on palm projected interfaces created by

wrist-worn projectors. The presented user-elicitation study led to a set

of information types and interaction methods, which users desire for

micro-interacting with such a device. As somewhat expected, complex

gestures or touch interaction by moving the fingers on the surface side

have not been appreciated as much as simple (rotational) gestures and

clean UI designs carrying only the most basic information elements.

Arguably, if only little information is displayed, the advantage com-

pared to smart watches decreases as they are sufficient in size to show

the most basic information at a glance, too. However, four distinct ad-

vantages of a projection interface over a smart watch remain:
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1. the palm display is significantly larger and has a better resolu-

tion;

2. it allows to quickly showcase content to bystanders on a much

larger display on a nearby surface;

3. the display cannot be damaged, which is crucial considering that

smart watches integrate bio-sensors and are thus regularly used

during sports such as playing squash; instead, the projector can

be buried within a sturdy closure (does not have to be glass);

4. given better energy performance in the future, it would allow for

constant personal projection on the floor, enabling scenarios sim-

ilar to AMP-D in the previous chapter.

On the side of advantages, smart watches can be looked at using only

one hand any time whereas SpiderLight requires a nearby surface or

the usage of both hands.

In summary, if the SpiderLight device provided at least the same reso-

lution, brightness, and legibility in the opposite hand as a smart watch,

it would constitute a real competitor against smart watches because of

its several aforementioned advantages. For people that regularly col-

laborate on content in nomadic scenarios, it may highly improve conve-

niencewithout really sacrificing the advantages of a smart watch.Man-

ufacturers of smart watches are currently heavily looking into ways for

increasing display size. Lenovo, for instance, recently showed a dual-

display smart watch where one display is used like a viewfinder for an

even more private display [155]. Instead, a projector combined with a

smart watch could provide an additional public display, also enabling

some of the collaborations investigated with the SurfacePhone.

The exploration of the prototype and the results of the user studies

revealed the requirements of such as system: These include good legi-

bility on the palm,which despite the already applied 2D geometric cor-

rection would likely require a correction that takes the complete three-

dimensional surface into account [125]. Similarly, radiometric compen-

sation as explained in Subsection 2.4.4.1would likely benefit the legibil-

ity of content. Moreover, amore robust finger tracking is required, be it

to recognize finger shadows which were preferred in the user study or

touch interaction on the hand.Withmobile depth cameras being on the

verge of becoming widespread, presumably this will be the least prob-

lem in the future as similar functionality has already been commonly

shown (cf. Subsection 2.5.3).

The final evaluation could not entirely prove the elimination of all ad-

dressed mobile deficiencies by the SpiderLight system. However, we

have to take the familiarity of userswith smartphones and the described

tracking issues during the second user study into account.
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multi-tasking In this light, the fact that often users performedmuch

better with SpiderLight than with the smartphone indicates the poten-

tial of the SpiderLight concept.

environment It creates a display that cannot be damaged on a sur-

face that is always available (hand or floor) andwhere no other display

could be attached to providing new input modalities like finger move-

ment on the back or shadow-based interaction (R2) and has the poten- > R2

tial to increase the user’s awareness (R5) through constant projection > R5

page 8on the floor.

This chapter concludes both the part on Nomadic Projection Within

Extended Reach for interaction on the go, as well as the case studies

presented by this thesis. The remaining part of this thesis will derive

concrete guidelines for Mobile ProjectionWithin (Extended) Reach for

practitioners in the next chapter and give a thorough prospect on the

future role of mobile projection for nomadic interaction before the the-

sis is concluded.
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11
DES IGN GU IDEL INES FOR MOB I LE PRO JECTED

INTERFACES

The previous case studies have explored, studied, and proven howpro-

jected interfaces, particularly by using Nomadic Projection Within (Ex-

tended) Reach, can address existingmobile deficiencies (Subsection 1.1.1)

in multiple ways. However, for designers of nomadic computing de-

vices it may not be straightforward to extract the required insights for

making the right decisions regarding the question if and how to in-

tegrate projected interfaces to their interaction design. Therefore, this

chapter will present general guidelines derived from the knowledge

gained so far. In particular, these guidelines address the basic ques-

tions when to apply projection technology at all, when to follow theNo-

madic Projection Within Reach or Nomadic Projection Within Extended

Reach concepts, and how to employ these for a given design, including

recommendations regarding concept, hard-, and software.

As a note on the side, because these guidelines have to build on the

current state of the art in projector technology to be directly applica-

ble, it comes natural that some of these guidelines may lose their rele-

vance as projection technology evolves in the future. Other guidelines

describe concepts that are more or less agnostic of the technology and

will be applicable to future projection and other display technologies.

Despite of that, as other display technologies evolve as well, the under-

lying considerations of all of these guidelines may hold in the future

nonetheless.

Before the presentation of the guidelines it makes sense to briefly recap

the four primary deficiencies of current nomadic interaction that these

guidelines address andwhich Subsection 1.1.1 has elaborated in detail:

Output/Input Size Defi-

ciency (D1)

The small output size of current nomadic de-
vices hinders overview and quick task com-
pletion times. Moreover, the small input space
causes the fat-finger problem.

207
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Multi-tasking Deficiency

(D2)

The small screen space further dictates a
single-activity focus to mobile operating sys-
tems. This hinders multi-tasking between dif-
ferent apps as well as between several win-
dows within the same app. Another limita-
tion lies in cumbersome switching between
real-world tasks (especially those involving
the hands) and digital tasks on the device.

Collaboration & Privacy

Deficiency (D3)

There is almost no support for synchronous
collaboration, whether being co- or remotely
located. As such, there is almost no privacy
support for sharing either.

Environment Deficiency

(D4)

Current nomadic devices are not part of
the user’s environment but are stowed away.
Hence, they cannot easily leverage the user’s
environment for information display, e.g. by
means of AR. Conversely, when they are oper-
ated, theydisconnect the user of their real envi-
ronment, leading to security and social issues.

These deficiencies can be addressed by the following derived guide-

lines. First all guidelines will be named and subsequently discussed in

detail. Every detailed guideline will begin with typical questions prac-

titioners are faced with whenever the guideline would apply.

Presented general guidelines for mobile projected interfaces include:

1. When to use projection-based technology

2. When to employ Nomadic Projection Within Reach

3. When to expand this toNomadic Projection Within Extended Reach

Guidelines pertaining to Nomadic Projection Within Reach are:

4. While maintaining a projection size > 7", prefer a smaller image

over a larger one

5. Identify themost common approach angle for the interaction and

place the projector on the opposite side to minimize shadow oc-

clusions

6. Position an around-device projection depending upon the pur-

pose of interaction

7. For collaborative use, allow for different physical setups of de-

vice(s), users, and spectators

8. Transfer techniques should use animation and involve only one

hand

9. Leverage (invisible) optical communication betweenmultiple de-

vices
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Guidelines pertaining to Nomadic Projection Within Extended Reach

are:

10. Consider privacy andpossibly provide privacy-preservingmech-

anisms

11. Use mediated pointing techniques for object selection

12. Possibly leverage the extended reach for peripheral display

11.1 general guidelines

11.1.1 When to use projection-based technology (and when not)

• Which advantages does a projection-based display bring?

• Which disadvantages does a projection-based technology impose?

Let us recall the three traditional main purposes of using projection

technology:

1. Create large displays in ad-hoc scenarios where no other form of

display is available.

2. Create displays much larger than it would be feasible to build (or

transport) using other display technologies.

3. Directly augment the real world and its objects, either manually

or by using a projector camera system for tracking and creating

a transparent illusion

We have seen that all three arguments apply particularly well to no-

madic scenarios where it is not feasible to carry large screens, where

large displays cannot be expected to be available in the environment,

but where objects and disposable space can be exploited for augmen-

tation to considerably increase display space.

Finally, we have seen that for the nomadic scenario, we can add at least

two additional purposes which are

4. Create an additional display (e.g. for public/private support) at

almost no additional cost for carrying

5. Use optical communication (as has been used for the Surface-

Phone and in relatedworks, e.g. [269]) for infrastructure-less com-

munication.

In summary, nomadic computing devices should consider using pro-

jection technologywhen either additional or larger displays are required.

Large displays aid awareness (AMP-D, IPC) and interactionperformance

(Chapter 4), whereas additional displays typically aid collaboration

and privacy (SurfacePhone and IPC) in multi-user scenarios. AR allows

to integrate the current environment of the user in ways not possible
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without projection technology, including paper (Penbook), the floor

(AMP-D) or the hand (SpiderLight).

Projection technology should be avoided for nomadic application sce-

narios or at least pros and cons have to be balanced

1. when the interaction is most likely to happen in direct sunlight,

as the amount of Lumens of mobile projectors (100 for pico pro-

jectors, around 300 for portable ones) cannot compete with the

>30,000 Lumens of direct sunlight indoors or sunny daylight out-

doors.

2. when clear and high contrast perception is desired (e.g. a light-

table application) because—again due to the constraints on bright-

ness of the image—sufficient requirements to the surface and the

environmental lighting cannot be guaranteed or easily modified

in nomadic situations.

3. when correct and robust touch recognition is crucial, i.e., touches

should neither be missed nor falsely interpreted by the system.

If not projecting on a touch-enabled surface, the tight combina-

tion of output layer and touch-sensing layer of a screen-based dis-

play is superior to ProCamS. The latter usually require computer

vision (CV) for the recognition which is less robust due to possi-

ble occlusions, shadows induced by the projection, unfavorable

changes in lighting conditions, varying skin colors, varying tex-

tures of projection surfaces etc. On the other hand, though, it eas-

ily supports mid-air gestures which screen displays only achieve

by introducing additional cameras.

Provided that the current technological advancement continues at the

same rate (cf. Figure 2.3 on page 24), mobile projection technology will

not be mature enough for unrestricted indoor usage earlier than 2025

and for realistic outdoor usage (to the same extent as self-illuminated

displays can be used outside today) not before 2040.As has been shown,

Nomadic Projection Within Reach can be applied to cancel out these dis-

advantages in certain situations, which leads to the next guideline.

11.1.2 When to employ Nomadic Projection Within Reach (and

when not)

• Can I use Nomadic Projection Within Reach for my design?

• Which limitations does Nomadic Projection Within Reach in-

troduce?

First of all, Nomadic Projection Within Reach especially addresses the

requirements of interactive projection systems. If content is just to be

trivially shown, people know how to cope with it by selecting surface,
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angle, size, and distancemanually and expecting spectators to position

themselves accordingly.

All of this is non-trivial for interactive systems. Here, Nomadic Pro-

jection Within Reach recommends the flexibility of the additional dis-

play over its size and thereby facilitates a bright projection and a famil-

iar touch interaction. Using the concepts of Nomadic Projection Within

Reach should be considered when

• the main tasks or a substantial part of the tasks revolve around

nomadic informationmanagement. The chapter on relatedworks

(Chapter 3) has shown a fair amount of works, even for nomadic

interaction, that successfully employed other interaction concepts,

e.g., handheld usage, to other application domains such as gam-

ing, art, or the military (the bottom/left corner of the taxonomy).

In contrast,Nomadic Projection Within Reach is particularly suited

to GUI-based information management (as was motivated by

Chapter 4 and validated through the corresponding case stud-

ies).

• single-user scenarios needmore display real estate than the form

factor of a mobile device can fit. As free space is often sparse in

mobile scenarios, anyway, a small additional projected display

with high resolution is more valuable than a large one with low

resolution. A smaller display further better preserves the user’s

privacy as it cannot be seen from farther away and can also bet-

ter be shielded by the user. As the display is created by the own

device, it is safer to use than to rely on display infrastructure ex-

isting in the nomadic environment.

• multi-user scenarios need a shared space that is provided by the

projection (SurfacePhone, IPC). As projected displays are decou-

pled from the device and do not inhibit the same notion of own-

ership, they are more flexible to use in multi-user scenarios.

• multi-user scenarios need a multi-display setup, for instance to

support public/private scenarios through a certain setup between

the physical and projected displays (SurfacePhone).

• awareness in single- and multi-user setups are to be increased

through a larger projection (SurfacePhone, IPC).

Limitations induced by Nomadic Projection Within Reach include that

multiple users interacting on a projected display simultaneously, cre-

ate many shadows which may disturb the experience and which does

not scale favorably. Further on, projections are significantly less en-

ergy efficient than screens for reasons mentioned before (cf. Subsec-

tion 2.4.1).
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11.1.3 When to expand this to Nomadic Projection Within Ex-

tended Reach

When a short projection distance is not exclusively feasible but No-

madic Projection Within Reach nevertheless promises to be the right

interaction concept, the cross-distance space can be covered by allow-

ing more distant objects to be brought into reach and back out of reach

again. This setup either requires

• two projectors with different focal lengths to be available;

• one projector with auto-focus and surfaces being available at dif-

ferent distances within the light path (this is the AMP-D setup);

• or one projector for distant objects that can be brought to a nearby

display for touch interaction.A smartwatch or smart glasseswith

built-in projector could, for instance, use the projection to indi-

cate objects across a large FOV in the environment to be selected

for further interaction on the built-in display.

A suitable interaction technique to select distant objects are pointing

gestures either using cursors (AMP-D) or shadows ([78, 176],SpiderLight).

The gestures should be robust against accidental movement, though.

Independent of a nearby surface being available or not, it can be in-

tended to position the projected display outside the foveal field of view

of the user for peripheral display (AMP-D) and peripheral interaction

[W6]. Here, ways of implicit interaction such as the body movement

utilized by AMP-D enable peripheral interaction that does not require

disconnecting from the current task.

11.2 guidelines for

Nomadic Projection Within Reach

When a decision has beenmade that the interaction shouldmainly hap-

pen within reach, the following concrete guidelines solicited from the

case studies of this thesis help to achieve a good usability.

11.2.1 While maintaining a projection size > 7", prefer a smaller

(brighter) image over a larger one

• How large should the projection be?

• How far should the projection be away? What throw ratio to use?

• What is more important, brightness or size?

Current mobile projectors typically provide not more than a native

720p HD resolution ( 1280 × 720 pixels). On a 7" screen this leads to
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a pixel density of roughly 210 pixels per inch (PPI). This already does

not meet the quality of color perception of the human eye of about

287 PPI [27] and lies below the screen density of most modern smart-

phones. Even if resolutions were to climb to native full HD support

(1920 × 1080) in the near future, screen sizes like 50" as often advertised

by projector manufacturers would still lead to very poor resolutions of

not more than 45 PPI. The rapid and wide adoption of retina displays

that offer a high resolution instead of a large screen size, demonstrated

users’ preference for a high pixel density1. Considering that larger dis-

tances between projector and projection surface do not only result in

lower pixel densities (at the benefit of a larger display) but also in a

darker image (coming at no benefit) it is desirable to prefer smaller pro-

jected images that are brighter and provide a higher PPI. Still, the size

should not fall much below 7 inches for current projector generations

and 10 inches for future full HD generations as such small projections

would lead to PPIs above 287 that cannot be leveraged by the human eye.

Furthermore, such small projections are unfamiliar and might be con-

sidered awkward by their spectators. The size of the projection should

further provide that the user can reach the entire projection area com-

fortably at arm’s length (within a distance of 60 cm) to not withstand

direct interaction. Depending on the relation between projector, user,

and projection, different throw-ratios are required for the projector or

its lens, respectively. For instance, the case studies on Nomadic Projec-

tion Within Reach presented before have used projectors with a throw-

ratio of 1.10.

With projection sizes of only about 7"-9" diagonal, thePenbook,Surface-

Phone, and SpiderLight case studies have shown the value of a second

projected display even if of small size. Particularly, not a single of the

over 50 participants who took part in the corresponding user studies

had complained about a too small projection size—affirming the appli-

cability of this guideline.

11.2.2 Identify the most common approach angle for the interac-

tion and place the projector on the opposite side to mini-

mize shadow occlusions.

• Where to position the projector in a new device concept?

• How to avoid shadow interference?

During touchscreen interaction, the finger occlusionproblem—so-called

fat-finger problem—caused by fingers overlaying the display is a well

1 It must be acknowledged that people are very used to consuming media at low PPI,

for instance watching full HD video on 50" TV displays, comprising a PPI ratio of not

more than 30. However, with the TV market being on the verge of adopting the 4K

standard, and considering the fact that TVs are rarely used as replacements for PC

monitors (because of too low PPI), PPI ratio seems to matter to users nonetheless
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known issue that leads to a measurable decrease in performance and

accuracy [39]. Interactions with mobile projections lead to a different

occlusion problem when users’ interactions cross the light path of the

projector, leading to shadows occurring on the projected interface. In

distant interaction, this occurs more seldom (or might even be avoided

completely) but when it happens shadows are typically very large as

they occur close to the projector. In Nomadic Projection Within Reach

shadows occur regularly whenever the user interacts with the projec-

tion and they occur in addition to the finger occlusion problem. As they

do not occur close to the projector but instead close to the projection

surface, they are comparably small, though. Moreover, shadows are a

natural phenomenon that humans are very used to from everyday life

and which are already disturbing (and compensated for) in analogue

activities such as when writing on paper in direct sunlight or below a

desktop lamp.

Based on these experiences, when the projector is placed in a way that

the shadow typically occurs below the user’s hand, it is not surprising

that shadow effects have hardly been recognized, let alone problema-

tized within the case studies. When using the Penbook, for instance,

shadows occur typically below the user’s hand during writing. Simi-

larly, when using the SurfacePhone, interactions performed by collabo-

rators, i.e. users sitting opposed to the owner of the device, cast shad-

ows below the collaborator’s hand2, too. In contrast, interactions by the

owner of the device happen from the “wrong” side. However, because

of the steep projection angle of the device shadows occur only shortly

before the actual touch happens. More importantly, because the user is

interacting from a greater distance he or she is not aiming from above

their fingertip as in typical scenarios but from below. Therefore, the

shadow pointing in the “wrong” direction is actually beneficial. That

said, in most scenarios the projector should be placed on the opposite

side of the approach angle for interaction. Only if the user is for some

reason forced to interact at an arm’s length with the projection (as in

SurfacePhone), the projector should be alignedwith the approach angle

of interaction if feasible.

11.2.3 Position an around-device projection depending upon the

purpose of interaction, whether it is personal, peripheral

or collaborative.

• How to choose position and distance of a projection?

• Where to position the projector in a new device concept?

The projection should be placed in such a relation to the projecting de-

vice that it is in accordance to the main purpose of the projection. This

2 if the collaborator interacts on the projection of the other user and users are facing

each other
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can be one of a personal purpose for active interaction, or a personal

purpose for peripheral perception, or for collaboration between multi-

ple users.

Personal interaction requires the projection to be within easy reach of

the main user. This typically means that the interaction should be sup-

ported directly in front of the user as has been demonstrated in the

Penbook and IPC case studies.

Another personal use case is peripheral interaction. Here, the focus lies

rather on perception than interaction. Not to disturb the user in their

main routines the display should be placed behind (as in the Surface-

Phone) or to the sides of the device (cf. [133]). The prototype byQin et al.

[204] can also be regarded as a low-resolution projector and augments

the device with an aura of dynamic ambient lighting directly below the

device. The ceiling projection by Leung et al. [157] wants the projection

to work as peripheral display for bystanders, for which—indoors—the

ceiling seems most appropriate.

Finally, if the anticipated main purpose of the projection is to support

collaboration, the projection should be placed in a way that it is most

convenient to operate by other users. For the SurfacePhone this meant

that the projectionwas to be placed behind the device. Although this po-

sition makes the operation more inconvenient for the main user, other

users are naturally invited to perceive and operate the projection as it

is physically closer to them than to the main user. This should go as

far as to align and rotate the content upside down to appear correct

for bystanders rather than the main user. In most cases, the main user

will know the content anyway and will only require the perception

of the projection for augmenting verbal communication by non-verbal

reference. Further on, the projection behind the device still allows for

a very good perception by the main user but does not interfere with in-

teracting with the projecting device for controlling the content on the

projection. It was also shown that the AMP-D prototype can similarly

be extended to multi-user interaction by allowing to merge the floor

projections. Analogously, content on the projection should be aligned

to face the collaborating user.

As the study on touch locations has shown (see Figure 7.5.3.2), wher-

ever the projection is placed, depending on the distance and approach

angle to the projection, users will tend to undershoot or overshoot the

target, respectively. Therefore, if the systemknows about the user’s pos-

ture towards the projection (by some form of inside-out tracking for ex-

ample), a corresponding offset function should be applied to the user’s

touch. If such knowledge is unavailable, the most common posture of

interaction should be applied.
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11.2.4 For collaborative use, allow for different physical setups of

device(s), users, and spectators to support different levels

of privacy and intimacy.

• Will users know by themselves how to use and place the device(s)?

• Which collaborative use cases do specific projection setups sup-

port?

Most devices dictate to a certain extent how they want to be used,

e.g., TVs dictate a certain minimum distance for viewing by their size.

Similarly, the size and form factor of mobile devices, in particular mo-

bile phones, communicate handheld usage. Projections lack such af-

fordances and thus require the product designer to communicate in-

tended use else-wise, for instance through the position of the projec-

tion as explained before. The same lack of affordance on the other hand

allows for very flexible and adaptable usage. Because projected dis-

plays can easily be moved and resized (by changing distance and an-

gle) multiple projections can be merged and overlaid in an incompara-

bly easymanner. Together with different positioning of users, different

levels of privacy, collaboration, and even intimacy can be supported.

Some of them have been leveraged in the SurfacePhone project, rang-

ing from distant scenarios with users sitting on the opposite of each

other, to collaborative scenarios with users sitting next to each other.

In a broader sense, two perspectives on support for different postures

have to be distinguished: on the one hand, the software should support

and adapt to users taking different positions and angles during inter-

action to support different types of tasks, for instance ranging from

selective picture presentation to collaborative puzzling as in Surface-

Phone. Andprojected games can use these flexible transitions for attack

and defense maneuvers as in SideBySide [269]. On the other hand, if

the projection device was motorized, it could autonomously move the

projection and its orientation and thereby force users to either take in-

timacy enforcing or intimacy disturbing positions to each other. We

have used a similar concept for the autonomous device movement in

the knight game of the HoverPad [W14].

11.2.5 Transfer techniques should use animation and only involve

one hand if possible

• Which human factors have to be considered when designing trans-

fer techniques?

• What has to be considered regarding the visual style of transfer

techniques?

If displays are visually separated, i.e. not directlymerged as the shared

space of the SurfacePhone, animation should be used to visualize the

transfer of content. The proxy technique of the SurfacePhonelet new
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content slide in from the side or animated content that already existed

on the display on top of the existing item. Conversely, the swipe and

human link techniques did not use animation but just removed the con-

tent from one display and added it to the other display. This sometimes

confused users because they missed a transfer action the system had

performed (on their own request or that of another user). Short anima-

tions help to increase awareness and presumably lead to less missed

actions. In scenarios that include an extended reach like AMP-D this

may involve the (three-dimensional) interpolation between different

distances, which a physics engine is usually capable to provide.

As nomadic devices will usually be small and lightweight, they will

likely not provide the necessary weight to stand robustly on a table.

For devices that are used put down on a surface, one-handed interac-

tion should thus be used as bi-manual interactions lead to accidental

movements of the device, leading to inaccuracies.

11.2.6 Leverage (invisible) optical communication between multi-

ple devices, possibly to set up a wireless communication

channel.

• Which special properties of projection technology must be con-

sidered during product and interaction design?

When a device allows or requires device to device interaction between

multiple projection devices or between a projection device and a pub-

lic display for example, optical communication can be superior to ordi-

nary communication channels like Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. Especially dur-

ing the initial setup, bringing multiple devices into the same wireless

network is often a tedious and error-prone task which repels users

right away.Optical communication, particularly in the invisible infrared

band, does not require any prior setup. It does assume cameras fac-

ing in the direction of the projection, but which projector systems typi-

cally require to recognize interaction anyway. In [269] Willis et al. have

shown how both position and actions can be communicated solely via

QR codes projected through infrared light alongside the visible con-

tent. Virolainen et al. [258] used the optical channel to transmit pic-

tures. With the SurfacePhone it was shown how multiple devices can

recognize each other’s projections in the visible light space using nat-

ural feature image detection algorithms to support merging of multi-

ple projections to a single combined one. As the optical bandwidth is

more limited than the radio ones—mainly because of the much more

limited update and frame rates of projector and camera—more com-

plex communications must still rely on radio channels. But even then

the optical communication can be used to communicate and negotiate

connection parameters between multiple devices to facilitate an auto-
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mated networking setup that is transparent to the user and therefore

particularly supports the nomadic computing principles (Chapter 1).

11.3 guidelines for Nomadic Projection Within

Extended Reach and on the go

Analogously to the previous section, this section provided concrete

guidelines for interacting at extended reach.

11.3.1 Consider privacy and possibly provide privacy-preserving

mechanisms

• Which privacy implications will a public projection for personal

information management have?

With the extended distance comes a bigger publicity of the projection.

Different to some of the Nomadic Projection Within Reach scenarios

like Penbook and IPC, any notion of privacy of the projection, at least

at the extended distance, is given up. All the more this is the case in

on-the-go scenarios. Thus private information on the projectionwithin

extended reach should probably be avoided and only disclosed when

brought within reach. Furthermore, providing a means of instantly en-

abling/disabling the projection (such as AMP-D and SpiderLight have

provided) enhances the user’s sense and control of privacy.

11.3.2 Use mediated pointing techniques for object selection

• How to interact with content out-of-reach?

As touch interaction is not available at extended reach, alternatives

have to be used. A suitable interaction technique to select distant ob-

jects are pointing gestures either using cursors (AMP-D) or shadows

([78, 176], SpiderLight). In on-the-go scenarios, these gestures must be

robust against accidental movement, though. As found out by the case

study on AMP-D, posture-based gestures work more reliably during

movement to de- and activate selection out of reach aswell as to switch

between differentmodes. If possible, uni-manual gestures are to be pre-

ferred to not diminish one of the usual advantages of projected inter-

faces, namely hands-free operation.
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11.3.3 Possibly leverage the extended reach for peripheral dis-

play

• Which unique properties of projections can be leveraged?

The extended distance allows to position the projected display in the

visual periphery (like the floor display of AMP-D) and support periph-

eral interaction [W6]. Different to traditional peripheral displays, be

they screen-based or projection-based and located within a room, the

nomadic projection scenario requires some adaptations to consider:

1. Because the environmental light level can change any time, so

does the contrast of the projected display. Pertaining to nomadic

projection, however, the change may go unnoticed as the projec-

tion is not constantly perceived by the user. On the other hand,

different amounts of animation on the peripheral display allow

to control the amount of attention drawn from the user. Hence,

if possible, the system should measure changing ambient light

levels and adapt the amount of animation accordingly.

2. In nomadic and especially on-the-go scenarios, the user will be

muchmore distracted than in traditional environments of periph-

eral displays. Thus, if possible, the system should track if and

when the user has looked at the projection—or at least moved

the head towards it—to adapt time and frequency of updating

the display with (new) content.

3. Ways of implicit interaction such as the body movement utilized

by AMP-D allow peripheral interaction that does not require the

user to disconnect from the current task, which can be critical

such as walking to destination in time.

As all technology, mobile projection has its limitations—limitations

that despite good design guidelines may not be easily eliminated. A

topic that has oftentimes turned up in paper reviews and discussions

with colleagues was if and how other emerging display technologies

like smart glasses and watches already outperform mobile projection

or might do so in the future. Hence, before the thesis is concluded,

the next chapter on future work will discuss this topic in detail. On

the other hand, it will, of course, also discuss possible future improve-

ments to Nomadic Projection Within (Extended) Reach and mobile pro-

jection.
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THE FUTURE OF NOMAD IC COMPUT ING

This chapter will name some possible future improvements for No-

madic Projection Within (Extended) Reach and mobile projection in the

next section. However, with many new wearable devices for nomadic

computing appearing on the market right now, the future of mobile

projection may equally lie in a meaningful combination with and be-

tween these than in an isolated advancement of projection technology.

This perspective will be discussed by the subsequent section.

12.1 improving nomadic projection within

(extended) reach

Obvious are necessary requirements to advance Nomadic Projection

Within (Extended) Reach in the future:

• The energy efficiency and performance of battery-powered pro-

jectors has to double or better triple to allowvery small projectors

to be integrated into standard mobile devices, to achieve a form

factor that is considerably smaller than that of the prototypes pre-

sented in this thesis. To be usable indoors in direct sunlight or

outdoors outside of direct sunlight, rather improvements in en-

ergy efficiency in the range of 5 to 10 times have to be achieved

(only speaking of within (extended) reach distances).

• Flexibility in the projection setup. This thesis has presented sev-

eral prototypes, each of which had been tailored to the specific

use case regarding placement and orientation of the projector.

But users, most likely, will not be willing to carry several devices

for nomadic computing which would defeat its purpose. How-

ever, mechanical solutions that allow between different device

setups are not very difficult to support. A simple means would

allow to turn projector and camera 180°(see Figure 12.1a) and

thereby support personal projection scenarios like the Penbook

(components turned to the user) and collaborative ones like the

SurfacePhone (components turned in order to face away from

the user). Another approach that simplifies rotating camera and

projector simultaneously, recently has been presented by Lenovo

with the “Smart Cast” concept and a real prototype (Figure 12.1b)

221
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(a) Rotatable cameras andprojectors
on smartphones would allow for
different interaction setups us-
ing the same device. It would
also render the additional front-
facing camera of contemporary
smartphones unnecessary.

(b) The Lenovo Smart Cast concept.
A rotatable mirror at the top
allows to flip the direction be-
tween forward and backward of
camera and projector at once
(does not allow arbitrary rota-
tions, though). Image courtesy of
Lenovo.

Figure 12.1: Solutions for serving different projection setups from the same
device.

• Mobile devices with integrated depth cameras with a very good

depth accuracy, especially in the near range between 10 and 50

cm. These will drastically improve the accuracy of touch detec-

tion of Nomadic Projection Within Reach and enable robust ges-

ture detection forNomadic Projection Within Extended Reachwith-

out sacrificing the mobile form factor.

12.2 the future role of mobile projection

in nomadic computing

Taking a broader perspective, what has been tried to achieve in this the-

sis is to take the strengths of onemobile technology (mobile projection)

to address the weaknesses of another mobile technology (e.g., smart-

phones and tablets) and vice versa (the private nature of the handheld

screen has surmounted the very public nature of the projection). With

mobile projection, we have successfully addressed four deficiencies of

smartphones for nomadic computing, but also witnessed some of the

limitations of mobile projection, foremost its unfavorable competition

with ambient light. As Section 2.2 has explained, other nomadic tech-

nologies are less susceptible to ambient light and currently we witness

their proliferation in form of all sorts of wearable devices such as fit-

bands and smart-rings, -watches, -shoes, -glasses, and -clothes. In a

broader sense, all of these smart nomadic computing devices (see Fig-

ure 12.2) try to address each others’ deficiencies (most notably those of
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smart phones) within the nomadic design space using their individual

strengths and in spite of their own weaknesses.

Figure 12.2: The device space of contemporary nomadic computing: smart
ring, watch, glasses, projector, and phone. Each are able to ad-
dress specific weaknesses of the smartphone but all the same
between each other (some possible combinations are left out for
clarity).

The prospect of this thesis should therefore take a closer look at a pos-

sible future role of mobile projection within this design space. As one

example, smart glasses are pushing the output part of Nomadic Projec-

tion Within Reach to its extreme by putting the display extremely close

to the user’s eye where only very few ambient light comes in the way.

As such, they are more robust towards brightly lit environments and

also support an unmatched privacy for displayed content. At the same

time, compared to mobile projection, interacting with information dis-

played on the glasses is way more difficult since no touch or pointing

interaction is supported by the system. This is just one example ofwhat

seems to be a large new design space between wearable nomadic com-

puting devices. The rest of this chapter will present a first proposal—to

be extended by future research—of this design space by

1. presenting an overview of the unique deficiencies and strengths

of contemporary smart wearables Subsection 12.2.1;

2. identifying two alternative approaches howmultiple devices can

be combined to surmount each other’s deficiencies to aid the user

in nomadic computing; both approaches will be exemplified by

case studies, which already started research into that direction.

• In the first approach, one device surmounts the deficiencies

of another primary device, which aids the user in nomadic

computing. TheGlass Unlock case study in Subsection 12.2.2

depicts this type of approach.

• In the second a framework provides seamless cooperation

within the ecosystem to allow all available smart devices to

achieve a common goal of the user. The Display Copy sys-

tem in Subsection 12.2.3 briefly exemplifies this type of ap-

proach.
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12.2.1 Deficiencies and Strengths of nomadic computing devices

The following two pages present a list of deficiencies and strengths (Ta-

ble 12.1) of the currentlymostwidespread nomadic computing devices

and based on that, a device graph (Figure 12.3) that depicts opportu-

nities for addressing deficiencies in nomadic computing by combining

multiple devices.

These classifications are based on the personal experience of the au-

thor with these technologies that was gained during and after the con-

ducted research onNomadic Projection Within (Extended) Reach. Itmust

be noted that the currently almost non-existent social acceptance of

smart-glasses (as has been exemplified by Google Glass) and the de-

pendability ofmobile projection on ambient light did not receive a very

large weight as to further decrease their negative score. The social ac-

ceptance of smart glasses may change quickly (such as the acceptance

of headsets did) andNomadic Projection Within Extended Reachhas pre-

sented a concept howmobile projection is already usable today. Apart

from that, these classifications are neither meant to be exhaustive nor

objective and naturally require a formal evaluation to be conducted in

the future. Nonetheless, they may already inform designers of future

nomadic computing applications that consider combining several de-

vices. The major purpose of these classifications, however, is to reflect

upon the possible future role of mobile projection within this future

ecosystem. Based on Table 12.1 and Figure 12.3 we can derive the fol-

lowing conclusions:

1. Mobile projection has a high nomadic suitability, similar to that

of smart glasses and higher than other smart wearables. Except

for smart watches and phones, that are already in the market,

rings, glasses, and mobile projection require further technologi-

cal advancement to decrease their size and thus increase their so-

cial acceptability to allow them to spread out in the end-consumer

market.

2. Whereas other device categories sharemore similaritieswith each

other,mobile projectiondistinguishes itself through several unique

advantages but also disadvantages. Advantages include an un-

matched support for creating large displays, for supporting col-

laboration, and constituting the only display technology that can

easily be integrated to other nomadic devices. This not only al-

lows the integration to phones and tablets as presented in this

thesis, but to glasses, watches, rings and other nomadic comput-

ing devices in the future. The biggest disadvantages compared to

other systems include the dependency on an available projection

surface and the rivalry with ambient light as has already been

discussed throughout this thesis.
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Ashas been explained before, the remainder of this chapterwill present

two case studies (Glass Unlock and Display Copy) on two alternative

approaches how nomadic devices can be combined.
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12.2.2 Combining smart phone and the very private display of smart

glasses for a very secure smartphone unlock mechanism

This section is based on the previously published refereed conference paper:

[W2] Winkler, C., Gugenheimer, J., De Luca, A., Haas, G., Speidel, P., Dobbelstein,

D., Rukzio, E., “Glass Unlock: Enhancing Security of Smartphone Unlock-

ing Through Leveraging a Private Near-eye Display.” In: Proceedings of the

33rd Annual ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI

’15. New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2015, pp. 1407–1410

In addition, the following partially related thesis was supervised by the author:

• "Smart, Smarter, Smartest? An Exploration of the Design Space and Devel-

opment of Interactions Between Multiple Smart Gadgets". Philipp Speidel.

Bachelor’s thesis. 2014

12.2.2.1 Introduction

Related video Recent findings suggest that about 43% of smartphone users rely on

some form of lock-screen to protect their phone from unwanted usage

[102]. However, currently deployed smartphone authentication mech-

anisms like PIN and the Android unlock pattern are susceptible to dif-

ferent real world attacks such as smudge attacks [33], shoulder-surfing

[82], or camera attacks. Especially the latter is becoming more and

more of a threat with the increasing prevalence of video surveillance.

One way of protecting authentication from these attacks is to use bio-

metric properties like fingerprints or input behavior [58]. While these

are highly usable alternatives, they suffer from trust issues and the fact

that theymake the devices hard or impossible to share [77]. Indirect in-

put or other kinds of software distractions [138, 140] suffer from highly

reduced authentication speed and thus, negatively influence usability.

As opposed to this, hardware based approaches rely on additional, ex-

ternal devices to provide invisible channels to the user which affect

the input [47] or relocate the input to a less observable position [82].

While increasing usability, they require additional devices to be car-

ried around.

With the advent of smart wearable devices such as smart watches and

smart glasses on the consumer market, such devices are not an addi-

tional burden anymore as they are carried around anyway as part of

the users’ daily lives. We already see that they can be used to enhance

the usability of lock-screens. For instance, Google’s Android now of-

fers to automatically disable the lock screen whenever the user’s smart

watch is in the near vicinity, meaningfully combining the devices and

increasing the convenience of the user. However, it is only appropriate

for less concerned users, as it enables new types of attacks like stealing
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Figure 12.4: Glass Unlock concept: the scrambled PIN pad is only shown on
the display of the user’s smart glasses; input is performed on
empty buttons on the smartphone,which does not give anything
away to an attacker.

both devices together or leveraging moments when the phone is left

unattended while still in range of the watch.

Glass Unlock introduces a similar approach for phone unlocking, com-

bining smart glasses and their advantage of a very private near-eye

display with the phone’s lock screen. The basic idea is to hide the lock

information (e.g. PIN digits) on the phone and instead show it on the

glasses’ display. For instance, in a standard 10-digits PIN screen the

phone would show empty buttons while the same layout including the

digits would be visible on the glasses as shown in Figure 12.4. The

random order of digits is required to achieve the desired security as

explained later. By precluding any attackers of making sense of the

users’ input on the phone, Glass Unlock is secure against smudge at-

tacks, shoulder surfing, and camera attacks.

Interesting to investigate are the additional costs of this approach com-

pared to the state-of-the-art of unlocking. According to Harbach et al.

[102], this is PIN unlocking, which about a third of all smartphone

users (78% of all lock screen users) rely upon. Besides the analogue

4 out of 10 digits implementation, two further alternative variations of

Glass Unlock have been evaluated: one that proved to decrease the vi-

sual search time by reducing the number of digits from 10 to 6 (called

6Key); another that proved to support eyes-free input on the phone by

requiring swipes instead of touches, thus removing any need to switch

focus between the phone and the display of the glasses (called swipe).

12.2.2.2 Glass Unlock Concept

As people owning smart glasses will likely wear themmost of the time,

it makes sense to combine them with the people’s phones to increase

their security. While the whole phone unlock could be performed on
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Figure 12.5: The 6 study systems: 3 input and 2 output methods (with and
without Glass), additionally compared against standard PIN
baseline (not shown).

the glasses alone, users should not be forced to switch input to another

device while they interact with their phone. Hence, the Glass Unlock

concept moves the authentication challenge to the near-eye display of

the glasses (leveraging its ability to deliver the output in a very private

manner) while retaining authentication input on the phone (leverag-

ing the superiority of the phone regarding input). When the Glass is

not availableGlass Unlock gracefully degrades to scrambled PIN-entry

with visible numbers on the phone.

By moving the authentication challenge from the (public) phone dis-

play to the (private) near-eye display, neither shoulder-surfing normul-

tiple synchronized camera observations give away the password sim-

ply because it is not shown on the phone. Small digits on the near-eye

display are not visible to onlookers and cameras. In addition, Glass

Unlock scrambles the order of digits after every successful unlock at-

tempt, thus preventing attackers of merely repeating observed input

on the phone, which also makes it resistant against smudge attacks.

As an attacker of Glass Unlock still has to acquire knowledge of the

password, even stealing both devices together will not facilitate phone

unlocking any more easily than without the glasses—this is a huge

difference to previously mentioned automatic unlocking betweenmul-

tiple smart devices. Glass Unlock further assumes a secure Bluetooth

connection between the devices, but even if the connection was com-

promised, an attacker of Glass Unlock would have to simultaneously

record the digital transmission and observe the input on the phone.

This is because no sensitive information is transmitted, only the ran-

domized PIN layout.

It is important to note that the general Glass Unlock concept does not

only relate to smartphone unlocking. People are required to enter se-

crets all the time, at the ATM, when paying with debit cards, etc. We

can envision a general framework that would automatically transfer

the challenge to the user’s smart glasses.
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Figure 12.6: Authentication times divided into preparation time (time until
first touch) and input time (remaining time). Swipe input time
also shows— next to it—input times per digit and preparation
time in-between.

12.2.2.3 Study Results

The description of the complete study setup, procedure, statistical anal-

yses aswell as their results can be found in [W2]. Figure 12.6 depicts the

mean preparation (time until the first touch), input (rest of the time),

and total times (preparation + input) of the 18 study participants us-

ing the seven compared systems. These comprised the standard unlock

baseline and the new systems consisting of the three input techniques:

10Key, 6Key, and Swipe; and two output methods: Phone and Glass as

independent variables (see Figure 12.5).

authentication speed The total time of the baseline was lower

than total times of other phone methods. This is as expected since all

other systemsused a scrambledPINpad that introduced a visual search

task. The 6Key input method successfully reduced visual search time

as it significantly decreased the preparation time compared to 10Key.

Furthermore, we see that the preparation times of 6Key and 10Key sig-

nificantly increase when used with Glass, but Swipe remains almost

the same. This can be attributed to Swipe’s support for eyes-free input

when usedwith the Glass. In contrast, 6Key and 10Key require users to

perform a mapping to the phone once they switched their focus. This

leads to a higher preparation time. Also, to minimize attention shifts,

usersmay have tried to find and remembermultiple positions from the

very beginning. Swipe on the other hand allowed the input to start as

soon as the first digit was discovered.
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Preparation time (search time) does not only happen before the first

touch, but also between touches/swipes during the input time. This

explains the significant rise in input times between phone and Glass

methods. Again, like with preparation time, the times of 6Key and

10Key increase significantly when used with Glass as display switches

occur during the input aswell. Very interesting are the high input times

of Swipe. They remain almost exactly the same between output meth-

ods, which gives strong evidence that Swipe supported eyes-free in-

put, thus was not confounded by the separation of displays. However,

swiping takes longer to perform and the unusual layout may have in-

troduced a small disadvantage as well.

authentication errors Errors were very low across all key in-

put systems (overall 7 errors) and thus only the Swipe errors with and

without Glass are worthwhile to discuss. Most errors occurred in the

length (29 errors) of the swipe—too short or too long—or the angle

(14 errors)—left or right slip. Using the Glass, participants produced

more errors (19) in the length of the input than without (10). This can

be attributed to the eyes-free input as the works of De Luca et al. [83]

already revealed that users struggle with swipe input more when per-

formed eyes-free. Surprisingly enough, introducing the Glass did not

lead to any more errors with the key input methods, despite the re-

quired switching and the possible out-of-focus touching.

qualitative system feedback Semi-structured interviews revealed

users’ experiences to be mainly in line with the quantitative results

([W2] provides some more details).

More interesting have been users comments to openly asked questions.

Regarding 10Key, 13 participants criticized the annoyingdisplay switch-

es while regarding Swipe, 12 users explicitly mentioned to cherish can-

celing out of display switches. On the negative side, 4 reported prob-

lemswith distinguishing between short and long swipes, 3 found short

swipes harder to perform than long swipes, and 3 found Swipe too

slow in general. Interestingly, in the final ranking of the three input

methods by outputmethod (Figure 12.7) participants shifted their sym-

pathy nonetheless even more towards the Swipe technique when used

with Glass, followed by 6Key gaining only half the sympathy on rank

1. Thus, display switches seem to be a very annoying factor in this new

type of multi-display system and users would rather choose a slower

input technique but which is less demanding on the eye. Finally,≈65%
of participants stated they would entirely replace their current lock

screen with their favorite Glass Unlock variant if they owned compati-

ble glasses and additional ≈18% would do so only for security critical

apps.
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Figure 12.7: Final ranking of participants’ preferred input method.

12.2.2.4 Conclusion & Future Work

Users spend much of their time on unlocking their phones. With mo-

bile devices becoming more and more a medium for highly sensitive

data, secure unlock methods are researched that yield acceptable in-

put times without requiring additional hardware to carry. Glass Un-

lock depicts an authentication system, that is inherently secure against

the most common visual attacks against mobile phone locks while in-

creasing the unlock time onlymoderately.Glass Unlock achieves this by

outsourcing the security critical output to the private near-eye display,

which is believed to become a regular companion ofmany smartphone

users, thus addingno additional hardware requirements. TherebyGlass

Unlock leverages the advantages of the glass (private display) and the

phone (accurate touch recognition) to unlock procedure, which is espe-

cially annoying in nomadic scenarios because it is more insecure and

more difficult to perform while on-the-go.

However, we have seen that smart devices cannot be “just” combined

and expected to work optimally together. Issues like visual separation

of devices and displays leading to context-switches or reduced aware-

ness, or the complexity of multi-modal input, show that the combina-

tion of devices may lead to new issues that require to be addressed by

the interaction concept. In the case of Glass Unlock the biggest prob-

lem users faced seemed to be the required context switches between

the displays, as well as the visual search task. These have been suc-

cessfully addressed by the Swipe and 6Key techniques and ultimately

should probably result in a combination of both as the right interaction

concept for Glass Unlock.

Two other examples for surmounting the deficiencies between two de-

vices are recent works like Chen et al. [73] (watch and phone) and the

upcoming Benko et al. [41] (glasses and projector).

12.2.3 A Framework for Combining Multiple Smart Displays

Glass Unlock has presented how one nomadic device, in this case smart

glasses, can surmount the deficiency of another one (the public display

of a smartphone) to support its goal of secure unlocking. In the second

approach, a framework combines all nomadic devices to solve a defi-
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ciency shared by all of them, which is that one device/display is not

sufficient for multi-tasking.

12.2.3.1 Framework Concept

Because of the limited screen estate, allmobile operating systems apply

the “single activity” concept where one application receives the whole

screen space at a time. To switch betweenmultiple applications, several

interaction steps are usually required such as (1) holding a button for

a longer time or tapping it twice, respectively, to then (2b) choose an-

other application from a list (whichmay require several swipe gestures

before (2a)). Switching back to the former application requires at least

1) and 2b) to be performed again. It must be assumed that users will

perceive this interaction process as cumbersome in situations where

several application switches are required within a short period of time.

The framework approach described in this section tries to solve this

issue by making multiple subsequent application switches unneces-

sary. Such as desktop systems allow to position multiple application

windows side by side, nomadic users should be able to place different

application windows within their own mobile display space which is

constituted by the number of worn or available display devices (e.g.,

smart watch, smart glasses, mobile projection). This is not very differ-

ent from the ongoing research on nomadic interaction with pervasive

displays, however, as all involved devices belong to the user, trust and

multi-user issues can be neglected. Instead, a very easy means of inter-

action that is quicker and more convenient than the aforementioned

application switching on a mobile phone has to be found. The bache-

lor thesis cited at the top of this section provides a good example to

start from:

“Adiscussion among friends in a chat application: Two friends

could arrange to meet at the cinema. A conversation about

a visit to the cinema implies a discussion about the offered

movies and the corresponding showtimes. To access the

relevant information, several application switches between

the chat application and thewebbrowser are requiredwhich

may become annoying.

”Smartwatches and smart glasses, however, neither provide goodmeans

for text entry in a chat application nor to browse the web—and that for

good reason because of their small size and/or lacking input capabil-

ities. However, if information from the smartphone, in this example

the list of currently screening movies, could be easily put on one of the

other displays, no further application switcheswould be necessary and

chatting on the phone about the movie to choose may become more

pleasant.
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Figure 12.8: Display Copy system example: After the smartphone is touched
long with the ring it displays a clipping frame to select the start
view for a connected smart watch and finally stores a copy of the
display and the selected region (left). Touching the smart watch
with the ring for a short time is recognized (middle) and shortly
afterwards the picture is retrieved from the server (phone) and
can then possibly be panned and zoomed on the watch (right).

The basic idea of the proposed framework is to use a ring (which may

be a smart ring but does not necessarily have to) as mediator between

the displays. As all of the other display-equipped nomadic devices

(watch, glasses, projector, phone) usually have built-inmagnetometers,

they are able to recognize when they are “touched” with a metallic

(magnetic) ring. This can be leveraged to transfer content between the

devices and their displays if these share a common network, e.g., over

bluetooth (note that the ring is not required to be part of this network).

This idea was implemented to investigate a suitable interaction design

the and rest of this section describes its implementation.

12.2.3.2 Framework Implementation

Related videoFirst of all, the smart phone is chosen to act as server since it is be-

lieved to be always available and that most of the times, content is

moved from the phone to other displays, albeit other transfers should

be possible as well. Other smart devices connect to the server over

Bluetooth and maintain a connection in the background. Further on,

all devices constantly monitor differences in the magnetic field and in-

terpret sharp (read quick and high) changes as touch. If two of these

changes occur within a certain time interval, these are recognized as

touch down and touch up events and taking the time lying in-between

into account, long touches can be recognized as well. This comes in

handy as at least two actions are required by the interaction design:

selecting a display to be moved on one side and its destination on

the other side. Although this could be achieved with a single touch

(touch the first device then touch the seconddevice), falsely recognized

touches may quickly bring the system out of sync with the user’s inten-

tions. It seemsmore robust to use the copy&pastemetaphor, i.e. to store

display content in a clipboard (hosted on the server on the phone) and

paste it to the destination device upon request. Consequently, a long
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touch is used to store the display content of one device and a normal

touch to paste the content to another device’s display (see Figure 12.8).

This almost suffices the desired functionality except for the differences

in size between the displays. If, for instance, the cinema website is to

be copied to the smart watch, how should it appear on the 20 times

smaller screen of the watch? A simple solution that was applied is to

copy the display content as an image and to send this to the watch.

The user, then, can use the commonly available panning and zoom-

ing techniques to position the content to their likings. Watches usually

support this by touch gestures and on the Google Glass the content is

placed on a large space around the user’s head which can be explored

using head rotation. The simple means of creating an image of the con-

tent, of course, comes at the expense of losing the possibility to inter-

act with the content (e.g., looking up details of the movies) and future

work might want to research more suitable intermediate formats be-

tween nomadic devices. Apart from that, to reduce possible zooming

and panning steps that are more cumbersome to perform, at least on a

watch, than on the phone, multiple clipping frames are shown above

the display whenever the screen shot of a display is taken (Figure 12.8

left). The part within the clipping frame is used as start segment when

copied to one of the other devices. These rectangles can be moved alto-

gether to select the desired start segment on the phone,which provides

for more overview and thus a more convenient selection. If, however,

the user is content with the start segment, no further action is required

after the long touch and the clipping frames disappear by themselves

after a short period of time.

Pasting the stored display content to another device, now, only requires

briefly touching the target display with the ring, which triggers it to re-

quest the current screen content together with the initial segment defi-

nition from the server (the phone) and display it accordingly. Panning

and zooming allow the whole display content to be accessed and thus,

allow for multi-tasking and multi-application usage in nomadic sce-

narios. Regarding this second approach, no related works are known

so far.

To conclude this chapter, one advantageworthwhilementioning is that

the perspective on nomadic computing outlined by this chapter ac-

knowledges that people will more likely carry “smartified” versions of

their traditional and socially acceptedwearables (rings,watches, clothes,

glasses) than carrying additional sensors and devices only for the pur-

pose of enabling a new interaction metaphor. This makes looking into

their meaningful combinations so essential. At the same time, it would

be interesting to research the limitations of the “combineddesign space”

to assess which new required sensors or other hardware are really nec-

essary for nomadic computing devices in the future. The “CES” score

in Table 12.1 can be regarded as a preliminary step into this direction.
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CONCLUS ION

Mobile screen displays can only increase so much to support the in-

creasingdemandof nomadic productivity and entertainment that yearns

after more screen real estate. We have seen that mobile projection in

principal, is able to provide these large displays in nomadic scenar-

ios and from small physical form factors. Moreover, we have seen that

the additional screen can be leveraged beyond its size to address fur-

ther deficiencies of current mobile devices, namely lacking support for

multi-tasking, (privacy-respectful) collaboration, and leveraging the

environment by creating new types of AR experiences and increasing

the awareness of the user. Nevertheless, these advantages do not just

come by themselves. As the analysis and classification of the literature

(Chapter 3) have shown, related works have mostly recreated tradi-

tional projection scenarios using projections at a distance and out-of-

reach interaction techniques that are suitable for media broadcasting

but not for nomadic projection (cf. arguments in Chapter 5) and infor-

mation management (cf. Chapter 4).

Based on these observations, in Chapter 5 a framework calledNomadic

Projection Within Reach was proposed which in contrast to most pre-

vious works, values the flexibility of the projected display much more

than its size and hypothetically allows for many deficiencies of current

mobile interaction to be successfully addressed and solved. In the sub-

sequent chapters 6 to 8, this hypothesis has been systematically studied

motivated by the previously identified deficiencies (Subsection 1.1.1),

guided by the classification of related work (Chapter 3), trying to an-

swer the research questions formulated by Section 1.2. Regarding these,

the thesis found out that

R1 a better overview, shorter task completion times and lower error

rates can be achievedwhen small targets are involved (Chapter 4);

R2 new input modalities include pen-input on real paper Chapter 6,

implicit body movement as extension to the Spotlight metaphor

for peripheral interaction (Chapter 9) and more generally device

movement tomaintain privacy (chapters 7 and 9), touch-input on

tables with correction for over- and undershooting, a preference

for uni-manual transfer techniques between displays (Chapter 7),

and gestures robustly functioning during walking (Chapter 9);

R3 merging of projections to larger shared displays and support for

different postures in colocated sharing allow for different setups

237
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of intimacy between collaborators (Chapter 7). In remote collab-

oration, creating awareness for each other’s actions diminishes

unnecessary meta-conversations regarding each other’s actions

(Chapter 8);

R4 real (Chapter 7) or artificial (Chapter 8) MMDEs provide private

and shared spaces that address privacy concerns sufficiently for

collaborating users. When not colocated, awareness about each

other’s actions is essential to a privacy-respectful experience

(Chapter 8).

In a further step, chapters 9 and 10 in Part III expanded the within-

reach interaction range to Nomadic Projection Within Extended Reach,

covering the cross-distance interaction space and bridging the gap be-

tween Nomadic Projection Within Reach and many existing works on

distant interactionwithmobile projections. Aswe have seen, these case

studies could prove that Nomadic Projection Within (Extended) Reach

can successfully address further deficiencies of current mobile interac-

tion. In particular,

R5 including digital information in the user’s periphery using AR pro-

vides for an alternative input channel that can be leveraged be-

side and in spite of other primary tasks such as walking (Chap-

ter 9);

R6 robust selection gestures (Chapter 9) or quick activation gestures

(Chapter 10) allow for micro-interactions in nomadic and on-the-

go scenarios that have the potential to outperform task comple-

tion times using smartphones (Chapter 10).

By example of the case studies, and based on precise calculations of

required Lumens for differently lit environments (Subsection 2.4.1), we

have further seen that

R7 the close projection distance has allowed, for the first time, tomake

mobile projection usable in unaltered indoor environments, prov-

ing the prevalent opinionwrong that mobile projection due to its

limited brightness is not mature enough for nomadic use cases,

yet.

The results of the case studies and the personal experience of the au-

thor have then been transferred to 12 practical guidelines on using mo-

bile projection which have been summarized in Chapter 11. These in-

form the design of futuremobile devices whether projection is suitable

at all and if so, when and how to apply Nomadic Projection Within (Ex-

tended) Reach to the application scenario.

Finally, Chapter 12 elaborated a possible future role of nomadic projec-

tion. By classifying thisworkwithin a broader scope of nomadic device

support (and presenting further case studies of this design space), the

unique advantages of nomadic projection have been elicited. These in-
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clude the unique support for enabling collaboration and integrating the

environment, e.g. for increasing awareness. Moreover, different to other

nomadic device categories, projectors can be integrated to existing no-

madic devices which are already socially accepted. They have only lit-

tle impact on the device size, but add many opportunities to enrich

interaction.

Reflecting on the case studies presented by this thesis, the Penbook,

SurfacePhone, and IPC concepts could presumably, be combined to a

single concept that equips any handheldmobile devicewith better sup-

port for single-user multi-tasking andmulti-user collaboration. On the

other hand, concepts presented by AMP-D and SpiderLight could pre-

sumably, be integrated with smart watches or glasses, to increase the

user’s awareness while on-the-go and to address the collaboration de-

ficiency of smart watches and glasses.

The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows (a more

detailed list was already given by Section 1.2):

• Anew classification of existingworks considering nomadicity and

interaction distance, revealing an opportunity for mobile projec-

tion in nomadic scenarios that has been mostly unexploited so

far across many application domains, but especially regarding

information management;

• the framework of Nomadic Projection Within (Extended) Reach

and its underlying calculations;

• five case studies, each providing new concept(s), implementa-

tion(s), and evaluation(s), confirming the hypothesized advan-

tages of the framework as well as revealing some of its limita-

tions;

• 12 concrete guidelines for the application of the framework;

These contributionsmadenomadic projection comewithin reach—phys-

ically and figuratively—to provide large displays from small devices in

nomadic usage scenarios. Drawing a line to the beginning of this the-

sis, this allows future nomadic interaction to be more transparent (only

enabled when required), more integrated (part of existing accessories),

more adaptive (enables small and large displays as required), andmore

convenient (small device size), providing users with richer single- and

multi-user interaction when they are on the go.
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